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The Estes Steam Engine. 

This i s  a Leavenworth (Kansas) engine. Our Eastern readers 
-manufacturers of engines especially, who for so long a time 
have supplied the Western market with steltm motors-will 

in suitable seats. The course of admission and exhaust will 
easily be traced ill the section of the cylinders without further 
description. When the steam spaces between the heads of 
the yal ves are filled with steam, the latter transmits its press-

The induction valve is worked by the rod, E, and the ex
haust valve by the rod, F. The former is connected with the 
adjustable steel-pointed cam; G, Figs. 1, 3, alid 5, which cam 
revolves in the yoke, H, Fig. 1, to which the valve rod, E, is 

look with curiosity 
at an engine built 
in the far West and 
which displays in 
its design and con
strnction all the re
finements of mod
ern practice. 

The engine is pro· 
vided with variable 
cut-off, full stroke 
exhaust, and Tre
main's b a 1 a n  c e 
val ves. The piston 
is also furnished 
with Estes patent 
piston packing de
vice, all of which 
are hereafter de 
scribed. Economy 
of fuel, ere the rail
roads had made 
such inroads upon 
the timber supply 
of the country, was 
a consideration of 
little importance. 
The increasing cost 
of fuel from year 
to year, and the 
close competition in 
all kinds of manu
facturing business, 
now render it im
perative that every 
avenue of waste 
shall be closed. 
From being a ques
tion of secondary 
importance, econo
my of fuel is fast 
becoming one of 
primary interest in 
many parts of the 
country. It thus 
happens that the 
demand throughout 
the West for finer 
engines is annually becoming greater. 

It is claimed for the Estes engine that it 
meets this growing want, and that not only 
economy of fuel but economy in first cost and 
in current expenses for repairs, are also se
cured uy the simple and strong construction 
of its working parts ; and also that while its 
working will compare with any of the more 
expensive engines in market, it will not give 
trouble and annoyance by the necessity of fre
quent repairs. 

A detailed description of the improvements 
combined in the engine will show the grounds 
upon which these claims are based. 

Fig. 1 is a perspective view, from which our 
readers will gain a good idea of the general 
design as well as most of the details of the 
construction. Fig. 2 is a plan view, with sec
tional view of the cylinder and valve cham
bers, showing the induction and eduction ports 
and valves, etc. Figs. 3, 4, and 5 are respec
tively an elevation and a section of the cam, 
which operates the induction valve, a sec
tion of the cylinder and valve chambers and a 
section of the beam. Figs. (1 and 7 show the 
method of packing pistons employed, to which 
we shall call special attention in the proper 
place. 

A, Fig. 2, is the cylinder, B the piston, C the 
steam chest or chamber, D the exhaust cham
ber. These chambers are cylinders attached 
to opposite sides of the cylinder, A, and of the 
same length as A. The induction ports are 
shown on the side of the cylinder next to the 
steam chamber, C, and the eduction ports on 

II 

the other side communicating with the exhaust chamber, D. 
These ports are entirely distinct from each other. 

Each chamber has a double piston valve, consisting of 
two heads connected by a rod, as shown, the heads working 

THE ESTES STEAM ENGINE. 

nre equally to the heads in opposite directions, and thus ac
curately balances the valves. Openings are made in the seats 
which allow the steam to pass under and lessen the friction 
of the valves 

attached. The cam, 
G, is attached to 
tlle end of a small 
shaft sustained by 
a bracket, which 
shaft is turned by 
a pinion meshing 
into a gear wheel, 
with an equal num
ber of teeth, on the 
main shaft, so that 
the cam revol yes 
once for every rev
olution of the shaft. 

The cam, G, is 
formed in two parts, 
I and J.  By meanR 
of the screw, K, the 
position of I may 
be varied on the 
part J, so as to cut 
off the steam at any 
desired point of the 
stroke. 
The exhaust valve 

ismoycd bya crank, 
L, Figs. 1 and 2, on 
the end of t,he wrist 
of the pitman, by 
means of the cam, 
1\1, Fig. 1, working 
in the yoke, N. 

The inventor dol'S 
not confine himself 
to the use of cams 
excl �si vely for m ov· 
ing either of the 
valves ; eccentrics 
may be used if de
sired. 

The exhanst is 
kept opcn during 
the entire stroke, 
thus obviating all 
back pressure upon 
the piston. The 
cam and yoke;work-
ing the exhaust 

valve, make one full stroke backward and 
another forward during each revolution of the 
main shaft. Its movement being short is 
quickly made, and it then moves loosely in 
the yoke until the piston has made the full 
stroke, so that no back action takes place, no 
matter at what point the steam is cut off. 

Figs. 6 and 7 are respectively a perspective 
view and a section of a piston packed by the 
Estes system. A are the packing rings, which 
are of the ordinary kind. Within these rings 
is placed a parted ring, B, with a wedge-shaped 
section as shown in Fig. 7. Within the ring, 
B, is another parted ring, C, also with a wedge
shaped section, the lower edge being cut oft 
somewhp.t as shown, and so placed that its in
clined face acts upon the inclined face of the 
ring, B ;  D is the annular base of the ring, E 
the radial braces of the piston head, and G 
the follower_ When the latter is forced to
ward the hea:! by the screws, F, the ring, C, is 
forced inward, expanding the ring, B, and 
through it the packing rings, A. 

The chests are cast with the cylinder in one 
piece. All joints are ground in. 'l'he valves be
ing cylindrical, a much larger area of opening 
is produced in the same length of travel than 
can be obtained by any fiat slide valve. The 
valves are so constructed that they clear them
selves of any sediment that may work through 
from the boiler in consequence of foaming or 
surplus of water, the rings being surrounded 
by steam and working half over the seats at 
every stroke. Each engine is provided with 
extra starting valves on each end of the cyl-

inder for the purpose of starting the engine off iis cent�r. 
The slides are completely boxed in to prevent dirt from get
ting on the wearing parts, and each slide is provided with 
four brass gibR which ean he readily packed up to a gage 
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Jdtutifit �utttitntl. 
mark. The main wearing parts are provided with ,patent 
oilers. The fly wheel is made in segments, all the joints be
ing planed to fit perfectly. Each bolt in the hub is turned 
and chaseJ, and every hole reamed, leaving no possible room 
for play. A hollow wrought iron pitman is used instead of 
the us ual solid rod. 

gineer, led him to turn his attention upon the subject, and 
he was put in communication with some of the leading men 
in the canal interest, and the late Mr. Richard Walker, M. P. 
for Bury, took an active part in promoting his views. The 
difficulty, however, was to move the canal interest. At that 
time, they hardly believed that railways would be carried 

culty of moving canal companies, referred to by Mr. Hyde 
Clarke, and the inventor being obliged to return to America, 
the invention had not been practically carried out to any ex
tent. With reference to the system of pulling vessels by 
hauling on ropes laid at the bottom of the canal, he knew of 
an instance in which it had been found to answer very well 

We have thus attempted to place before our 
readers the peculiarities of this engine of the 
'Yest. Its merits are spoken of in terms of 
high praise by parties now using it in exten
sive e,tablislllncnts. 

'1'he improvements described are covered by 
two patents obtained through the Scientific 
American Patent Agency by Philip Estes. 
The patents are dated respectb-ely Feb. 28, 
1871, and May 2, 1871. 

For further informatiou address Great 
'Yestern Manufacturing Company, Leaven
worth, Kansas. 

.. � ... 

'.·11e General OceanIc Circulation. 

The temperature soundings, taken in the 
Lightning and Porcupine Expeditions, with 
trustworthy instruments, have shown :-(1.) 

That in the channel of from 600 to 700 fathoms 
depth wlJich lies between the North of Scot
land, the Orkney and Shetland Islands, and the Faroes, there 

is an upper stratum of which the temperature is considerably 

higher than the normal of the latitude ;while there is a stratllm 
occupying the lower half of this channel, of which the temper
ature ranges as low as from 32° to 290'5; and a " stratum of 
intennixture" lying between these twO, in which the tempera
ture rapidly falls-as much as 15° in 100 fathoms. (2.) That off 
the coast of Portugal, beneath the surface stratum, which 
(like that of the Mediterranean) is sllperheated during the 
summer by direct solar radiation, there is a nearly uniform 
temperature down to about 800 fathoms; but that there is a 

" stratum of intermixture " about 200 fathoms thick, in which 
the thermometer sinks 9'; and that below 1,000 fathoms. the 
temperature ranges from 39' down to ahout 36"5. (3.) That 
in the Mediterranean the temperature beneath the super
heated surface stratum is uniform to any depth; being at 
1,.')00 or 1,700 fathoms whatever it is at 100 fathoms, namely 
from .,}6° to 54°, according to the locality. To these may be 
added (4) the observations recently made by Commander 
Chimmo, with the like trustworthy thermometers, which, in 
lat. 3' 18rS., and long. 95' 39' E., gave 35°'2 a3 the bottom 
temperature at 1,806 fathoms and 33°'6 at 2,306 fathoms. 
Those seem to be the lowest temperatures yet observed in 
any part of the deep ocean basins outside the polar area. 

It is clear, therefore, that very strong evidence now exists, 
that instead af a uniform deep sea temperature of 39°, which 
on the authority of Sir James Ross, by whom the doctrine 
was first promulgated, and of Sir J. Herschel, by whom it 
was accepted and fathered, had come to be generally accepted 
in this country at the time when the recent deep sea explora
tions commenced, not only is the temperature of the deeper 
parts of t�le Arctic basin below the freezing point of fresh water 
but the temperature of the deepest parts of the great oceanic 
ba:;ins, even under the equator, is not far above that point. 
And it seems impossible to account for the latter of these 
facts in any other mode, than by assuming that polar water 
is continually finding its way from the depths of the polar 
basins along the floor of the great oceanie areas, so as to 
reach or even to cross the equator. And as no such deep 
efflux could continue to take place without a corresponding 
in· draught to replace it, a general circulation must be assum
ed to take place between the polar and equatorial areas, as 
was long since predicted by Pouillet.-Nature. 

_ . .,.-
DISCUSSION ON MR. HARDING'S PAPER, ENTITLED" THE 

APPLICATION OF STEAM TO CANALS," CONCLUDED IN 
OUR LAST ISSUE.---NO. 1. -----

out, the whole landed interest being arrayed against thE'm; 
but it was even then held by Illany eminent men that canals 
should be utilized to a much greater extent e ;'en than they 
were, but they would never stop railways, any more than 
they would ordinary roads. That necessity existed then, 
and it existed none the less now, when the commerce of the 
country was so much developed, and there was a great field 
for the extension of the same enterprise in India. At that 
time, in 1837 and 1838, the case was fully proved by many 
eminent men, who turned their attention to the subject, but 
the prejudice among the canal directors it was impossible to 
make head against. It was proved that a high speed could 
be obtained without injuring the canals, but the system was 
then in a trausitional period, the directors being principally 
half superannuated, or the successors or sons of the old di
rectors, and,�the companies either paying very good dividends 
or very bad ones, the directors were not inclined to make any 
outlay in such a way. Although he had long since ceased to 
take an active interest in such a subject, he must say it was 
one well worthy of attention, and he hoped it would be taken 
up in a practical way by those who were competent to deal 
with it and eould influence public opinion. 

Mr. Newton said, he should like Mr. Harding to give fuller 
information on the peculiar construction of the propeller, 
which he considered was so peculiarly eligible for canal navi
gation. It was not described in sufficient detail in the pa
per, and he hardly understood its peculiarities from the dia· 
gram. 

Mr. Harding said, the propeller was constructed rather dif
ferently to those in ordinary use. The propeller was four 
and a half feet in diameter, with six and a half pitch. The 
peculiar constructlon of the blades, as shown in the drawing, 
was for the purpose of getting a strong pull on the water. 
The propeller, being in the bow, drew the boat along, and in
sured the water reaching it without any obstruction, or any 
of the difficulties which had been found in the case of pro
pellers at the stern. In fact., on looking over some papors 
read in the early season of 1867, before the Institution of 
Civil Engineer" it was mentioned that one great disadvan
tage of propellers in canal boats being placed at the stern 
was, that if the space between the boat and the bottom of the 
canal were not sufficient for a quick passage of water, a large 
amount of force would be expended in churning the water 
against the bottom of the canal. Now, in this boat, that dif
ficulty would be obviated. The water passed down the slop
ing channel under the boat, and along the bottom to the 
stern; the force was dissipated by the time the broken wa
ter reached the surface, so that there was no lateral wave. 
If there were any objection, which he had not seen, urged to 
the water being forced down in shallow water, it could readi
ly be obviated by putting across the opening, under the pro
peller, a thin plate ot iron, which would prevent any down
ward action, aud pass all the water directly aft. The water 
was distributed so evenly, that if there were a strong wind on 
the canal, which car.ted the boat a little, the bubbles could 
be seen rising up a little on the weather side. The cylinder 
of the engine was eight inches in diameter, and they con
sumed a tun of coal in each twenty. four hOllI'S, which gave a 
speed of three miles an hour, with two hundred tuns of car· 
go. He had seen a boat, loaded to alIllost that extE'nt, and 
towing another boat with an equal load, keep up a speed, 
including lockages and stoppages, of two and three fourths 
miles an hour. 

indeed. This was in Hungary, where it was 
carried out by Mr. Murray Jackson, who had 
a very ingenious way of overcoming the dif
ficulty which had been previously found in 
this system, namely, that in order to get a 
sufficient adhesion to the rope, it was nipped 
so tightly that the rope was soon destroyed. 
He overcame that difficulty by passing it 
over several grooved pulleys, six, eight, or 
even a dozen, having the pressure wheel at 
top forced down by springs. By this means 
he got sufficient grip upon the rope, with
out in the slightest degree damaging it. 

Mr. Olrick said, every one who knew the 
labor involved in collecting such a mass of 
information would appreciate Mr. Harding's 
labors in writing the present paper, and, as an 
engineer he must say that the system de
scribed seemed far superior to any thing of 
the kind. It had this advantage, that it was 

not exposed, if properly protected, to those disadvantages 
that propellers often were when placed at the stern, of get
ting ropes and otl! er matters entangled in them, nor would 
it have the effect of sending tha wash of the "ater against 
the bank of the canal, and interfering with the foot path. It, 
however, appeared to him, that there ought to be, Ileal' the 
stern, a slight slope, so as to allow the water to get up more 
gradually; but that was a matter of detail, which would, no 
doubt, be altered by simple experience. As for comparing 
steam power with horse power, either with regard to econo
my or other advantages, it was not necessary to say a word, 
because it is so well known already. It was quite a mystery 
to him that proprietors of canal boats did not make use of the 
knowledge of engineers, who were only too willing to serve 
them, and to produce practical inventions for navigating ca
nals much more quicldy than at present. It was an undoubt
ed fact, that many of the railways were so overloaded with 
goods transport, that most deplorable accidents happened in 
consequence, and if a system of quick and cheap canal navi
gation were arranged, he was quite sure it would have a ben
eficial effect on the railways. As an engineer, he must con
gratul�te Mr. Harding on the scheme he had brought for
ward, and he hoped it would reap that commercial success 
which, after all, was the great test of merit. 

Mr. Hamilton Towle said, Mr. Newton had described, in a 
very brief manner, a system of propelling boats with two 
wheels, but did not state whether they were at the bottom, 
the side, or the top. With regard to the inv'llltion described 
by Mr. Harding, it had many advantages. 'Vhen a boat was 
heavily laden it squatted, and would drop on the bottom; but 
when Mr. Hal'ding's invention was applied to it, the water 
being drawn in at the bow and drawn under, instead of al
lowing it to drop, raised it up, so that by that system the 
boat coul<l carry a la!'ger load in the same canal than any 
other. About a fortnight ago, when at Ostend, he met the en
gineer in charge of the whole of the canals through Belgium, 
who described to him a system about to be tried, at the ex
pense of the mun who proposed it. It consisted of a traction 
engine going along the bank, and drawing the canal boat hy 
means of a rope. It appeared to him that this plan would 
never answer, inasmuch as the pull of the :rope would tend 
to bring the engine and the rope together. In the case of 
the boat, that might be avoided by stel'rage, but he did not 
understand what was to prevent the engine being pulled 
overboard. If ropes along the bottom of the canal were 
used, it would be very awkward when two boats were pull
ing on the same rope, and wanted to pass in opposite dil't.!c. 
tions. It would be something like two trains meeting on a 
single liue of rails. 

-' ... -
'Vlllo·w Lear Tea. 

Mr. Hyde Clarke said he might contribute a small per
sonal portion to the history of the subject, having been one 
of the minor actors in this movement from about 1836 to 
1840, when he was one of those who had the misfortune to 
be an inventor, although, happily, he llad escaped figuring in 
the satiricalli"t given in the paper, which was probably ow
ing to his having escaped the hands of t.heir friend, Mr. 
Newton, the patent agent. He recollected that, being a 
young man, he gave his own views without much reference 
to what other people had done, and some of his first. publica
tions on the subject, in the Railway Magazine, having attract
ed some attention, he was attacked by a leading man in Li v
erpool, who accused him of plagiarizing his ideas. Since 
that time, he had always been very careful how he published 
anything as original; but it always happened that when any 
subject of )'eal importance was engaging the attention of the 
public, a number of persons were engaged upon it, and each 
thought himself the first, and was ready to treat any of his 
confemporaries who broached the same ideas as having bor' 
rowed them from him. His attention had been attracted to 
the subject from having seen the great advantage to tmffie 
in the Netherlands, which had been developed for centuries, 
and in his early days it was a regular part of the tourist's 
scheme to make a journey by the canal boat. It was always 
recommended by the" Murray" of that day; and, though 
there were no Cook's tourists then, those who did venture 
abroad generally made a rule to carry out, at any rate, that 
portion of the programme. When so large a portion of the 
passenger traffic was Clirried in that way in Holland; he could 
not but contrast it with our own canal system, although at that 
time a certairi number of passengers did avail themselves of 
that means of transit; even on the Grand Junction Canal. 
Hi" hrand.l t1f l'rn{·,t,i�e, thlc,o" 1'" a rni1wH.y Rnd hyrlra,ll1ie en· 

Mr. Newton said, Mr. Harding seemed to consider the im
portant point was to place the propeller at the bow, in a chan
nel so arranged as to cause the water to pass under the bot
tom of the vessel and rise at the stern, thus preventing any 
lateral wash. He recollected an invention, patented some 
few years ago by an American gentlemen, whose name hc did 
not recollect, in which the same thing was done, though it 
was effected in a somewhat different manner. He employed 
two paddle wheels, the paddle wheels being enclosed in a 
cylinder, and allowed to project beyond, and were placed in
side the veseel, parallel with the keel. By actuating the cyl
indrical paddles, they acted on the water below, and there 
being a space left for them to project, they threw the water 
back, just in the way Mr. Harding had explained, the effect 
being that the vessel was propelled along without causing 
nny lateral wash. The invention was tried iu the north of 
Eii.gland, ll,nd was found sllcef)�!�fl\l; h11.t, owing ttl the dilH, 

Mr. Medhurst, the British Consul at Shanghai, says" tho 
preparation of the willow leaf for mixture with tea is openly 
openly practiced in the villages on the Hong.keu side of tho 
Soo·chow Creek, and it has become an industry which claims 
an important share of the attention of the villages of that 
and other localities. The banks of the numerous creeks aro 
planted with willow trees, the young leaves of which are 
collected in April and May, yery much in the way that 
the tea leaf is gathered. The procluce is then collected in 
heaps on the hard threshing floors of the hamlets, and is al_ 
lowed to undergo a mild fermentation in the suu. 'fb .. 
leaves are then manipulated, similarly to those of the ordi
nary tea plant. They are sorted into kinds, according to 
sizes, and afterwards roasted in common tea ovens. The ap
pearance of the stuff, after this· treatment, is not unlike that 
of the genuine article, and it is carried to Shanghai, and 
there intermixed with pure tea, at a ratio of from ten to twen
ty per cent. The cultivation and preparation of willow 
leaves were begun in Shanghai about ten years ago, and 
have increased year by year. The poorer classes near Shang
hai have for a long period consumed this leaf as �n infusion 
in place of tea, the latter being too expensive for them to 
purchase." 

As far as he can gather, its use is productive of no ill ef· 
fect, but its flavor has not the slightest resemblance to any 
known tea. '1'he cost of the article cannot exceed 2d. per 
pound, but when mixed with tea, and so sold to foreigners, 
it mu\St represent a very large profit to the prodncers. 

He think� t.hQ interfcl'QI'.�'e �f I,ho anthQdtil;l� with l'cg"td 
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to this spurious manufacture, may shortly be necessary, for 
tho purpose, if not of its actual prohibition (which may not 
be pos,ible), at all events, of placing it under such control as 
that foreigners may be in a position to satisfy themselves as 
to the quantity produced, and the proportion used in mixing, 
�o that the adulterated article may take its proper position 
in the tea market. From inquiries instituted through the 
superintendent of police, it transpires that there are at this 
moment about 400 piculs-say 53,000 pounds-of this willow 
leaf in the course of preparation at various drying houses in 
ihe foreign settlements at Shanghai. The probable amount 
made up last season is estimated at not less th!1n 3,000 piculs, 
or 400,000 pounds. He is not aware that any analysis of the 
properties of the willow leaf has yet been made at Shanghai, 
but attention to the above facts will dOl!lbtless bring about an 
investigation of the kind, which' is certainly demanded in 
the general interest, by the rapid expansion which is exhib
iting itself in this feature of the tea trade. 

his competitors. The sealed envelopes were then opened in 
the presence of all, and the names of the successful parties 
were, for the first time, ascertained and publishhed. 

A gentleman called npon me 
ship for a friend in his district. 
man from your district." 

"Who is he?" 

and said he wanted a clerk" 
I replied, " I have already a 

If there is a more impartial mode of examination than this, 
I have also to be informed of it. At every examination that 
was held, the candidates uniformly bore testimony to the en' 
tire fairness of the whole proceeding. 

" I don't know him. He is a yOllng man, with a good war 
record, who has lately passed a competitive examination for 
a higher grade, having already occupied a lower position ill 
the office, in which he has acquitted himself with groat credit," 

_ .•. -
EXPERIENCES OF A BUREAU OFFICER, 

[Extract from a speech of Hon. S. S. Fisher, late Commissioner of Patents. 

A gentleman called on me to solicit a place. I informed 
him that an examination would be necessary. He seemed in 
nowise disconcerted, but said he hoped it would be as easy 
as that which he had passed a few years before upon his ap· 
pointment at the Treasury. He then prolJeeded to inform 
me that haying applied for office there, he received a letter 
notifying him that, at a time to be thereafter designated, he 
might appear before a board of examiners, and, if found 
qualified, would receive his appointment. 

Of course, all preliminary questions as to moral character, 
political soundness, physical stamina, and the like were set· 
tIed before the candidate was permitted to take part at all, 
and attention was also paid to the fair distribution of places 
among the ul1represented sections of the country. There 
were those who at once suggested that such examinations ex
cluded men of years and practical experience, and opened the 
door of public office only to school boys. Men who wanted 
office, and who were full of years and empty of knowledge, 
were swift to urge this objection to a system which excluded 
them from the public service. But the facts do not sustain' 
this objection. Tables were prepared founded upon the 1,"e' 
sults of this examination, and of another held in the follow
ing winter for the same grade of assistants, in which twenty
four candidates participated. These tables show the follow
ing results: 

"\Vell, turn him out, he never did me any good." 
" \Vhy should I turn him out? He is faithful anI able, a 

soldier, and a Republican." 
"I tell you he never did me any good. I hope you mean 

to show us the usual courtesy of allowing us to sdect the 

nominees from our own districts." 
In fact, I did not mean to do it, and in as polite language 

as I could command I told him so; and the result was that 
the Patent Office had no more determined foe on the floor of 
the House than this gentleman thenceforward became. I 
wish I were able to say that there were no more like him. 

... _.-
The Treatment or M orlar. 

Much of the mortar used in buildings is unfit for the pur
pose, and much of that which is good is prepared by tho 
workman mechanically, according to a given recipe, and not 
because he understands the reasons which make certain pro· 
portions of sand and lime endure hetter than others. Th" 
following practical lines by Mr. A. C. Smf'aton, the author of 
a valuable work on building, not only afford instruction re
garding the preparation of mortar, but give the reasons why 
it should be treated in the manner described: 

FIRST EXAMINATION. 

Number, 1; age, 22; born in Ohio; high school education. 
practical experience, St years machinist; army or navy' 
none; office service, 1 month. 

Number, 2; age, 20; born in Virginia; collegiate education; 
practical experience, 2.years engineer; army or nayy, 3 years; 
office service, 21 months. 

Number, 3; age, 20; born in Maine; collegiate education; 
practical experience, 2 years cabinet maker; army or navy, 
none; office service, 2 months. 

" When mortar is to be used in � situation where it will 
dry quickly, it should be made with as little water as possi. 
ble; but it is better that the mortar should dry gradually aml. 
slowly, as it then becomes more indnrated. It is stated by 
80.ne writers that mortar is injured by keeping, and under 
olle condition, exposure to the air, it is; but if excludecl from 
the air, it is rather benefited than injured. Pliny: tates 
that the Roman builders were prohibited by law from using 
a ..:oortar that was less than three years old ; and attrilmtcs 
the stability of all their large buildings to this circumstance. 
But when old mortar is used, it should be well beaten up 
before it is employed. 'I'he reader must not, however, sup. 
pose that these remarks justify the exposure of mortar to the 
air for a considerable time before it is used, a practice very 
common, but highly improper. The practice probably arose 
from the difficulty which workmen sometimes find in sraking" 
the lime, in consequence of its being insufficiently burnt, or 
containing a large portion of argillaceous matt(lr. But of all 
other things, it is important to use good lime, and to soak the 
bricks which are to be bedded before they are laid; for if the 
bricks are dry, they imbibe the moisture of the cement, and 
destroy its quality. There are two things whioh cause mor
tar and cements generally to crack-too small II quantity of 
sand, and too rapid exhalation of the water. There must 
always be a contraction; but it is least in those mortars 
which contain the greatest proportion of sand; for it is the 
moistened lime which contracts during the process of drying. 
All mortnrs may, for a time, be affected by atmospheric 
changes, and especially by alternate wetting and freezing, 
but this is most remarkable in those which are liable tu 
crack. A mortar which sets without cracking will always 

A few days afterward, while awaiting the summons to the 
drEaded examination, he received another letter in these 
words: 

SIR: HaYing been examined and found qualified, you are 
hereby appointed a second class clerk in the Treasury Depart
ment at a salary of $1,400. 

I assnred him that he would find our examination a very 
different affair. He accordingly sat down at a table in my 
room, and some simple questions were propounded. After 
studying on them for a time, he complained of headache, and 
asked permission to withdraw. The 11ext morning he came 
again, and proposed to finish his examination. No objection 
was made, but new questions were substituted. As soon as 
he perceived that the interrogatories were not the same as 
those of the day before, he declined, with much dignity, to 
proceed, and abandoned the pursuit of the coveted position. 

Another defect in the pass examination system was, that 
when it was merely a question of qualified or not qualified, 
it was impossible to satisfy the candidate or his friends that 
the test had been fairly applied, or that the result was to be 
accepted as a finality. Unsuccessful candidates were clamor
ous for a re-examination. Their Congressmen inspected the 
record and thought that tbe marks ought to be higher, and 
were always sure that no one else could have answered such 
questions any better than their proteges. 

Great difficulty was experienced in giving the places to 
the best men, for every man who had technically passed the 
ordeal, although saved as by fire, was much offended if not 
appointed. Now as the number of candidates always ex
ceeded the places to be filled, it seemed to be a pity to put 
men into the places who were just able to prove that they 
were not absolutely unfit, when it was nearly certain that a 
different system would disclose the fact that there were bet
ter men among the other applicants. In short, this method, 
while decreasing the number of applicants by a small per
centage, left the greater number of candidates in the field, 
while the head of the department was still beset with all 
the weapons of influence, political services, fulsome flattery, 

,and importunate persistence. 
These considerations led me in June, 1869, having four va

cancies in the corps of second assistant examiners, and hay. 
ing seventeen candidates for the places, to propose to the 
Secretary of the Interior to fill the positions by a competitive 
examination. He cordially approved of the plan, and the 
system of competitive examinations, thenceforth to be the 
rule of appointment in the Patent Office, was inaugurated. 
The candidates were summoned, and the announcement was 
made that, on a day namC.'d, a set of written questions would 
be propounded to them, which they would be expected to an
swer in writing. The answers were to be marked by impar. 
tial examiners, and the four whose marks were highest 
of the seventeen were to receive the appointment. Each 
man was seated at a separate table, and furnished with paper, 
pens, and ink. 'I'he questions were proposed in sets of ten 
each, and no one was allowed to leave the room until the 
set was answered. The candidates marked each sheet of 
paper by a private mark, letter, or word, and were not al
lowed to sign their na�es or otherwise to give any clue to 
their identity. They were instructed to write their real 
names and the private mark by which their exercises were 
signed npon a slip of paper, and to inclose it in a blank 
sealed envelope. 

Numper, 4; age, 28; born in West Virginia; academy edu
cation; practical experience, 8 years printer; army or navy, 
2t years; office seryice, 2 years. 

SECOND EXAMINATION. 

Number, 1; age, 40; born in Vermont; collegiate educa
tion; practical experience, 5 years; army or navy, none; 
office service, none. 

Number, 2; age, 40; born in England; common school ed
ucation; practical experience, none; army or navy, 2t years; 
office service, 2t years. 

Number, 3; age, 37; born in Pennsylvania; collegiate edu
cation; practical experience, nOlle; army or navy, 1 year; 
office service, 2 months. 

Number, 4-; age, 33; born in Connecticut; collegiate edu
cation; practical experience, leather manufacturing; army 
or navy, none; office service, none. 

It will thus be seen that the young and the old, the practi. 
cal and the theoretical, those in and those out of the office, 
were fairly represented. Nearly eyery one of the present 
corps of second assistant examiners has been appointed after 
passing through one of these competitive examinations, and I 
do not hesitate to say that so intelligent and efficient a body 
of men have never before been seen in the Patent Office. The 
system was at once applied to the clerkships and higher 
grades of examiners with the happiest results; and I do not 
think it extravagant to say that, if the same plan were 
in all adopted the departments, and rigidly and impartially 
adhered to, the number of employes mIght safely be reduced 
one third. 

Every bureau officer knows that he must carry on his rolls 
some superannuated, some imbecile, some drunken, and some 
ignorant clerks, and as his work must be done, he must have 

stand afterward." more able bodied and able minded clerks to make up the de- _ ._._ 
ficiency. To redG.ce the number while the system of appoint- What tIto Microscope Reveals�-Wltll a Mm·al .  

ment and retention remains as  it  is, would in nowise relieve Lewenboeck tells us of an insect seen with the microscope, 
the bureau from the proportion of drones to working bees of which twenty·seven millions would only eqllal a mite. 
which swells the total beyond the number needed if all were Insects of various kinds may be seen in the cavities of a 
first class men. The Patent Office could not have been run grain of sand. 
with less clerks than it employed, such as they were, but if Mold is a forest of beautiful trees, with the branches, 
some of them had been changed off for better men a less leaves, and fruit. 
number could have been employed. As it was, we managed Butterflies are fully feathered. 
to run the Office dnring the year 1869 'with a reduction of fif- Hairs are hollow tubes. 
teen from the number which Congress had actually appro· The surface of our bodies is covered with scales like a fi"h ; 
priated for, but it was fomid necessary to keep this fact a a single grain of sund would coyer one hunched and fifty of 
profound secret, as we well knew that if it were known these scales, and yet a scale covers five hundred pores, 
Congressmen would be upon us in shoals, demanding that the Through these narrow openings the sweat forces itself like 
vacancies should be filled by their friends (since the places water through a sieve. 
had been provided by law), whether we wanted the men or The mites make five hundred steps a second. 
not. I say Congressmen; by this, of course, I mean some Each drop of stagnant water contains a world of 8,nimatecl 
Congres�men. There are men in both Houses who are as beings, swimming with as mtlch liberty as whales in the sea. 
pure and public spirited as can be desired; men who will Each leaf has a colony of insects grazing on it, like cows on 
never ask for offices, or who, when they do ask, so put their a meadow. 
requests that they assist rather than hinder a faithful execu· Moral. -Have some care as to the air you breathe, the food 
tive officer; men who are heartily in sympathy with all sug· you eat, and the water you drink.-Home and Health, 
gestions looking to reform in the civil service, and who _ ._._ 
always stand ready to adopt such legislation as may be need- Medical ltlicroscopy. 

The answers were collected and laid before II committee, 
who were not acquainted with the candidates. Each ques
tion was read in turn, and then each answer was read and 
marked upon the margin-the lowest mark being 0, and the 
highest 100. 'When all the answers had been valued, the 
total marks of each candidate were added up and placed op' 
posite the private mark by which alone he was thus far 
known. The highest four were designated for appointment, 
no one, not even the Commissioner, knowing who they were. 

ful for that purpose. I wish that I could name them all. If It is difficult, says the A.merican Journal of �ficr08copy, to 
I speak of Dayis, Garfield, Coburn, Jenckes, Hoar, and Stey· imagine how any physician can practice with satisfaction to 
enson in the House, and of Trumbull, Schurz, Morrill, of himself and for the good of his patients, without the aid of 
Vermont, Wilson, and Patterson in the Senate, it is not be- the microscope. In all the recent text hooks relating to 
cause they stand alone, or are even more worthy of mention pathological anatomy, diagnosis, and other departments of 
than some others, but .because my own personal experience medicine, constant allusion is made to the developments of 
made me grateful for their zeal in the cause and their encour- the microscope in throwing light on the essential nature o( 
agement for the labor on its behalf which I was endeavoring disease. \Ye hold that the physician who ignores microscop
to perform. ic analysis and inYestigation is not fit to treat obscure and 

The system of competitive examinations offers the only complicated disease. As an illustration of this a case came 
fair mode of making selection among many candidates, and under the care of the writer-of a gentleman who for years 
the candidates are always many. It was found to be so had suffered intensely from dyspeptic symptoms accompanie(l 
efficient in our office that upon the-ex;"mination of the Census by great mental depression-so peculiar as to deprive him of 
Bureau it was so far adopted as to confine appointments nearly all social enjoyment, or business energy. He had. 
within the limits of certain averages, selecting first from the been treated by many physicians but got no relief. His 
highest . .As may be supposed, this did not please politicians. urine had never been analyzed. Upon placing a portion of 
The theory which they desire to establish is beautifully il- the sediment, prepared according to Dr. Bird's directions, un· 
lustrated in the recent case in the Toledo distr ct, where the del' a moderate power, the specimen showed the presence of 
removal of capable officers and the filling of their places with a large quantity of the crystals of oxalate of lime. The 
his own nominees was demanded as a perquisite of a member I diagnosis was now clear enough, and the treatment plainly 

On the following day the candidates assembled in the 
Commi�sioner's room, and the averages were read in connec· 
tion with the private marks only. Each man therefore knew 
his own marks without being able to say what were those of of Congress. indicated. A complete recovery followed in a few weeks. 
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Self-aciln:r Brick M a chine. 

Among the exhibits in the Pottery Machine Annexe, at the 
International Exhibition, in London, is II sEllf-acting brick, 
architectural mold, and drain pipe machine . invented by Mr. 
J.  D. Pinfold , of the 'Warwickshire works, Rugby . Its ap
pearance and construction are at once striking and ingeuious ; 
it consists of Ii strong iron frame, one end of which carries 
the mixing apparatns or pug mill, which is nearly horizon
tal , and is seen to the left in our engraving. The clay is fed 
into this mixer, in whic.h are two parallel sha fts armed with 
a Eeries of cutters, and revolving in opposite directions. On 
the shafts at intervals a� e fixed a set of scraper!, which clear 
the sides of the mill of the clay and keep it well under the 
control of the knives.  The clay is thoroughly a malgamated by 
the action of the blades, and is, at the same time, carried for
ward to Ii pair of rollers, one above 
and one below, placed a quarter 
of an inch apart. A pair of cheeks, 
one at each side of the rollers, 
serve to guide the clay between 
the rolleri!. By an ingenious ar 

rangement, the clay is lubricated 
while passing through the roll
ers, the water being conveyed to 

it through the cheeks, which com
municate by a tubing with a 
small cistern overhead. From the 
rollers the clay is delivered into 
a compressing chamber, and 
thence to the mold, from whence 
it is seen in our engraving issu
inO' in a continuous stream on to 
an" endlesB traveling band carried 
over two lollers . The mold cham
ber is fitted with a lubricating 
apparatus, the water issuing from 
the sides and corners of the mold 
near its mouth in a very thin 
film. By this means the clay is 
lubricated as it leaves the ma
chine, which gives it a smooth 
glossy surface . 

The stream of molded clay 
having reache ci the end of the 
traveling band, it passes under 

�dtntifit �mtri'nu. 
In addition, however, there is a third clas� of experiments, 

neither simply observational nor transformational, but regis

trative and directive, in modes which I shall presently con
sider. And, further, biology, the science of plant life and 
animal life, mu.,t have a place to itself, from the peculiarity 
of the subject matter with which it deals. 

I would arrange the physical sciences, accordingly, as relat
ed to Technology, in three groups. 

I. Naturalistic, observational, and registrative sciences, of 
which the chief are astronr)my and geology, including me · 
teorology, hydrology, phy�ical geogra phy, mineralogy, as 
as well as descriptive botany and zoology. 

II. E xperi menta l , transformational, and directive sciences 
of which the chief are chemistry and mechanics, as well as 
heat, optics, electricity and magnetism. 

PINFOLD'S SELF-ACTING BRICK MACHINE . 

tbe operation of the cutting wheel. This part of the appa- III. Organic sciences : namely, functional or physiological 
ratus is carried by a triangular-shaped framing, at each of botany, which treats of the plant l ife of non-5ent:ment organ
the angles of which is a friction pulley gearing into the inner isms ; and functiom.l or physiological zoology, which treats of 
rim of the cutting wheel, and serving to keep i t  in a proper the anim:ll life of sentient organisms. 
position . The cutting wheel is driven by a pinion on a shaft This complex, nominally triple arrangement, is essentia lly 
under the machine and which gears into teeth formed on the twofold, in its relation to Technology . The industrialist 

periphery of the wheel itself. 'l'his wheel has a central bear- must study one class of the physical sciences , or rather one 

ing- in a portion of the triangular framing . and it carries a side of all the physical science, to consider what gifts nature 

number of wires arranged as spokes. There is, however, no offers him with her liberal h:lnd. He must study another 

weight brought on this central bearing, which merely holds class of these sciences, or rather another side of all physical 

the cutting wires in tension . As the stream of clay passes science, to discover how to turn those gifts to account . 
through this wheel, it is cut up into fine square bricks which There is al wa.ys, on the one hand, something to be had for 
are carried on a traveling delivery, to the end of the machine. the taking, a ra w material, a physical phenomenon , a phys i. 
If the cutting wheel were set at right angles to the direction cal force. There is always a necessity, on the other hand, for 
of the clay the latter would be cut diagonally. The wheel , expenditnre of skill to effect the transformltion of the raw 

is, therefore , set at a sl ight angle to the stream of clay, and material, the registration of the phenomenon, the direction 

consequently a perfectly right-angled cut is made . The ma- of the force. 
chine is 18 feet in length , 5 feet in width, and 6 feet in hight _ ._. _ 
over all. It will be seen that it is self-acting throughou t, KING' S " V  ALVELESS " ENGINE. 

and by adjusting the mold and using cone bars it will make 
Among the exhibits at a recent Conversa,ione of the Insti p _r forated bricks, coping, cornices, etc. The bricks are suf-

ficiently stiff to be removed at once from the machine and 
tution of Civil Engineers , L')ndrm, which we are enabled to 

walled six or eight high. 
_ .... ..  

O n  t h e  Physical Sciences which Corm the Basis 

of Technolol!.'Y .  

Putting asid" all qnestions of beauty, morality, or philos
ophy, we are to consider where man can acquire the knowl
edge which will give his body th" victory in the daily battle 
of life. The problem which he has to solve is a vast one ; so 
vast, indeed, that in"tead of attempting to enumerate th e 
items which make it up, I will say in one word, that his capi
tal to begin with is one wise head and ten ,·.kilful fingers, and 
that with these he must build such a Crystal Palace as the 
world saw in 1851, and stock it with all its wondrous con
tents. To solve this problem he must fall back upon the 
sciences which reveal the properties of matter, and the 
modes of altering it. 

The sciences in question are familiarly divided into natural 
history, on the one hand, and experimental physics, includ
ing chemistry , on the other. Natural history, on this view, 
is the science of all these objects, phenomena and laws, which 
physical nature spontaneously presents to our view ; while 
experimental physics is the science of all the additional ob
jects, phenomena and laws, which our interference with na
ture enables us to bring under our SCl utiny. 

Such a twofold division, however, is not sufficient for us. 
All th e sciences observtl and register the phenomena and 
laws which nature presents within the circle alloted to each ; 
and are therefore portions of natural history, or naturalistic. 
All the sciences, also, but astronomy, experiment upon, or 
subj ect to trial, the objects presented by nature to each ; and 
are therefore experimental. The difference, accordingly, be
tween the majority of the sciences which are observational, 
and those which are experimental, is only one of degree. A 
distinction of a much deeper kind lies in the fact, that the 
experiments which the one characteristically makes, are sim
ply more precise observations of what nature presents ; 
while those which the other characteristically makes, imply 
the transformation or transmntation of natural obj ects, and 
th" �tudy thereafter of the results of liuch tranbformations. 

illustrate this week, is the valveless steam engine of which 
an engraving i$ annexed. This engine is one designed by 
Mr. H. J. H. King, of Glasgo w, and its construction will be 
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readily understood from the annexed section. The piston, it 
will be noticed, is made very deep , and has four ports formed 
in it, two on each side. Of the two upper ports, one commu 
nicates with the cylinder above the piston, while the other 
forms the mouth of a passage leading to the under side of 
the piston, as shown. In the same way, of the two lo wer 
port" , one leads to the lower end of the cyll nder direct, while 
the other comm unicates with a passage leading to til" np per 
side of the piston. 'rhe cylinder. also, has two ports formod 
in it op posite each other at the middle of its length, one of 
these being the inlet and the other the outlet port. 

Supposing the piston to be at the bottom of its stroke, in 
the position s hown in the se ction , the section will be as fol . 
lows : The steam enters by the inlet pipe, 1, and passes down 
the passage cast in the piston, fill ing the cavity, 2, in the lat 

ter, and t h e  clearance at the bottom 
of the cylin der. 'l'his admission of 
steam causes the piston to rise, 
when, with the proportion s  shown 
the steam will be cut off at about 
one eighth of the stroke, the steam 
then expanding until at about thir
teen sixteenths of the stroke, the 
bottom port , 5, in the piston, begins 
to open to the outlet pipe, and the 
exhaust commences. A little later, 
at about seven eighths of the stroke ,  
the lower piston port, 3, begins to 
open to the inlet pipe, and steam is 
thus admitted to the upper end of 
the cylinder, cau sing the piston to 
p erform its downward stroke.  'rhe 
exhaust ports are made sufficiently 
large to reduce the steam rr88sure 
in the cylinder to very l Ittle above 
that of the atmosphere before they 
close , the remaining stea m  b8ing 
then compressed, and assisting to 
fill the cl earance FpClce3 . 

In making high-pressure engines 

on this plan, to run with a piston 
speed of 200 feet per minute, or up
wards, Messrs. King & Co. make the 
width of the steam ports equal to 
about one eighth, and that of the 

exhaust ports equal to about three sixteenths of the stroke ; 
but, owing to the variation of piston speed, at different parts 
of the stroke, produced by the crank motion, each steam port 
will be open for about 44 per cent, and each exhaust port for 
about 52 per cent of the time occupied by each revolution 

It may, says Engineering, whose description we have copied, 
at first sight , appear that an engine constructed on the plan 
above described must necessarily be a very wasteful steam 
user ; but a little consideration will show that this need not 
be the case , particularly if the cylinder be steam jacketed. 
Its good performance will, however, depend greatly upon the 

capacity of the clearance spaces and the point of closllre of 
the exhaust being properly adapted to each other, and to 
the pressure of steam with which the engine is to be worked . 
Speaking roughly, the most economical performance, as far 
as the consumption of steam is concerned, will be obtained 
when the ratio of compres"ion is such th>1t if no steam were 
to enter through the supply port, the steam encloseci in that 
cylinder would attain the boiler pre"sure at the termination 
of the stroke. In this case, the steam used per stroke would 
equal that required to fill a l ength of the cylinder equal to 
the width of the supply port, and the work done per stroke 
would be approximate ly the same as that which would be d e

veloped by the same quantity of steam u 'ed in a cylinder 
without clearance, and expanded the same n umber of times 
as in Messrs . King's engine. 'rhe principal effect of the ear
ly closure of  the exhaust port, during the exhaust stroke 
which takes place in this engine, is to reduce the power 
which it is possible to develop in a cylinder of given size. 
The greater part of the power expended in compressing the 
steam d uring the exhaust stroke, is given out again during 
the steam stroke, the precise proportion between tho power 
absorbed and that regained depending, as has been explained 
on former occasions,  u pon the relative ratios of compression 
and of expansion, during the exhaust and steam strokes. 

It is stated that the non-condensing engines , constructed 
on the plans shown in our engraving, are found to compare 
favorably , as regards economy, with ordinary non-condensing 
engines having single slides cutting off at about five bighths 
or three fourths of the stroke, a class of engine of which so 
many are now made for various purposes ; while they have 
the advantage, as compared with these engines, of having no 
slide valve, eccentric, valve spindle , or valve spindle stuffing 
box, and they are, moreover, capable of running in either di
rection . When applied to steam cranes, therefore, small 
pipes with cocks for admitting steam to either the top 01' 
bottom of the cylinder for starting, replace the ordinary link 

motion with a very considerable saving of cost. 
It is also claimed that the arrangement will give better 

comparative result J with conden,ing than with non-con
densing engines . In large engines, means are pro vided for 
varying the amount of clearance at will, and the ports, in
stead of being cut completely through the cylinder, consist 
of a number of small hol�s, over which the piston rings pass 
easily. 

- .�. -
To WASH FI,ANNEL.-N ever rub soap upon it. Make a 

suds by dissolving the soap in warm water. Rinse in warm 
water ; very cold or hot water will shrink flannel. Shake 
them out several minutes before hanging to dry. Blankets 
can be washed in the lIame way. 
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C are oc ru:achinerY---SaCety ot Worklllen. 

" Where is your engineer ? "  we inquired recently of some 
workmen as we stood by a thumping engine and a dirty 
boiler with two rusty gage cocks. " Oh !  the boy you mean ; 
he is playing around somewhere," was the answer. Leaving 
the youth to enjoy his frolic, we examined the machinery 
that had been consigned to his charge and watchful care. 
On finding that water issued from t he top gage cock, we 
felt easier. We then looked for a steam gage, and lo ! far 
back on the top of the boiler, we descried a dingy looking dial 
upon which with our best eye glasses, we failed to discern any 
indicating pointer or figures. We then explored for the 
Eafety valve, and found it safely covered with an accumula
tion of coal and sawdust, and out of the reach of both anx
ious inquirers and boys. But here comes the boy engineer. 
The fire doors are fl ung open, all the fuel that can be stowed 
a way is thrown into the furnace, bang go the doors again, 
and he is off to finish his game. We subsequently leamed 
that there were three rented workshops with machinery 
driven from this engine and boiler, and that the latter was 
second hand when it was put on the premises. A short dis
tance from these works, we found another boy engineer in 
charge, and the machinery gradually wasting away from 
hard knocks, cold neglect and old age. " Why does not your 
landlord employ a competent and careful engineer who would 
keer- his machinery in repair ?" we again asked, and smiling
ly added, " You would feel safer if he did." " Oh, he says 
he cannot afford it," was the answer. Here, then, were sec
ond hand boilers, boy engineers, machinery out of repair-:-all 
tolerated on the plea of want of means. It is no wonder 
that the workmen in those buildings scold the boys, but de
spise the landlords who cause their lives to be put in jeopardy 
ten hours every clay. These are not " fancy sketches," but 
the state of things as they actually exist in the instanceR 
described ; and we too frequeutly find the same condition of 
things in all parts of the country. The condition of machin
ery in many of our manufactories is disgraceful, not to say 
dangerous. We . write this from no hearsay ; we know it 
from daily personal observation. Owners of machinery, in 
nine cases out of ten , pay high prices for their " power ;" but 
when they have got their machinery in running order, they 
seldom employ a competent engineer, but get some raw hand 
or " smart boy" who thinks he can " fire and run an engine." 
They claim that neither their profits nor their business will 
allow them to pay high wages for running their machinery ; 
but after a few accidents, for which they have to pay hand
somely, they learn the economy of keeping their mechanism 
in repair, and employing reliable and competent persons to 
run their engines. We maintain that it is as much a duty 
of a manufacturer to examine or to have examined daily 
thc state of his machinery, from boiler to journal, as it is to 
inspect and examine his wares. Are not lives as valuable as 
property ? Is not the health of an employe of as much con
sequence as a bale of goods ? And yet we see dirty and 
greasy floors in the engine room ; the examination of the 
safety valve often requires the use of a lamp ; pipes leak 
steam and water ; bearings are without drip pans ; belts are 
without guards, and occasionally send a patient to the hos
pital ; steam pipes are rusty for want of paint ; rooms are hot 
and poorly ventilated ;  the machinery is crowded ; the pa�s
ages are narrow ; windows are unwashed ;  light is limited ; 
grease and dirt ar e plentiful, and noise from unrepaired 
machinery adds to the general discomfort. We charge 
the whole of such neglect and carelessness on proprie
tors, because if they woul d employ intelligent and com 
petcnt assistants who understood their business, and took a 
pride in the care and appearance of machinery, there would 
be a vast difference in the general neatness and good ap
pearance of th e works. In �ddition to this, a salutary influ
ence would soon be observed in the health, conduct, and 
feelings of the employes. We could enlarge upon the ad
vantages which would result from manufacturers enforcing 
thorough cleanliness, constant w atchfulness, frequent exami
nation, and immediate reports of all and everything that gets 
to be dangerous about their machinery, or that requires re· 
pair ; but the good remlts accruing from such regulations 
are apparent to every mind. We close by simply remarking 
that. in instances where investigation, thorough and complete 
takes place, and where machinery receives the attention it 
demands, there we notice an amount of satisfaction and hon
orable pride on the part of both employer and employes.
Techrwlogist. 

- '  ... -
The Poisonous Q.ualltles ot' Chrolllate oC Potash. 

A professor of the University · of Charkow recently fell a 
victim to poisoning by neutral chrOII1ate of potash. M. Neese 
complains that up to the present time the poisonous quali
ties of the chromates are not perfectly understood, and pro
poses as an antidote the acetate of lead. Neese himself ac
knowledge", however, that the antidote may produce worse 
results than the poison itself, and requests toxicologists to 
point out an effectual remedy. The ignorance in regard to 
the poisonous qualities of this substance is, however, not so 
great as M. Neese supposes, for already in 1853 Jaillard, in 
the Gazette des lIiJpitallx, called attention to the danger in 
using it. The physician must be very careful in the employ
ment of bichromate of potash ; a dose of 0'25 gramme was 
sufficient to kill medium sized dogs in from two to six days. 
Jaillard himself took 0' 1 2  gramme, and ob�erved with small 
doses dangerous symptoms. Most of the organic substances, 
particularly the hydrates of carbon, such as sugar, alcohol, 
and the organic acids, decompose the chromic acid into oxide 
of chromium ; this is particularly the case with tartaric acid, 
which Frederking has proposed as an antidote against poi
soning with chromic acid. 'rhe d ecomposition of tartaric 
acid, unless it is very much diluted, takes place in about one 

� cicut ine 
and a half minutes, chromate o f  potash and carbonic acid 
being formed. It will still be necessary to try this antidote 
on living beings.-Photographische Zeitung. 

_ ... .. 
FOWLER'S IMPROVED METROD OF ADJUSTING ECCEN

TRICS. 

The obj ect of this improvement is to obviate rattle or jar 
in the working of eccentrics, wherever used on steam en
gines, rub rolls, comb drivers, or any other machinery ; and 
also, whenever the parts wear loose, to enable the wear to be 
taken up by means of the screws and nuts at the end of the 
strap. The method of accomplishing this is shown in the 
accompanying engraving. 

The eccentric strap, B, extends from two lugs formed on 
the connecting rod about the eccentric, A, as shown, the ends 
of the strap passing through the lugs and being threaded to 
receive the tightening nuts.  

C is a wearing plate which underlies the eccentric strap on 
the half circumference opposite the eccentric rod . 

Between the eccentric strap, B, and the wearing plate, C, 

may be placed a pad of leather or other suitable material, if 
desired, which adds to the delicacy of adjustment, and aids 
in accomplishing the ends sought. 

Patented June 1, 1869. For machines or rights address 
Geo. Fowler, patentee, Philmont, N. Y. 

. .... . 
NELSON'S REVERSIBLE WINDOW SASR. 

Every housekeeper will appreciate the want supplied by 
this improvement, by means of which windows can be cleaned 
both i n siil e lind outside, in cold or warm weath er, without 

• I 
Wdth.d durmg the 

winter, the ordinary window cannot be cleaned, because ice 
and enow cover the sill. Besides, it is tedious to have the 
water bucket inside, when the cloth needs a fresh supply, 
and the window must be raised to get in the room to rin:;e 

and replenish, proving an annoyance and source of con�tl1ni 
slopping on carpet and wall paper. 

In the arrangement illustrated, the sash can be turned com. 
pletely over, washed from the inside of the room and turned 
back when done, so that no danger is incurred, and no dr!l,it 
created. 

The frame, B, Fig, 1 , and the sllshes, A, lire grooved to re
ceive a guiding bar, C. This bar is of metal, rolled into 
gutter or U form, which makes it light and strong. and 
leaves a groove for the weight cord, which is fastened near 
the center by knotting, and slipping into a casting, shown in 
Fig. 2, as in ordinary wooden s8,sh(ls. When the window is 
in customary position, the guide is partly in the sash, and 
partly in the frame, sliding up and down with the sash, and 
completely stopping any draft. 

Fig. 2 exhibits a portion of the sash, part of the pivot casing 
being cut away. This shows the pivot, E, passing through 
the sash, and screwed into the guide, C. Inserting the key , 
F, which fits screw threads formed on E, the guide is thrown 
entirely out of the sash and into the frame by turning the 
key, leaving the window free to turn over. When turned 
over, the key is again inserted on the other side (the keyhole 
passing through the sash), the guide drawn bl\ck again, and 
the window is held steady, leaving both hands free to handle 
cloth and bucket. A spring, G, fits into th9 IIcrew threads, 
and holds it wherever left, making it at all times perfectly 
secure. When the key is inserte� it throws the spring out 
of action, allowing the pivot to move back and forth. But 
one key is necessary for the whole house. The upper sash 
being fitted in the same manner, by throwing all the guides 
out at once the sashes readily pa�S each other, and no 
draft is created, and no extra fire needed on cold days wheu 
cleaning. 

The guides can be used either with or without weights, D, 
and with sashes containing one, two, or more lights, as shown 
in the engraving. Old windows can be fitted by grooving 
the Bash and frame. '].'he window thus made costs but a 
trifle more than the ordinary frame, as no stops or beads are 
used, the guides acting as draft obstructors ; and the strength 
of the sash is undiminished, the groove being but one fourth 
of an inch deep by five eighths of an inch wide, and the 
pivot three eighths of an inch in diameter, the head com. 
ing just inside the glass ; while the saving in health 
fuel, time consumed in cleaning, etc., would, especially in 
hotels, etc, repay ten times the cost. To take the sash out 
it is only necessary to unscrew the pivots, E. To replll.ce a 
pane, howevbr, or to paint the sash, it cau be tUl'nQd over I\� 
when cleaning. 

Patented June 6, 1871. For further inforl)lation, rights to 
manu acture, State rights, etc., call on or address the inventor 
and patentee, W. P. Nelson, 618 N. Main street, St. Louis, Mo, 

@li Orrt�pondtntt. 
1 he E,titor. are not responttible for the opintoll8 e:lJpre886d by their COt" 

r�"", 

Mechantcal Eqnlvalent oC Zinc. 
To tIM Editor of tIM Scientific American : 

As I have now my hand in it, 1 may as well go on and an. 
swer Mr. Paine's arguments found under the above head on 
page 36. I hope Mr. Paine will return the compliment and 
"Iso answer my arguments found on the same page, so as to 
[!:eep up a cross fire for the instruction and amusement of the 
readers of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, and for the edification 
of " the gentlemen associated with him," the stockholders in 
the new electric company, the ups and downs being the only 
> hing needed now, as it is bound to be the finale of the who]!) 
affair. 

However, liS Mr. Paine has come down from the absurd 
assertion of 67,000,000 foot pounds from 3 grains of zinc, made 
before, to the more reasonable claim 23,000,000 foot poundll 
from 33 ounces of zinc, I will not ridicule it this time, but 
consider it seriously, scientifically, and practically, for the in
struction of all concerned. 

The theoretical mechanical equivalent of lIine depends, all 
does that of all other combustible substanee�, chiefly on the 
amount of oxygen it is able to consume in oxidizing. The 
oxygen is here, as well as in any fuel engine, or in any ani. 
mal power, the great motion-giving, or life-giving agent ; and 
when we say that one pound of coal has the capacity to pro
duce 14,000 units of heat, it is on the condition that thi s  coal 
shall combine with two and two thirds lbs. of oxygen. There. 
fore, we may j ust as well say that the consumption of two 
and two thirds lbs. of oxygen with the proper amount of 
coal, produces the 14,000 units of heat ; a view for which 
there is fully as much ground as for the ordinary statement, 
and which is besides sustained by the fact that the amount 
of heat produced, if not exactly proportIoned to the amount 
of oxygen consumed, depends much more on this amount 
than on the amount of the combustible. So we find that 
the amounts of heat developed by the combustion of equal 
parts of zinc, sulphur, carbon, and hydrogen, are equal, re
spectively, in ratio, to the numbers 1, 4, 16, and 64, while 
the amounts of oxygen consumed, during combustion of 
equal parts, is respectively 1, 4, 10, and 32. Therefore, in 
place of saying that the potential heat is stored up in the 
combustible, we may as well maintain that it is stored up in 
the. oxygen or its equivalent, the supporter of combustion 
(chlorine, bromine vapor, sulphur vapor, etc). This is a view 
which for many years I have defended in my lectures, and 
which I have only abandoned recently for the better infor
mation now in our possession, by the discovery of the latent 
heat of dissociation, which is the true origin of the heat de
veloped during combustion, and which has cleared away the 
mystery which thus far always surrounded the phenomena 
of combu�tion and flame. 

© 1871 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.
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Heat being nothing but a mode of molecular motion (see 

'ryndall), and always directly con vertible into m otion of the 
mass, every u nit of heat being equivalent to 772 foot pounds, 
we may directly calculate the mechanical equivalent of  any 
�u1)stance from whi ch we may develop heat. Electricity is 
nothing but another mode of molecular motion ; this is  a the
my of which there is  a direct proof, and which is, therefore,  
H-en better established than th e heat motion theory. 

'l'hfo're is no room here to go into the details proving this.  
and di,proving totally and flatly the existence of the calorie 
rrnd electric fluid. The difference between the two is that 
when we oxidize zinc in the air, we obtain heat motion ; 
when we oxidize it in a liquid, we obtain electric motion, 
hoth molecular, amI both convertible into motion of the 
ma�ses, which is  the so-called force or power. And even as 
we may collect and utilize the heat more or less perfectly in 
furnac�s of different construction, so we may collect and 
utilize the electricity more or less p erfectly in galvanic bat
teries of d ifferent construction ; and the amount of latent 
force thus oMained may differ in both cases, dependi t; g as it 
docs on circumstances. Therefore, the argument of Mr. 
Paine that " a  Daniell battery uses 75 pounds zinc, and a 
Grove only 50 pounds, to do the same duty," proves as little 
in regard to the accepted theory. as the well k nown fact that 
a tubular steam boiler evaporates 5 pounds of water for 
every po nnd of coal, while a Cornish boiler evaporates ten 
IJOlmds of water for the same combustion ; in fact, there is 
in this respect as much variety in steam boilers as there is 
in galvanic batteries. 

As now , during oxidatioh of  the zinc, one pound of this 
metal combines with four ounces oxygen . while 1 pound of 
coal c�mbines with 2t ponnd s oxygen , and as the molecular 
motion or potential force developed-whether of a caloric or 
electric natnre-is ten times greater in using coal than in 
nsing an equal amount of zinc, the mechanical equivalent of 
zinc has been established to be 772 X 1,400 or 1,080,800, 
wh i l e  thrrt of coal is 772 X 14.000 or 10,808,000 foot pounds.  

The great error of Mr. Paine is that he overrates the zinc 
equivalpnt, believing, as he does, that " the world knows 
nothing about the mechanical equivalent of zinc under com
tust ion in a battery." To this I answer that that portion of 
the worl d consisting of the hard working investigators, who, 
witl l Out prej udice, and with indefatigable em rgy, search 
for the trnth and nothing but the truth, know more about 
this subj ect than Mr. Paine, by his o wn showing, proves to 
he aware of. I will attempt to give him a slight insight into 
the matter, first by explaining the discrepancies in the state
ments of equivalents, and then by mentioning some important 
facts discovered . 

Firstly, the differences in the statements of the mechan
ical equivalents of zinc, are, as mentioned before , not greater 
tlmn those of coal in the steam engine.  Theoretically, 1 pound 
corrl must produce in round numbers 10,000,000 foot pounds, 
which, when consumed i n  one hour, corresponds with nearly 
Ii horse power, while in practice the best engines seldom 
have succeeded in reaching one tenth of this,  or 2 pounds of 
coal per hour for 1 horse power, while others give only one 
twentieth of the theoretical power, using 4 ponnds of coal, 
and even more, per horse power. As the theoretical mechan
i('al equivalent of zinc is  in round numbers 1,000,000 foot 
ponnds per pound of z inc, we have here-assuming that the 
electromagnetic motors are, on the average, as  good as the 
modern sterrm engines-a range from 1 ,000,000 to 100,000 and 
90,000 foot "{loURds, and even less per pound of zinc. 

'rhe complex statement a.t the head of the article on page 
3G, that 22 Ibs. zinc gave 2 horse power for 9 hours, properly 

. . 33000 x 2 x 9 x 60, 
reduced to foot pounds for comparIson, gIves ----22--

or 1 ,G20,OOO foot pounds per pound of zinc ; it is too large.  
Page's estimate of 3 ponnds of zinc  per horse power gives 
33000 x GO, 

00 f d d f '  ' t ' t _-;;,------C. or 660,0 oot p oun s per poun 0 zmc ; 1 IS 00 
3 . 

Rmall, being made up in the supposition that not much over 
one half of  the theoretical power is obtained, while Liebig's 

. . 33000' x 60 Cl-i pounds correspondmg WIth 64 30,937 foot pounds 

p:)r pound of zinc,  is based on the observation, that electro
magnetic motors are not quite as good as the steam engines, 
in regard to the u tilization of fuel, a s  they only utilize about 
:)10th of the theoretical amount, which is only one hal f or one 
third of the capacity of the ordin ary steam engine. And I 
must confess that as far as my measurements of practical re
�u1ts, obtained by the many electromagnetic motors which 
I have tested, have gon e, the estimate of Liebig is the near
est to the truth. However, I do not d eny, that wh en thos e 
who have; made the study of electromagnetism a specialty, 
and are well posted in regard to the extensive labors of the 
]'rench ,  and especially of the German investigators, apply 
special improvements in diverse details, these results may be 
surpassed, and even electromagnetic engines made which 
utilize more of the existing power than the steam engine 
tIoes ;  but even if one does succeed in making a machine 
which utilizes the full theoretical amount of 1,000,000 foot 

. . I 1 1000000, 1 pounds per pound of zinc, It WIll on y )e 33
000 

x 60
0r near y 

t horse power per pound of zinc, which, with the required 
oxidizing acids, will cost about one hundred times the equiv
alent amonnt of coal, combining with the oxygen of the air, 
which costs nothing. 

But the principal feature of the task I have taken here 
upon myself, is  to consider Mr. Paine's experirnenturn crucis. 

He takes 120 electromagnets, each of - which may lift 50 
pounds one tenth of au inch high ; and then assumes that he 
may pass, in a single second,  by means of a proper commut
ator connec�ed with the coils, the same current successively 
through all th@se magnets, so as to obtain,  in a second, 120 
times the raising of 50 pounds through the space of one tenth 

'dtutifit �ttttdtatt. 
of an inch each. Th' ld ' 

120 X 50 X T\ X 60, IS wou g IVe 
12 

or 

3,000 foot pounds per minute, or nearly one eleventh part of 
a horse po wer. Then he proceeds to state the con sumption 
of zinc required to perform this labor, and says that " four 
eight inch zincs, under the resistance of 1 ,100 feet, No. 14 
wire (that of the coils) will, i n  12  hours, lose 3 ounces in 
weight." This is  2 grains per minute, or, in oth er words, 
33 ounces per horse power for 12 hours. Reduced to my 

' f  d d '  . 12 x 60 x 33000 x 16, 
11 520 000 f t um orm stan ar It IS 

33 
or , ' , 00 

pounds per pound of zinc. It is seen that he obtains thus a 
mechanical eqnivalent over ten times that of coal , while, in 
fact, he should obtain it ten times smaller, a difference of 'one 
hnndred times. If his reasoning were correct, the expens� of 
coal and zinc to obtain motive po wer would be equal . 

It is easy to see the cause of this eeor ; he starts from the 
assumption that the con sumption of zinc in the battery is the 
same whether he passes the cnrrent quietly throngh 1 ,100 

feet No. 14 wire, giving it no other labor to perform but to 
raise the temperature of the wire by an uninterrupted current, 
or whether he passes it in one seC(')nd, through 120 such 
wires, interrnpting it 120 times,  and giving it mechanical 
labor to perform in lifting 120 X 50 pounds one tenth of an 
inch high, or obtaining 600 foot pounds per second. Unfor
tunately for Mr. Paine's theory, this assumption is totally 
false. 

He will know that when cnrrents run in helices around 
electromagnets, that then, at every break, at every change of 
thc current from one coil to another, nay, at every fluctuation 
or variation produced in the discharge by varying contact or 
other causes, induced or secondary currents are prodnced 
which re-act on the battery, and tell, most strikingly , their 
effects in the enormous increase in the cons umption of the 
zinc. This, by the way, is the reason why the use of a Rhum
korf coil wears any battery out so very rapidly- Then there 
is another fact. According to experiments of Du Moncel, th e 
maximum distance of magnetic attraction of the iron of elec
tromagnpts diminishes when constantly used ; it wears out, or 
the amount of attraction under equal circumstances becomes 
unmistakably smaller nnder successive charges. 

But the main point to which I wish to call special atten
tion, and which overthrows Mr. Paine's whole reasoning, i s  
the discovery of ]'eilitch, made lllany years ago, but of which 
Mr. Paine appears to be totally ignorant. It is this : As Boon 
as an electrornagnet is made to exert att-ractions and re ulKioruJ, 
then irnrnediately a proportional increase of tlw currents takes 
place, and a consequent proportional increase in tlw consurnp
tion of the zinc. If it were practically possible to make the 
arrangement of the 120 electromagnets charged successively 
in one second, the consumption of the zinc would rise, from 
three ounces in twelve hours, to thirty, forty, or fifty ounce s ; 
and I wonder that Mr. Paine, if he be a conscientious experi
mentor, has not found this out before , as I did. 

If such a reasoning about 120 magnets be correct,why not say 

2,000,000 ?  And you have
2000000 X50 X T\ X 60, or 50,000,000 

12 
foot pounds per minute for two grains of zinc ; this beats 
even the highest assertion Mr. Paine indulged in on page 
1 04 of the last volume. 

I hope Mr. Paine is  also aware that there exists such a 
thing as resistance in the iron. To acquire and lose magnet
ism it tak es a certain time, however short, and therefore it is 
very doubtful if practically even the number of 120 magnets 
could be arranged so as to have all in succession magnetized, 
each in the 120th part of a second. 

It is  a prlori absurd to think that the consumption of zinc 
will not increase with the labor performed. Oue may as well 
expect that a steam boiler will c onsume DO more fuel when 
the engine has to dTilTd the machinery of a whole factory 
than it will when it is  disconnected by throwing off the belts, 
and th e engine runs alone, having only to overcome its own 
resistance. 

]'inally, Mr. Paine's  last sentence, that " the battery cost 
has nothing to do with the �uccess:' and that "if electric cur
rents were absolutely costless, they nevpr would be more than 
a large toy," is  a curious illustration of the turn of his mind. 
He onght to consider that the final and crucial question of 
any enterprise is : Does it pay ? and that, therefore, the great 
battery cost is the sole question in the matter, and has always 
been the fatal rock on which all attempts in this direction 
have been shipwrecked. He ought to consider that, supposing 
we succeeded in storing up electrici ty from the clouds, like we 
do the rain water from the same SOUl'ce, either naturally or 
artificially, we might have absolutely costless electric cur
rents, which would, as well as the costless water power so 
universally utilized, be more than a large toy. 

New York city. P.  H. VANDER WEYDE, M.D. 
_ . • .  -

Flying ltIachlne. 

To the Editor of the Scientific Arne-rican : 
I have now been a constant reader of your valuable scien

tific paper for the last ten years, and the more I read it the 
more I am convinced that no one who has any d esire of keep
ing up with the rapid progress of the times, should be with
out it. The inventor, especially, will find it greatly to his 
interest, for not only will he obtain a multitu.de of new ideas,  
but moreover he will often save himself a great deal of 
trouble and expense, by simply perusing your valuable com
ments on principles which time and the experience of many 
have proved to be unalterable. 

Moreover, one may, now and then, experience a novel and 
very striking sensation, through your columns, by finding 
that somebody has been experimenting on some cherished 
hobby of his own. Such has been my luck, in perusing your 
number of June 24th, for great was my astonishment at find-

ing a full and complete description of an invention which I 
considered mine, and for which I obtained a caveat some few 
years past. I then applied the device to balloons for the pur
pose of elevating and lowering them withont any use o f  bal
last or loss of gas.  

My experiments succeeded beyond my expectations, for not 
only could I elevate and lower my balloon by these means 
but moreover, I was enabled to draw it some 35° from its 
natural course.  

Noticing the great power which could ba exerted on the 
air by means of this contrivance, I applied the same �rin 
ciple to a self air propel ler, and in the fall of 1866, I con
structed a small model in every respect similar to the one 
described on page 407, last volume. 

I did not, at the time, push my idea any further, for the 
want of a suitable motive power, in reference to which I 
wrote to yon, inquiring whether gnn cott on or nitro-glycerin 
done up in small cartridges, could be nsed for the purpose 
if exploded in suitable cylinders. Your answer, which I now 
have before me, WIIS in the affirmative, but not d aring t., 
experiment with such terrible explosives, I let the subj ect 
drop until about a year ago, when I got up full drawings of 
my apparatus, and showed it to several engineers of New 
Orleans, who expressed the firm belief that with some suita
ble motive power it might be made to work. 

However, my air propeller remained in statu quo until 
some six months ago, when some of those kind individuals 
with whom inventors often meet, relieved me of my d raw
ing ; and now, through your valuabl e columns, tam informed 
that some one has been kind enough to get me up, at his own 
expense, " and without the least trouble - to myself," a full 
size working model , and that it is now hanging in the old 
Novelty Works, New York, awaiting some one to claim it. 
I am sorry for those worthy proj ectors that they could not 
make it go, but I am pleased that they have, at least, reaped 
some of the reward so j ustly due to th em. It would be a 
great satisfaction to me if I could obtain their names and 
addresses.  I might probably give them some valnable in
formation concerning the proportions of the machine, and 
the power to be used, for I notice that they have made some 
grave mistakes i n  their cal cnlations. 

Now, for the benefit of your numerous readers who are in
terested in aerial navigation, I would be pleased to have you 
give them an illustration of the apparatus in question, as 
you have a full size workin g  model within your reach. You 
might add to it a parachute, closed lik e an umbrella, and 
attached to the top end of the center iron shaft ; in case of a 
too rapid descent, it would open of itself. 

I should also suggest to Mr. Paine, that now is his chance 
to elevate prominently before the people his new electro
magnf'tic motor ; and if he will fnrnish the power, I will 
furnish the propeller, and we will both seek a more suitable 
planet for our advancing ideas . 

New Orlean s, La. SAMUEL TRUDELI,. 
_ I�' -

Paine' s .Perpetual llI otion.--." Reply to Dr. Vandel' 
Weyde. 

To the Editor of the Scientific Arnerican : 
I have read Dr. Vander Weyde's elaborate article in yonr 

journal of July 15th. I cannot allow him to assume that I 
have made certain statements, and then proceed to demoliRh 
them. I have never said or written that I could drive the 
largest ship afloat with any amonnt of zinc. My lan guage 
waR, " th e  forces developed by the action of a single Bunsen 
cell, 'if ntilized and converted into power, would drive the 
largest ship afloat." 

Allow me to assure the Doctor that I am familiar with all 
the authorities  he quotes, and with lr,any of them have per
sonal correspondence, which I shall be pleased to show him, 
should he do me the honor to ca'l.l on me. 

If the Doctor knows anything of the subject he has nnder
taken to discuss, he knows that in order to obtain the dynam
ical (not voltametrical) value of four 8 inch Bunsen cells oy 
magneto .electricity, we would require a power on the best 
constructed of the magneto-electric engines of at least three 
horse, which greatly exceeds the dnty of the engine that is 
to operate it, and thus easily is  the grand structure of the 
Doctor tumbled down. Mr Paine's perpetual motion only 
exists in somebody's mind who is  evidently hurt. When I 
o btain perpetual motion, I shall probably know it as soon as 
the Doctor. 

If the Doctor will have a little patience, and carefully read 
some of the articles I am preparing for your paper, he will 
learn that it is  possible that there are some things that nei
ther he nor his authorities are familiar with. 

Newark, N.  J., July, 1871. H. M. PAINE. 
P.  S.  I have no fears that your readers will misconstrue 

the sense in which I used the word " peer," in  a former com 
munication. H.  M. P. 

.. _ -
The Depths o C  the Sea---No. 1 .  

To the Editor of the Scientific American : 
Astronomical calculations of the equinoxes show that by 

their advancing during a period of 10,000 years, an inunda
tion alternately of each half of the earth's surface, the 
northern or southern hemisphere, is  produced, the other half 
rising during the same period from the water. 

The northern hemisphere has now about seven minutes 
longer winte r than the southern, whi ch , in 10 .000 years, gives 
such an overflow of ice and water on our side of th e globe, 
that it will be, in the time stated, covered up to the eqnator. 
We now have come almost to the middle of this period ; the 
advancing of the ice from the north pole towards the equator 
has been perceived during several centuries past. Greenland 
long ago lost its vegetation, its green garment, from whence 
its name is d erived ; it is now merely a " white land," vailed 
in ice and snow entirely. Iceland is following ; two thirds 
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o f  its surface is really ice land, for o n  its southern extremity 

only there exist a few colonbts. 
In the course of 3 ,000 years the northern hemisphere of  

our globe will be entirely under water ; our eities and village),  

with their palaces and magnificent buildings, their splendid 

churches, and spacious halls of seience and art, their ware

rooms, houses, and humble shanties, will once more form the 

bottom of the pndless main-as has been often done before. 

Culture and civilization will be concentrated again on the 

southern hemisphere, from whence they formerly had wan

dered over to our northern half of the globe. How often 

may this revolution of the earth have passed, how often will 

it  still take place, and who is able to measure it '/ The 

immense depths of the oceans are wrapped in an impene

h'able vail of mystery-as are many other things which our 
earthly science is unabl e to discover. How many fancies may 
be occupied by these unfathomable depths ! For there is 
nothing on earth more interesting to us than that which is 
unknown-but yet full of presentiment ; though, as yet, it 
has yielded but little to our investigations. So much, how
ever, is known : That the bottom of the fea is not a gloomy 
or a volatile wildern ess or a barren rock ; it is no open grave, 
ready to bury forever the fragments of ships or the convul
sive l imbs of drowned men. It is no place where death alone 
is ruling in its dread ful glory. Munificent Natlire, always 
creative, has not abandoned the valleys of the sea to eternal 
silence and obscurity. All-vivifying light penetrates even 
into these unexplored regions ; splendid water plants trim 
the rolling bottom of the sea ; animals of the most various 
species and classes wander through these endless aby sses. 
Here meet a world o f  fantastic creatures, whose forms re
semble the first oddly shaped inhabitants of our globe, whose 
remai us are still inclosed in the petrified layers of  onr moun
tains. The bottom of the sea, being only submitted to natural 
changes and revolutions, and not to those caused by men, 
bears more traits from the primitive world than the surface 
of the earth. The productive hand of the master of the 
earth is not in action on the bottom of the sea, except in the 
mournful accidents of shipwreck, when man's productions 
are drawn down to these depths, either to be dissolv ed into 
their atoms or to lie untouched in an eternal grave. 

the world, by which we could descend into the depths of the 
oceans ; yet the production o f  its depths are carried up by 
the plumb linc to the surfacll of the water. 

La Place, the mathematician, and renowned author of "The 
Mechanism of the Heavens," has proved radi cally, that the 
deepest valleys of the sea cannot extend further down than 
8,000 meters ; and very often does the plumb line in the main 
sea reach the bottom at a depth mucb leES than that. If the 
oceans could be d rained we should see immense regions of 
land, compo�ing extensive plains and pleasant valleys ; lofty 
mountains and deep, dark ravines and abysses, extending as 
far down below the general surface of the earth as the high
est peaks of the mountains rise above it. The depths of the 
sea were formerly involved in a nimbus of odd theories. 
These strange illusions are now cleared up entirely ; the sea 
is no longer waving around the fl uid interior of the earth ; 
fancy, which so readily deepened the abysses of the sea ad 
infinituln, has now to be contented with a knowledge of its 
dimensions. 

little difficulty in the way of its ultimate success. Triturat· 

ing mercury with sugar is to produce the i mpalpable powd e r  

spoken o f ,  called saccharate o f  mercury. Its effect o n  the 

process of amalgamation reqnires to be explained .  

The only intelligible result o f  triturating mercury and 

sugar is to oxidize the former. In this state it may be con

sidered atoms, a state favorable to meet the corresponding 

fine gold. The condition of things being equal , the sugar 

takes no part chemically in oxidizing the mercury. Chalk,  

molasses, and many other substances, have the same effect. 

Oxygen, snlphnr, and tellurium are not the best combina

tions of mercury, for reasons that the oxide would be carried 

off, combined with gold unreduced, and be lost in the subse

(1uent washings. 
Again, much of the goM is not in suspension, but is to be 

found in the matrix, combined with other s ubstances, and re

q uires very different treatment than the one suggested. 
. 

Newark, N .  J.  J.  '1'uNBRIDGE. 
- -. -

In comparison with the diameter of the earth's surface, 
the sea is only a thin layer of water, sjJread around our plan
et like the dew which settles dnring night around an apple 
or a plumb. S uch a mass of water, however, in which the 
highest peaks of the Cordilleras can be nearly submerged, 
leaving only the utmost e xtremities yisible sufficiently to 
serve as a support for a wavering boat, is something to us,  
insignificant pilgrims on earth. 

To the Editor oj the 

Oiling Sbea l{e s .  
Scien tific A merican : 

Important revolutions have passed, and are still going on, 
at the bottom of the sea ; but, alas ! man cannot penetrate far 
enough into these mYl"terious depths. There may live crea 
tures, whose huge, ill shaped forms would terrify us ; and 
others , which are organized so delicately, that our senses are 
not able to perceive them. The whale and narwhal, the 
polypi and radiates live here. But the constitution of the 
human body does not allow us to be far from the surface of 
the earth, neither up to great hights, nor down to great 
depths. Although, in proportion to the immense circumfer
ence of our globe, the elevations on its surface are not larger 
than th e protuberances on the skin of an orang,>,  yet man is 
so impotent . that even high mountain peak s are often an in
sUl'mountable obstacle to him. How should such a feeble 
creature, which, in order to live, has to respire ten times 
every minute, be able to penetrate into depths extending 
down a great many miles ? 

The air, by which we are surrounded, presses upon us with 
a weight equal to that we would have to bear if  we were on 
the bottom of a Bea, whose surface would be at a distance 
o f  ten miles above our heads. '1'his pressure decreases in the 
same proportion as we climb up high mountains, or rise in a 
balloon to a considerable hight. The pressure of the air is 
necessary to keep the blood, flowing in our veins, within its 
proper limits. The higher we rise, the thinner the air is 
growing, the more and oftener we have to take breath ; the 
skin is swelling painfully, our organ of sight grows dim, we 
turn giddy or even faint away. At a hight of 7,000 meters, 
the greatest which man has ventured to reach, there is such 
an intense cold , that our limbs grow stiff; the air, being now 
too thin, is no l onger the carrier of sound, we grow deaf ; the 
blood, no longer retained by a suffici ent pressure of the air, 
sq ueezes through all the pores on the surface of our skin ; 
the pulsation of our heart is slower ; now wo have to descend 
immediately-a few moments longer, a few steps higher
and it will be too late ! 

There is still an endless, miraculous world to be explored , 
a world full of mysteries and splendor, which has nevel been 
seen before ; but,  t lte time cannot be far off when the plumb 
line of navigators and explorators wil l give information of 
it and will reveal, what has been hitherto unk nown of the 
bottom of the deep ! The bottom of the sea is  as uneven as 
the surface of the earth-large mountain chains are running 
along it, the highest peaks of which form islands in our 
seas. 

This submarine world contains, like ours, rich vallpys, fe"
tile plains, and barren deserts, but has its peculiar animal 
and vegetable kingdom and its peculiar sky. There are im· 
measurable craters, forges glowing eternally, from which 
boiling hot lava rises and p ushes fluid matters up to the 
water's surface. The Antilles,  Maldives, and other groups 
of islands of volcanic origin, are formed entirely by such 
eruptions. Navigators often meet, far from any trace of 
land, hot, sweet water, spouts of large dimensions, rising up 
with a dreadful roaring, after having penetrated the endless 
surges of salt water. In the Bay of Xagua, sweet water 
fountains are breaking forth with s uch a power, that small 
vessels cannot approach them. The bottom of the sea is  
s ubmitted to the same revolutions as the earth's sudace ; it  
is not very seldom that these d epths are shak en by earth
quakes ; new islands are raised from the oceans, and the 
waves devour older ones, known to us long ago. Nature, 
never resting, can here, by means of raging surges,  produc 3 
the same devastations whieh continually take place on some 
part of the earth's firm surface. What curious things we 
should see if we were allowed to descend ad libitnm into 
these unexplored depths ! vVe should view endless sand 
plains, on whose volatile downs rest the good s of foundered 
ships ; inheritances of  nations, which have become extinct on 
our globe long ago ; and wonderful specimens of antediluvian 
industry. There we co uld follow the course of the narro w, 
winding dales, as if they were arteries of our world, convey
ing, like river beds, the wild currents, from the poles towards 
the equator, by which the water of all the o ceans is mixed 
so that an equality of temperature is produced. \Ve sh ould 
see enormous ranges of mountains and bare rocks, glittering 
in the brigh t colors of the jasper, of granite, of �iIver mica, 
whose metallic crystal forms reflect, upon their thousandfol d 
edges, all the colors of the rainbow, and form, in manv 
spots, beautiful grott03. A transparent sky of a d eeper blu� 
than ours would shine there above our head�, animals of the 
strangest forms and size would be seen passing to and fro 
in this transparent sky ; gigantic whales wouhl be seen 
swimming there as comfortably as vultures, when roaring 
in the air or resting for a moment on the steep, rocky pre
cipices of high mountains. Whose fancy is rich and lively 
enough to image what a splendid spectacle Nature would 
display to us at the bottom of the sea : where a weight o f  
800 atmospheres presses upon everytlling, where a hollow 
iron ball, the size of a a man's head, and as thick as three 
fingers' breadth, would be dashed into dust, like a soap b ub
ble : where gunpowder would fail to drive a bomb shell out 
of the mortar ? Most likely this immense pressure wonld 
make the water penetrate through the pores of rocks lind 
other minerals, so that mllrble would become as transparent 
as glass ; and we might even be able to view, in these depths, 
the process of crystallization of the minerals, or to lind out 
how thei r various component pllrts are combined. But, it 
seems, Nature does not desire that the human eye should 
look down into her secret workshop, and penetrate into the 
great mysteries surrounding us everywhere, but p refers to 
encourage us to overcome the weakness of our organs by 
constantly increased activity of our senses. 

AMALIE PFUND, nee JANSSEN. 
_ . .,. -

Extracting Gold f·rol.. Orcs. 

7'0 the Editor oj the Scientific Ame1'ican : 

The accompanying engraving repre" 
sents the section of a sheave, cut through 
111e conteI' to show an oil chamber. '1'he 
chamber is made by running a quarter 
o f  an inch dril l into the shea ve till the 
point shows in the center hole .  'l'hen 
follow with a three eighths of an inch 
drill, say for a q uarter o f  lin inch , to 
get a shoulder for the stopper to go 
against. If the oil gets out too fast , 
put a little wool in the bottom of the 
hole. 

I have used this device for several 

years to advantage, and I believe that 
this was invented by me. I have sent 
this, thinking it might interest some of 
the readers of the SCIEN'rIFIC A)fERI" 
CAN. FRANK AI. SOP. 

McGregor, low". 

.. .�. -
Stealn P lo,v s .  

To the Editor oj the Sc.ientijic American : 
The subject  of steam plowing, recently so energe tically 

stirred up by H. O. and others, will no doubt continulJ to he 
one of the leading topics for inventors to think IIbout , till 
tte rr. achine is brought out. I, for one , am satisfied that the 
cumbrous stationary engine, or English system, drawing 
gangs of plows back and forth across the land with ropes , 
will never do for our wide prairies. N or do I bdieve that 
traction engines moving over the ground at high speed, 
thereby using up most of their power in their own propul
sion, will ever be found economical. 

vVhat is wanted is an engine of 10 to 20 horse power, to 
move slowly over the unbroken ground, and work up the soil 
behind it as it moves, to a width as great as a system of out" 
rigged spars, shafts, pulley s, draft chains, and UloId boards or 
other diggers attached, can be made to operate in a substantial 
manner, thus taking along and finishing a " land 

,
. of, say 

41) or even 50 feet wide, as the whole machine moves forward 
at a rate of not over one fourth or half mile per hour. I see 
no difficulty whatever in devising a machine to work on this 
principle. 

A revolving endless chain, or two such chains, working 
against each other, so as to prevent the machine from being 
drawn to one side, reaching out twenty feet or more upon 
each side, and carrying shares, or cutters, or diggers of  any 
efficient form, and supported by a framework and an outside 
idle wheel, could certainly be made to slice oiY and work up 
the ground to any degree of fineness desired, or to any rea
sonabl e depth. And the forward motion could be so geared 
down , that but a small portion of the power will be required 
for that. 

The greatest difficulty in the probl f'1l1 of steam plowing 
on the western pmiries, will be the supply of water. A 
twenty horse engine requires about a bucketfull a minute, 
and in most localities this will be hard to get. Some system 
of air surface condensers, will, I think , be found a necessary 
appurtenance of any portable or traction engine for farm use.  
'fhis can be made of  tin plate, and need not  be costly or  
heavy. A tin pipe four inches in diameter at  the escape, and 
decreasing in size as it lengthened in a coil, sup') ()rted by 
light frame work in an airy situation, could be made to COll
dense most of the steam without much back pressure, and 
thus save the water to be used over. On the Mississippi bot · 
toms this would not be necessary, as water is al ways near. 

Hoping these suggestions may be o f  use to those IIble t o  
execute a s  well a s  plan, I submit them for the p ublic. 

Memphis, Tenn. CHARLES BOYNTON. 
- .-. -

A Pin in the IIeart or a Cbicken. 

To the Editor oj the Scientific American : 

In descending into the sea, we are still more unavoidably 
exposed to danger. At a depth of 20 meters, a weight three 
times larger than that of our atmosphere is pressing upon 
our organs. To descend further is  very dangerous, for a 
much heavier weight will press upon us. At a pressure four 
times as great as our atmosphere, upon the surface of the 
human body, that is, at a depth of about 140 feet, our blood, 
being charged with a too heavy pressure, and consequent
ly compn,ssed too much in all our limbs, flows back tow· 
ards the inner organs ; the color of our skin turns leaden ; 
the heart stagnating, p lllsates slowly ; and torpidity, a true 
harbinger of death, reminds us of the danger, which would 
inevitably be the consequence of a prolonged sojourn in such 
a depth of water. vVe can hardly remain one minute under 
water without taking breath. On the island of Ceylon, 
wlwre pearl fishers practise from their youth the art of div
ing', they nevertheless seldom succeed in remaining three 
minutes under water. Of course, we can, by means of a 
diving bell or another artificial mechanism, �arry a small 
portion of air under water and renew it from time to time ; 
but, although sucb an artificial apfJaratus enables man to re
main 3 or 4 hours under water, yet it cannot lessen the effect 
of the pressure of the air, which becomes condensed m ore 
and more, in proportion. to the descent. We can , by means 

. of such a diving apparatus, repair piers of harbors, bring 
tr8a sures, lost in shipwreck, again to the surface of the 
water ; and more, such an apparatus enables the raising of 
sunken �hips.  We can by means of it with ease work under 
the water, at a depth of 120 feet, but there is no medium in 

In your late Australian advices there is reported a discovery 
of a new agent for the extraction of gold from ores and tail
ings, and calling attention to its importance to the miners of 
the \Vest. A large class of your readers are occupied in the 
different processes for the extraction of the metals, and will 
hail any information you can give them with great satisfac
tion. It will be necessary to point out to those who are not 
occupied in the study of those matters, that there is some 

A ruralist's  wife, upon dissecting a fowl, preparatory to 
cooking, noticed a slight enlargement of th8 heart, and a 
more minute observation revealed a pin that was imbedderl 
nearly its whole length, near the right auricle of the heart. 
The pin had worn a small cavity, and was in a corroded con
dition. The inquiring mind is anxious to know how the pin 
found its way to this vital and important organ. 

L. O. 
[The OC,)UlTence narrated by our correspondent is only one 

of many on record. How sharp pointed articles, like pins 
and needles, find their way through delicate tissues and or· 
gan s of the human '.:>ody to the surface, sometimes by l ong' 
and tortuous routes, is a mystery which we belieye is yet; 
unsolved.  The ff. ct is,  however, well established.-EDs. 
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Ilul>roved Hot Air Rcg-Ister. as far as we are aware, has hitherto been attempted of the 

Two serious evils attend the use of hot air furnaces. In delicate and elaborate character of which this process is ca
the first place, there is a continuous ascension of particles of pable. By its means every shade, from white to black, buffs, 
carbon, du st,  etc . ,  which accumulate in the fiues, and are car- browns, reds, and neutral green are produced, and penciled 
ried up with the heated air into the apartments. And, sec· 0>1 by hand with the finest lines if needed, or laid on broadly 
ondly, there is a dist ressing dryness of the atmosphere, not- and with clearly defined edges. Through all their varied 
withstanding a�l the attempts hitherto made to charge it with tints the natural grain and transparent luster of the wood is 
vapor. Both these evils are r ot only disagreeable, but posi- retained, and the effect is  s o ft, rich, and harmonious.  Indeed, 
lively inj urious to heaHh. one considerable advantage in the process, according to onr 

Heated air has !tn avidity for moisture, and absorbs it not opinion, is  that it does not seem to lend itself to strong or 
only from the human body, but from articles of furniture, violent coloring, and that blues and pure greens, which are 
etc. Advantage has been taken of this peculiarity in con- such daugerous implements in the hands of  modern design
strncting tho register shown in the aocompanying engravings, ers, do not make their appearance among the colors em
so that the dry air in passing through the screen, I, comes in ployed. 
contact wi'h, and takes np water, whilst particles of dust, Among the articles to be seen are several doors with highly 
etc . ,  floating in the air, are effectually intercepted.  The enriched panels and architraves, the designs of which are 
heated air thus enters the room moist and free 
from impurity. 

It may be desirable to have the atmosphere 
in an invalid's room medicated. To accom
plish this, a solution of the drug is placed in 
the water tank of th e register, and thus the 
air is impregnated with it .  

Lime water in the tanl" will, in the same 
way, rid the air of carboni c acid gas. 

A delicate perfume may be communicated 
to the atmosphere of a room, by a drop 01' 
t wo of essential oil in the water tank. 

Fig. 1 is  an outside view, showing the ap 
pearance of the register when the parts are 
placerl together and ready for use.  

A represents the usual casing of a register, 

its lower part, together with a portion of the 
tiue, D, forming the water tank : the depth 

of the water (Fig. 2,) being reg ulated by 
a discharge pipe, H. An inlet pipe, F, and 

cock, G, supplies water. The action of  the 

cock , if necessary. may be made automatic 

by means of an arm and hollow ball . 

.1 

[JULY 22, 1 8 7 1 .  
Siphon Reeordlng Telegra phle Illstrumc n t .  

Sir William Tho mson's siphon recorder, which is the great 
telegraph novelty of the duy, is a most marvelous combina
tion of strength und weakness ; and the strength und the 
weakness are so remarkably comhined that it produces effects 
which, until its app earance in puhlic, a few months ago, 
were totally undreamed of by the most sanguine of telegraph 
engineers . 

This instrument consists of a very powerful electromag
net, between the poles of which (therefore in a magnetic 
field of great intensity) is suspended a core wound with fine 
silk covered copper wire. This wire is  put in the circuits of 
the telegraph line , through which the signals are received. 
The reading of the signals is eff8cted by means of a siphon 
of capillary gluBS tube, about two inches long, the shorter 
end of which dips into a dish of  ink, while the larger hungs 

The screen or dust arrester, I,  Fig. 3, is 
It light frame covered with yarn or any 

Huitahle fihrous material, which, by its ca
McGLASHAN'S PURIFYING AND EVAPORATING HOT AIR REGISTER. 

down, in front of a paper strip moved'forward 
by clockwork. The mini"ture glass siphon is 
connected, by a very fine aluminum wire, with 
the coil snspenderl between the poles of the 
electromagnet, and is moved backwards and 
forwards as it is d eflected to the right or the 
left. To persuade a camel to get through the 
eye of a needle would, under ordinary circum
stances, not be a more difficult feat than to 
get ink through the capillary tube nnder 01'
dinury pressure. But the way in which it is 
got through it, and not only got through it, 
but actually ejected in a t iny stream from the 
lower end of the siphon, is by the simple uud 
ingenious expedient of keeping the ink elec
trified to a high tension. It is a well known 
fact that, when !lny liquid is electrified, its  
particles repelling each other, it is enabled 
to flow through the finest orifi ce ; und this 
fact, j udiciously taken advantage of by Sir 
William Thomson, has enabled him to produce 
a frictionless pen point. The electrification of 
the ink in the reservoir is done by a rotating 
electrophorus or replenisher, kept in move 
ment by an electromagnetic machine. 

capillary attraction, will constuntly absorb water. The lower I good, and the effect striking and pleasing. Another fine ex· 
pOl'tion of the screen is immersed in the water. Its upper ample shows the complete treatment of a side and ceiling of  
portioll forms a partition in the air  space, J, above the water, a room with dado, cornice, etc. In this are  some gro ups of  
as represented in Fig. Z .  It i s  surmounted hy an inverted fruits and leaves, which admirably exhibit the capubilities of  
cOllie�,1 cup, K, which guides the ascending' air  through the the process. In a group of leaves, each leaf  may huve a 
saturated intcl'st.ic.cs of thc) screen, thence through the regis- slightly varied hue, und thus great variety is obtained. Some 
tel', E, to the apartment to he warmed. The screen is movu- specimens of furniture-as sidehoards and cabinets-deserve 
hIe, and can be inverted at will . attention, us illustrations of the richest and most elahorate 

State rights (or the whole) of this patent will be sold . character of work . In many of these gold is j udiciously 
P"tented through the Scientific American Patent Agency, used in the moldings to highten the effect. Articles of hed
June 27, 1871. room furniture are deeorated in a simpler manner, hut, per

For terms, and all other information, apply to J. W, Mc- haps, are not so successful, some of them being rather heavy 
G lashan . 210 St. James street, Montreal, Canada. and dark. 

_ ·IIIID _ 
Van P a p p e! c ndaill' s  Metallie Tiles. 

Our engraving shows an undoubted improvement in the 
construction of metullic tiles, whereby, it is  claimed, perfect 
seeurity against leakage of roofs is ohtained ; while, at the 
same time, a great variety of ornamental design is  possible, 
without much increase of cost over that of 
porfectly plain tiles. The mised ornamental 
d esigns, furthermore, serve to strengthen tho 
tiles, acting as corrugations to prevent roll
ing l1p hy the action of violent winds. 

The tiles m"y be made of iron, zinc, or uny 
other suitahle metal, and either of cast or sheet 
metal , the ornament being st"mped thereon 
when rolled sheets are used. The tiles are 
shown singly in Figs. 4 and 5, ohverse sides 
of two different tiles heing shown. One side 
o f  the tile lw s two parullel ribs formed 
along two of its edges,  as shown, forming a 
dlUnnel. Below these ribs, u single rib on 
another tile rests, when the tiles are placed 
together on the roof, as  shown in Fig. 2, and 
more clearly in Fig. 3. 

On the whole we were very favorably impressed with this 
new process, and believe that architects will be grateful for 
the opportunities it will afford them, as they may have their 
own designs carried out ill exact accordance with their draw
ings to the minutest d etails .  The work, when done, is French 
polished or vurnished,  and the highly gluzed surface thus ob-

The two ungles of the tiles on the right and 

left are cut off, as shown, and the channel 
formed by the parallel ribs is  bent so as to 
conduct any water that may pass over the 
lower rihs, downward, and deliver it upon the 
upper surface of the next tile below. 

By these means, it is  cluimed that the pen· 
etration o f  water through the j oints is effect

ually prevented. 
The tiles may be mude square or diamond 

shaped, either form being ornamental us well 

1 1I � 

us eifective . 

A N ousensical Patent . 

A Mr. Macdonell , of London, England, " believes that if he 
fits the poles or shafts of carriages with large ivheels," which 
he is ple!l.seel to term " auxiliary horse wheels," these wheels 
having received " the initial force of the horse or horses," 
will, by tending to keep in motion, help to draw the carriage 
behind them ! To facilitute the motion , Mr. Macdonell pro
poses to l oad the axles with weights to increase t h e  "dhesion 
between the " auxiliary h orse wheels" and the road. 

A patent has been granted for this device, in Great Brit
ain. See " Pickwick," chapter 2, wherein the cabman say� , 
" We've got u pair of precious large wheels on ; und when 
the horse does go, they run after him, and he must go on 
he can't help it." 

_ .•. . 
Talnplllg Apparat u s  Cor Bla sting. 

Daniel Corgan, of Sugar Notch, Pa., has invented an im
proved tum ping inj ector for use in hlasting. It consists in a 
tamping inj ector, lJaving a cylinder or harrel with u handle 

or rod connected therewith. The tamping 
material is placed in the cylinder or barrel. 
A rod, the end of which is made to fit the in
side of the barrel, so that it may act as It 
plunger therein for forcing ont the tamping 
material into the drill hole, where powder or 
other explosive substance has heen pJaced, is 
also used. The cy linder i s  bent slightly in
ward at the lower end, 80 as to prevent it from 
being drawn off the plunger, whoso head or 
upper end is made larger than its body or re
maining portion .  A stop prevents the plunger 
from passing entirely through the barrel. The 
diameter of the barrel is slightly greater thun 
thut of the drill hole. The end of the barrel 
is  placed so as to inclose the elrill hole, and the 
tamping material is forced into the hole and 
pressed hy the plunger, so that it will remain 
in a hole drilled upward into a seam of coal , 
which is worked from the bottom, as is fre
quently the case in mining unthracite coal. 
When the tamping material has been pressed 
into the hole, the tamping bar is applied, hy 
which the material is rendered as compact as 
may be desired. By the use of the tamping 
injector much valuable time is saved, and the 
risk to life and limb from this dangerons oc
cupation is greatly lessened.  

The tiles thus made will , it is  thought, find 
a wide upplication in this country and ahroud. 

By having his wits ubout him and a plenti .  
PAPPELENDAM'S METALLIC TILES FOR WALLS. ROOFING, Etc. ful supply of eggs, Mr. Joseph Hale succeed ed 

in saving the life of his wife, recently, in Portland, Maine , 
who, in a fit of abstraction, had swallowed a dose of corro
sive sublimate, thinking it was laudanum. Given over by 
the frightened neighbors for as good as dead, her husband at 
once administered to the terrified victim the whites of fifteen 
eggs, which completely neutralized the effe cts of the poison. 

Patented through the Scientific Americun Patent Agency, 
June 13, 1871 , by Corn eli'ls G. Van Pappelendam, of Charles
town, Iowa. The entire right will be sold. Address, for 
further information, as above. 

_ .... -

tained is perhapH the greutesl present druwback , hut we douht 
not that this may be avoided, in which case we think that 
but little will he left to be desired by either artist or arc11i
teet. 

-----4 .. _ .... -----
Xyl atechnig-I'aphy. THERE is a sharp rivalry j nst now in Alabama umong dif-

\Ve lately, says the Building Nmos, called attention, in our ferent guano dealers. One of them, by way of showing the 
review upon the furniture in the International Exhibition , to superiority of his guano over any o'her, says that a farmer 
some specimens by Messrs. Trollope, decorated by their new recently put u sample of it into his pocket, in which there 
patented process for the decoration of na tural wood. happened to be a carpet tack, and started home on horse-

As a process of  artistic decomtion this invention is a high- back. Before reaching his house his steed broke down, and 
ly valuable one, but a " new art," as they call it, it certainly the farmer was at a loss to d iscover the cause nntil he found 
is  not. Although woods have heen stained previously, and , that the carpet tack had grown to be a long bar of railway 
that in more than one color, by means of stenciling, nothing, ! iron. 

_ .•. -
IN Massachusetts recently, a lady overtaken by a thunder 

storm, suddenly felt a shock of electricity which numbed her , 
bnt, recovering almost instantly, she continued her wulk 
home. On arriving, she found th"t the lightning had actual 
ly struck a fold of her black alpacu dress, near the ground , 
where it was wet by the shower, and had scorched :the edge 
of the fold, and then leaped off to the wet ground. 
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t o  his power o f  self· concentration ; and t o  hi� belief i n  the 
wisdom of that great command: " 'Whatsoever thy hand find
eth to do, do it with all thy might." 

condition of carbon, as the diamond, charcoal, etc., are con
sidered to be different forms of this element. This explana
tion has been quietly accepted Ilntil recent times, when the 
progress of research has disclosed so many new properties 
for graphite as to entitle it, in the opinion of many authori
ties, to an independent position among the list of elementary 
bodies. It has been proposed to call it graphon or graphium, 
but no writer of chemical text-books has thus far been found 
to adopt the new name in his list of elements. 

- - -
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A quick practical means of extinguishing firos at their 
commencement, on hand, ready for immediate use, in every 
building, would lessen the annual destruction of property by 
burning to an extent difficult to estimate. Berthelot has found that there are three distinct varieties 

of graphite : 1. The native; 2. The crystalline, from cast 
iron. 3. The electric, from the galvanic battery. These give 
rise to characteristic and different chemical compounds, the 
perfection and properties of which he describes in a learned 
paper on the subject. 
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The rule is that the beginnings of fires are small, and their 
early progress comparatively slow. There are buildings 
which contain Buch inflammable materials that a spark will 
communicate flame almost instantly to all parts of the struc
ture, but these cases are exceptional. In most cases a very 
little water judiciously employed will extinguish a fire 
within five minutes from its ignition. 

Brodie has also explained the striking differences between 
charcoal and graphite, and has shown how to prepare pure 
graphite as well as graphitic acid. Older and more familiar 
writers on the subject describe two kinds of native graphite 
-the crystalline and the granular . 
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MENTAL ORDER AND SYSTEM. 

'Ve are all tolerably familiar with the fact, that no genera
tor of power approaches in efficiency the half of its theoret
ical capacity. In the best modern steam engines, the con
version of ten per cent of the capability of the coal into effi
cient power, is an unusually high result. The loss in the 
usc of electro· magnetism is still greater in proportion. And, 
labor as we will, we shall never arrive at absolute perfection 
in the use of force generators, if we ever approach it. 

But what shall we say of the enormous waste of a force, 
more powerful than steam and more subtle than electricity, 
which goes on daily within us? How much of our mental 
capacity is lost, through desultory habits of thinking, and 
loose, irregular exertion of the mind? 'Ve believe that the 
actual product of the brain's working through the day is 
lamentably below its possible achievement, and the cause of 
this we propose to consider. 

'fhe faculty of concentrating the mind on the matter in 
hand, to the exclusion of all other things, is one of the rarest 
and most valuable gifts with which a man can be endowed. 
To commence with a theory, to think it out to its legitimate 
results, to reduce those results to a concrete form, and, if it 
be in material science, to proceed to experiment and practice, 
without diverging, in any direction, from the purpose, is pos
sible to very few men. And we do not think we are over· 
stating the case when we assert that, in proportion as a man 
is gifted with this faculty, he will become a successful inves
tigator of the phenomena of Nature. Certain it is, that the 
most eminent men in the scientific world have been remark
able for this power of self-concentration ; and the study of 
Nature and her laws-which go from process to process, and 
from fact to fact, by strict induction and with inexorable 
logic-is the pursuit of all others, for the employment of 
this invaluable talent, as well as for the increase of it,; 
strength. The study of Nature-in another word, science
is the best occupation for the mind, if it be desired to sys
tematize the thinking faculty, and to prodnce the greatest 
result from the exertion of the intellect. It is one phase of 
the same power, of which thoroughness of work is another ; 
for, if the ability of mental concentration can be acquired, it 
is by doing most thoroughly and earnestly the work in hand. 
So the true worker or thinker never wastes time and strength 
in going back to what he has already accomplished, but, hav
ing done it once, he is prepared for the next process, and so 
goes on with the least possible dispersion of his mental 
force. Similarly, the studies of mathematics and logic are 
useful to mental discipline ; and the former, especially, has 
done the world good service in forming the invaluable habit 
of reasoning by strict induction. 

As a marvellous instance of what one man may achieve by 
doing systematically and thoroughly whatever he undertakes, 
we cannot do better than consider the life of Alexander von 
Humboldt. There was no part of the world he had not vis
ited, and �e had been nowhere without acquiring the most 
exact knowledge of the whole country, its geology, its ani
mal life, its botany, all its physical characteristics, as well 
as the language, habits, customs, laws, religion, and his
tory of its people. He led this life till he was ninety years 
of age, and even then no fact, in any part of the world, that 
had any bEaring on scientific truth, ebcaped his notice. His 
mind was a museum, where all the knowledge that had been 
brought into the world was placed in order, carefully guard. 
ed, and always ready for use. We are not wrong in attrib
utmg the boundless learning and prodigious memory of this 
great man to his habit of systematizing his mental labor, and 

'Ve say judiciously employed, for in this lies the secret of 
successful combat with the devouring element. To throw 
water indiscriminately wherever it may chance to hit, is to 
waste our ammunition. The attempt should be to cover the 
burning surfaces with water as speedily as possible. No 
matter how thin the film of water may be, it excludes the 
oxygen of the air, and fire can live no more without air than 
an animal. A thin stratum of any non-combustible material 
extinguishes it just as thoroughly as though a foot thick 
were used . 

To apply water thus economically requires more refined 
meaus than slopping it out of a bucket. In this way, but a 
little space can be covered ; but a bucket of water will cover 
many feet if well husbanded. 

It is for this reason that small portable hand forcing 
pumps have been approved by the best and most experienced 
firemen, as the very best means. all things considered, for 
extinguiohing fires. 

Those extinguishers employing a solution of carbonic acid 
in water, or solutions of salts which, decomposed by heat, 
yield gases that do not support combustion, have some of 
them proved very useful, but their cost is far more than 
small force pumps, which answer nearly as well. 

'Ve would suggest to inventors that a field is open for the 
introduction of apparatus of this kind. And there will be 
room for competition in supplying the demand, as much as 
in pianos and sewing machines. The attention of manufac
turers is especially fixed at the present time upon the sub
ject, and we believe we express the prevailing opinion, when 
we assert, that portable apparatus, employing only water, is 
what is regarded with highest favor by this class of men. 
There are some devices of this kind now in use, but, as we 
have intimated, there is room for others. The field is large 
and comparatively unworked. The time will, however, 
come when something of this k ind will be made a condition 
of insurance, in all buildings much exposed. 

- - -
GRAPHITE, PLUMBAGO, BLACK LEAD. 

Although graphite has been known from time immemorial, 
and its name at once indicates the antiquity of its principal 
use, its geological origin is still a matter of doubt, and its 
properties are not yet half understood. It belongs to no par
ticular geological horizon, but occurs in rocks of all ages, in 
beds, imbedded masses, lamina), or scales, more commOll
ly in granite, gneiss, mica slate, crystalline limestone, and 
occasionally with deposits of coal. The famous Borrowdale 
variety is found in nests, in trap in clay slate. Near�y every 
locality presents it in some new association, so that it is 
scarcely to be wondered at that geologists have been puzzled 
to account for the origin of a mineral that makes its appear
ance in utter disregard of the laws of deposition, stratifica
tion, injection, or age. The rpcent progress of chemistry has 
thrown some light on this subject, and new theories have 
been advanced, tending to dispute the vegetable origin of 
graphite and to explain its pr�sence on the principle of the 
decomposition of cyanogen or of other nitro-carhon com
pounds. In the preparation of caustic soda, cyanide of so
dium is produced, and when, in the course of the operation , 
Chili saltpeter is added, to oxidize the sulphides of iron and 
sodium, and the mass is in a state of fusion, graphite arising 
from the decomposition of the cyanide rises to the top, where 
it swims and cau be skimmed off, washed and dried, when it 
presents the appearance of brilliant, light powder, perfectly 
pure and admirably adapted to the manufacture of pencils 
and many other purposes. We need hardly say that in many 
soda ash establishments, the graphite produced in this way 
is economized and highly valued on account of its great pur
ity. The brilliant red crystals which form in blast furnaces, 
and now and then give rise to what is called " salamander," 
were formerly supposed to be pure titanium. 'Viihler after
wards showed that they contained cyanogen, and this discov· 
cry, together with the appearance of cyanogen in the soda 
ash manufacture, has led chemists to suspect that the forma
tion of artificial graphite in iron furnaces is not always due 
to the solution of an excess of carbon in the molten iron, 
but may be referred back to a compound of nitrogen with 
carhon, in other words, to the decomposition of cyanogen. 

Applying these observations to geological phenomena, some 
authors, especially Wagner, seek to account for the forma
tion of graphite in nature, on the principle of the chemical 
decomposition of the cyanides. It is cerbinly a very inge
nious theory, and has many strong points to sustain it ; and as 
it may finally conduct us to an artificial method for the pro
duction of graphite, in any quantity and at reasonable rates, 
it deserves the careful study and experimental research of 
all parties interested in the development of this branch of 
industry. 

The value of the article for commercial purposes does not 
depend upon purity, bllt on grain and texture. The crystal
ized graphite of Ceylon, with only 1t to 6 per cent impuri 
ties, is not fit for lead pencils, whereas the Borrowdale black 
lead, with sometimes 13 per cent foreign matter, is the best 
in the market. 

A compact, grainy variety is preferred for pencile, and a 
loose mold, with shiny particles and scales, is better adapted 
to crucibles. The best crucible material is really gneiss 
containing 35 to 45 per cent graphite ; this is reduced to fine 
powder, mixed with one half or one third clay, stamped into 
forms and moderately heated. 

Many attempts have been made to purify graphite in or
der to fit it for the various purposes to which is adapted. 
Some of these may be mentioned as offering suggestions to 
practica1 men. The most famous method is the one invented 
by Brodie, which consists in adding chlorate of potash in the 
proportion of one twentieth to one sixteenth of the origiual 
pul verized graphite and afterwards stirring in twice the 
weight of sulphuric acid, sp. gr. 1 '8, and heating gently and 
with great caution, to avoid explosions, until the evolution 
of fumes of chlorous acid has nearly ceased ; the mass is 
allowed to cool, and is then washed by decantation in water. 
After drying, it is calcined in a furnace at a red heat, and the 
resulting mass triturated with water, upon the surface of 
which the finely divided graphite swims while the heavier 
particles of silica, iron, and other impurities sink to the 
bottom. 

Graphite obtained in this way is absolutely pure, and pos
sesses properties different from the original article. It is ad
mirably adapted to the manufacture of pencils, for glazing 
powder, for crucibles, for electric conductors, and the like. 
Where the native material contains considerable silica, some 
fluoride of sodium may be added in the first stage of the 
process, after the evolution of chlorous aciJ. has ceased, by 
which the excess of silica is removed in the form of a fluor
ide. Winkler pllrifies graphite by finely pulverizing, mix
ing with equal or double weight of a mixture of soda and 
sulphur. fusing and ultimately washing with dilute hydro
chloric acid. Boiling in caustic soda, and subsequently fus-
ing with soda, and washing in hot water has also been 
recommended. Other methods have been tried in this coun
try and Europ(>, but as they are the result of costly experi
ments, the details of the improvements have not been 
published. 

The most extensive establishments for the manufacture of 
black lead crucibles are at Passau, in Bavaria ; at Battersea, 
near London ; and at Jersey City. Enormous quantities of 
graphite are now consumed in the market, and it is said that 
$600,000 worth per annum is required for stove polish alone. 

It may be well to mention some of the chief uses to which 
this valuable article is now applied. The best known are 
for crucibles, stove polish, glazing gunpowder, lead pencils, 
linings for iron castings ; to these may be added the great 
use in galvano-plastic and electro plating; the manufacture 
of cements ; as a priming for all colors in painting boats, 
roofs, iron ships, tin ware; for lining to acid tubes ; for pack 
ing steam joints ; as a lubricator ; in the manufacture of Bes
semer steel ; as a substitute for emery ; as polishing powder; 
for copying impressions, and in photography ; for printing 
ink ; to stop the incrustations of boilers ; as a wash for trees ; 
in repairing roads ; in agriculture; as an antiseptic; as a 
coating for barrels ; for electric conductors ; in fireproof safes; 
and many other applications to which we cannot refer in de
tail, for want of space. We have said enough to show that, 
although the progress of our knowledge of graphite has 
been considerable, there still remains much to be learned 
both in reference to its properties and its employment in th� 
arts. 

. . • .  -
INFRINGEMENT TRIAL. 

This was a recent action for infringement brought in the 
United States Court, Illinois, under the patent granted to 
William P. Heffron, July 23, 1867, for an improved boiler 
tube cleaner, against the Chicago, Alton and St. I"ouis Rail 
road Company. 

One of the leading features of the patent consists in the 
combination of traveling feed wheels and a series of revolv
ing cutters or cutter heads. 

The defendants had not made use of the identical device 
shown in the patent, but had used an improved device, name
ly, the patent for a machine for cleaning and polishing 
tubes, granted to Horace S. Smith and William Hughes, 
March 1 .  1870. 

Scientific men have long been 
graphite as a variety of carbon. 

in the habit of describing The Court instructed the jury, among other things, that 
They call it an allotropic plaintiff was not confined to an apparatus identical with his 
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model and specifications, but might make use of any other 
form of apparatus in applying his principle which would 
suggest itself to a skilled mechanic, no inventive genius be
ing necessary to originate it. However much Smith & 
Hughes might have improved the Heffron machine, if they 
made use of the combination of the feed wheel or rollers 
with a revolving cntter head , it was an infringement. The 
jury returned a verdict of $720 damages in favor of tht 
Heffron patent_ 

------------.... �� . ...... ..... -------------
THE THREADED EN VELOPE PATENTS.  

In recently publishing illustrations of the threade<1 envel
ope patents-the original, of Phelps, covering the insertion 
of the threa<1, and the subsequent patent of Gregg, covering 
the knotting of the thread--we had no purpose to cast dis
credit upon the Patent Office, much less to reflect upon the 
action of the able and worthy examiner, to whom belongs 
the supervision of all improvements of the class. '1'hat gen
tlemau is well known as a painstaking, efficient officer, whose 
services are of great yalue to the Patent Office, and we should 
be the last, knowingly, to do him an injustice. 

On examination of the full specification of the Gregg pat
ent, we find that the advantages of the improvement are 
fully set forth : and there was probably as much reason for 
its iame as for the grant of the original patent. Both inven
tions are of more importance than most people would sup
posp, if we may judge from the curious fact that no less than 
forty-three applications for patents have been made by otller 
persons for substantially the same thing since the issue of 
the Phelps patent, all of which were nece�sarily rej ected. 

The duties of an examiner at the Patent Office are often
times peculiar and difficult ; perhaps nothing is more per
plexing for him than the decision of some questions of novel . 
ty. Especially is this true in cases where the devices are 
simple and the resemblance close. A wrong decision may 
prove to be a great injustice. In hundreds of instances of 
small devices, having what at first seemed scarcely a first 
point of novelty, the subsequent development of the patents 
has proven them to be inventions of decided importance. 

Not the degree, not h(tw milch, but has the invention any 
novelty and utility, is the question for the Examilwr to de
termine. In some cases it is impossible to decide this ques
tion except by the results produced. 

The enlightened Examiner will read the laws with a lib
eral mind , gladly giving to the applicant the benefit of any 
doubts he may have upon the propriety of granting the pat
ent. lIe will moreoyer be impartial in his decisions, treating 
all applicants alike, whether their inventions are great or 
small, applying in each case the same general tests of prac
ticability. 

. _ -
[SpeCial Correspondence of the Scientific American. ] 

WHAT IS DOING AT THE PATENT OFFICE.--- GREAT 
NUMBER OF APPLICAN T S  FOR EXTENSIONS. 

Wa shlngton , D. C . , July 11, 1871. 
The late extension of Kelly'S patent for the manufacture 

of steel, referred to in your issue of July 1,  is causing much 
excitement, the opponents making a fiery onslaught upon 
the Commissioner and Examiner, in the New York lVorld and 
other Impel'S. A vigorous reply is daily looked for, as w('ll as 
the Commissioner's decision, in full, which has not yet been 
mafie public, though the extension was granted almost imme
diately after the hearing. Perhaps no extension was ever 
opposed by so many and weighty capitalists and corpora
tions. 

The current month carries a full share of extension cases, 
and some will be strongly contested, such as the patent to 
John B. Slawson, for the well known cal' fare box, used on 
street cars for the purpose of preventing fraud, and dispens· 
ing with the services of the toe-treading conductor ; the pat
ent to Arnton Smith (deceased) for a plow : the patent to 
Charles Winslow for elastic gore cloth, to be contested by 
the National Rubber Company ; also, the patent to Levi Bis
sell for locomotive truck, contested by the Brook Locomotive 
Works. Other applicants to be heard this month are vV. R. 
Fee, for hulling cotton seeds ; Baxter D. vVhitney, for smooth· 
ing plane ; Alfred Monnier, for manufacture of sulphuric acid ; 
Beniah Fitts, for planing machine feed roller ; W m. M. Wel
ling, for factitious ivory ; Isaac Hayden, for bobbins for rov
ing and slubbing. The application for an extension of 
Smith's patent was made in 1868, and refused, but Congress, 
last winter, passed an act authorizing a re-examination of the 
case. 

'1'he patents issued during the last six months number 
0,913, designs not included, a falling off of about 500 from 
corresponding period of last year. Being curious to draw a 
comparison between the several States, as to their relative 
interests in the Patent Office, I have examined the issues of 
the la"t two months, as likely to give an approximately fair 
guide, and find that New York received 216 ; Pennsylvania, 
110 ; Massachusetts, 100 ; Illinois, 78 ; Ohio, 65 ; Connecticut, 
54 ; Indiana, 41 ; New Jersey, 33 ; Maryland, 26 ; MisSOUl'i, 22 ; 
�Iichigan, 20 ; Wisconsin, 19 ; Maine and Rhode Island , each 
15 ; Iowa, 13 ; California, 12 ; Virginia, 1 1 ; Kentucky, 10 ; 
VermoI1t, 9 ;  Louisiana, 8 ;  Georgia, 8 ;  Delaware, 6 ;  New 
Hampshire, 6 ;  Texas ,  5 ;  North Carolina, 4 ;  Kansas, 3 ;  vVest 
Virginia, 3 ;  Tennessee, 3 ;  Mississippi, 3 ; A rkansas, 2 ;  Ore
gon, 2 ;  South Carolina, 1 ;  Nebraska, 1 ;  Florida, 1 ;  Minneso
ta, 1 ; Alabama, 0 ;  :Nevada, O. 

It is encouraging to note that of these 926 patents, 113  
were issued to inventors in the so-called slave States, and 
among them we find a great variety ; not only cotton gins, 
cotton planters, cotton cleaners, and other machines pertain
ing to this particular branch of agriculture, but also a car 
coupling, a wood pavement, firearm, bridge truss, canal boat, 
ft€am engine piston, etc" etc. Gibbs, of the firm of Willcox 

$dttdifit 
& Gibbs, is a Virginian ,  and Slawson, already referred to, is 
from :New Orleans. 

It is quite apparent that the abolition of slavery has stim
ulated invention at the South, especially in the class of mech 
anisms connected with agriculture, the records of the Patent 
Office showing that the applications for patents of this kind 
have increased from two per cent, before the war, to nearly 
thirty per cent of all cases filed ; and the improved methods 
of cultivating cotton are already affecting the average yield. 

In the class of inventors connected with railroads, there is 
no abatement of interest nor lack of talent. \Vhat greater 
boon to the traveling public than a well arranged sleeping 
car, or a Pullman palace car ! Whole trains are now made 
up exclusiyely of palace cars, and they return immense prof
its to the company that owns most or all of them, from 200 
to 300 pel' cent, it is said. Consideration for the comfort of 
human travellers, combined with a clear eye to the dividends, 
has given rise to equally substantial improvements in tran s
portation cattle cars. Excellent contr ivances have already 
been patented, and new applications are made. Under the 
old and still common mode of transportation, the animals suf
fer an average loss, or shrinkage, between St. Louis and Phil
adelphia, of fifty-seven pounds each ; ten or twelve days are 
consumed in the transit ; five or six stops, or even more, of 
twelve hours each, are required for unloading, feeding, rest, 
and reloading ; and, on an average, two animals in each car, 
are killed or maimed by falling and being trampled upon, 01' 
by some other accident. Under the new arrangement, at 
least one half the shrinkage is saved , no injuries are incul'reel, 
and the time is reduced to five, and even four days, as no 
stops are necessary, except for supplies of fresh water. The 
cattle are placed in separate stalls, necessarily narrow, but 
wide enough to allow of lying down . The partitions are 
thin, to economize room, and are constructed of wooden slats 
and ropes, 01' of canvas, so that they can be rolled up out of 
the way on the return trip, the cars then being used for ordi
nary freight and merchandize. These partitions are, however, 
so firmly secured as to support the animals, and prevent them 
from being thrown down by the sudden starting or stopping 
of the train , a very common occurrence in the old fashioned 
ear. Food and water are supplied from the top of the car, 
through suitable openings and connections, and a tank of 
cold water is so placed as to give the cattle an occasional 
shower bath in warm weather. 

A successful construction and arrangement of these devices 
presents an inviting field to the practical inventor. '1'he rail
roads to the Pacific and Southwest are developing a large 
cattle trade with Texas, the cattle being driven in large herds 
across the plains to various points on the Kansas Pacific and 
Union Pacific roads, and even as far north as Sioux City. 
Such places as Cheyenne, Schuyler, Laramie, Abeline, Kan
sas City, and others, have already become great center posts 
for this traffic, and !1t some stations eighty-five car loads are 
shipped daily. The Texas cattle, born and reared in wood
land, or on the wide plain, and having the free range of an 
extendea tract of country, are semi-wild creatures, very un
like the mild and domestic occupant of the farm yard ; and 
an ordinary cal' filled with them, fretting under their impris
onment, and striking right and left with their wide branch
ing horns, does not present a . , happy family " for Barnum, 
but with a " stallei ox," and " a dinner of herbs," the " hatred 
therewith" is effectnally banished. 

The manufacturing establishments of the two companies 
who are introducing �hese improvements are located at 
Chicago, Ill . , and at Salem, Ohio, and negotiations with the 
railroad companies are in progress, which will soon establish 
them as essential parts of the transportation system be
tween the West and the seaboard. 

Mr. Amos Rank, the President of the Salem company, is a 
leading inventor in this class of improvements. 

Last winter an attempt was made in Congress by some 1m' 
mane member to pass such enactments as should compel all 
railroads to make more merciful provisions for the transport
ation of all live stock, both in the construction of the cars 
and in supplying food and water on the train at suitable in · 
tervals. The bill, however, was not passed. Did the mem
bers quote Paul's inconsiderate remark to the Corinthians : 
" Doth Goel take care for oxen ? "  

The allusion to Texas reminds me of a patent j ust granted 
to a photographer of that State. Can you, good reader, dis
cover any close relation between the modern art of photo
graphy and the ancient aIDusement of swinging, a very an
cient amusement, it having, no doubt, originated with our 
honored progenitors, the monkeys ? You are aware that the 
long standing and momentous problem of the art referred to 
is, how to get good pictures of children. The Texan has 
solved it. He places the infant, whether of days or years, 
on a swinging platform, together with his camera , and both 
are then set in lively motion . '1'0 the innocent sitter peace 
and quiet arc imparted, to the delight of the fond parent and 
abundant satisfaction of the operator. 

Have you recorded another recent invention, illustrating 
the fertility of human genius, namely, a garter constmcted 
of two dissimilar metals, in the form of delicate coiled wires, 
to create a galvanic current around the leg as an effectual 
cure of rheumatisll1 ? :f:. 

_ I�' -
I:N'I'ERNATIONAL INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION AT BUFFALO. 

The Mechanics' Institute of Buffalo, N. Y. ,  announces a sec
ond exhibition, to commence on September 18, and to remain 
open until October 14. The managers 8tate that they are in
duced to make this announcement by the great success of, 
and public interest in the first exhibition, which took place 
in 1869. The building (the Skating Rink, on Pearl street) 
will be ready for the reception of goods on and after Monday, 
September 4th. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC NOTES. 

A CONCENTRATED IRON DEVELOPER. 

Mr. Edwards has found that the addition of a small quall
tity of copper to the iron developer hastens actioll, secures 
immunity from fogging, and brings out the finest details 
without impairing the contrast of shadows. He prepares a 
stock solution as follows : Proto sulphate of iron, 1 pound ; 
double salt of iron and ammonia, 1 pound ; sulphate of cop
per, 1 ounce ; water, 40 ounces, or enough to make a saturated 
solution . \Vhen required for use, take one ounce of the stock 
solution, dilute with 16 ounces of water, and add an ounce 
each of acetic acid and alcohol, but their proportions may be 
varied to suit the requirements of temperature and the special 
class of work. 

There are advantages in having a stock bottle ready to be 
diluted and mixed when about to be used, and for the tOUl'ist 
who employs the wet process, it is an ilwaluable method of 
working, as it is very portable, and can be modified by the 
addition of one or another solution, to suit the character of 
the work. A little nitrate of silver solution can be used as 
an intensifier, if required. 

PURIFICATION OF OLD NEGATIVE BATHS. 

""VOl'll out negative baths are usually got rid of by precipi
tating the silver, reducing to metallic state, fusing, and 
again dissolving. This is a process so long and complicated 
that most photographers shun to make it, and pOUl' their old 
baths into the general receptacle for slops, to be sold 01' got 
rid of in the easiest way possible. 

Mr. Brooks in the " Year Book " proposes the reduction of 
the negative bath to carbonate of silyer to purify it. Dililte 
the bath to about three times its bulk with distilled water, 
neutralize with carbonate of soda until a slight turbidity is 
produced, and sun for sever�,l hours ; then decant, if necessary, 
and add sufficient carbonate of soda, free from chloride, to 
precipitate all of the silver as carbona te. After well wlkhing 
tllis precipitate in water, it is in condition to be dissolved in 
nitric acid of a proper strength to yield a new negative bath . 

PAPIER MACHE TRAYS. 

There is no reason why dishes, trays, pails, bottles and 
other utensils for photographers' use should not b" made of 
papier mache. This material is not liable to shrink or break . 
It is yery light, unacted upon by acids, impCl'viou s to watpr, 
unaffected by silver, and is in every way preferable to onl i
nary porcelain. The difierence in cost as compare,l with 
porcelain, is now quite trifling. 

NEGATIVE PREi;EllVERS. 

All sorts of contrivances have been suggested for preserv
ing negatives, but most of them are cumbersome and expan
sive. It is now propose(l to put them into paper envelopes, 
and set them aside in boxes, after they have been properly 
designated. The paper protects them from rubbing, and 
the expense of grooves, partitions, slides, and other con
triyances is avoided. 'rhey occupy the least possible bulk 
when put up in this way, and if laid on edge in boxes, like 
shelves, can be readily removed in case of fire. Envelopes 
are now made of the size8 to fit the g:asses usually employed 
by photographers. 

HOT CAST CRYOI,ITE PLATES. 

These are now made in this country perfectly flat, from 
three sixteenths to one quarter inch in thickness, ami ar<1 
ground on one side and polished on the other. 'rhey are a 
great improyement on the milk glass and porcelain, formerly 
used by photographers. Being of a pure white color, rich 
tones and beautiful results are easily obtainable. Theil' flat
ness and thickness render them secure from breakage. 

AN AUXIIL\.RY NEGATIYE . 

One of the novelties introduced at the Philadelphia Con
vention. was a negative for producing a watered or grai ned 
effect over such parts of the print as may be desired. '1'he 
result is obtained by printing for a few moments under a 
fixed position, and then changing eV<1r so little the pos itioll 
of the auxiliary negative. Imitations of watered silk . also 
of grains of wood can be readily obtained, and serve to giYe 
a new character to the picture. 

_ .... -
The East River Bridge. 

""Ve have received further intelligence of the progress of 
this work, which informs us that the to'wer on the Brooklyn 
side is fast progressing. 

Mr. Martin, the superintendent in charge, report s that not 
the slightest settlement, even under the enormous wdght of 
the structure,lu>8 taken place, nor is it possible that it should, 
the foundation being solid and absolutely immovable. The 
work is going on well, and the building on the Brooklyn side 
having given the engineers experience, and the necessary ap
paratus being at hand, the Kew York caisson will p roccea 
much faster than did its sister structure. 

The Brooklyn tower, an erection of immense solidity of 
construction and material , has already reached a hight of 
some 30 feet above high water mark, and is intended to be 
270 feet in hight. It is 100 feet in length by about 170 in 
width as the river runs, and is built of solid stone, each 
block weighing several tuns, the interstices between the 
blocks being filled in with Rosendale cement, which, when 
thoroughly dry, is as hard as the stoneits"lf. 

In the center two large square spaces have been left open, 
the tower, in the opinion of the engineer, losing nothing in 
strength thereby. It will be continued to the top on the 
same plan. When both towers are finished, a span of 1 ,600 
feet will be swung across the river, permitting the passage 
of nearly all vessels underneath of less than 2,500 tuns 
burden. Most vessels over that tunnage will be obliged to 
lower their topmasts before they can pass under. 
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PROFESSOR TYNDALL ON " DUST AND SMOKE." 

On the evening of Friday, the 9th of June,  Professor Tyn
dall delivered a lecture on " Dust and Smoke,' to a crowded 

audience at the Royal Institution. He began by saying that 
apparently unpractical and purely theoretical scientific in
ve stigations often led incidentally, if not directly, to emi
nently practical results. "With reference to the subject of 
the present lecture, he had been led to study the nature of 
dust and smoke in consequence of some experiments he had 
made as to the conden sation of certain gases and vapors, on 
plates of rock salt, closing the extremities of the glass tubes 
in which they were confined-an inquiry of really little prac· 
tical impOTtance. The beam of light used to illuminate the 
tube was found to be polarized, and this led to an investiga. 
tion of the dust suspended in ths aerial medium through 
which it passed. Ordinary dust consisted largely, as he had 
explained in his lecture last year on the subj ect, of minute 
particles of organic matter. Of these there could now be no 
doubt that some were of the character of seeds, and that each 
particular contagious disease, whether smallpox, typhoid 
fever, or scarlatina, was spread and propagated by its own 
particular seed ; j u st as a thistle sprang from a thistle,  a 
grape from a grape, or a thorn from a thorn. Putrefaction 
of wounds and sores arose from the organic germs contained 
in the atmosphere coming in contact with, and taking root 
and d eveloping in, the abraded and exposed tissues of the 
body. Corruption could, indeed, be in a great measure ar· 
rested by simply excluding dust, as had been found by a Ger .. 
man professor who had succeeded in keeping blood untainted 
for a considerable length of time in saucers under glass 
shades, every precaution being taken to keep out dust. 

Professor 'fyndall then alluded to the cotton wool respira
tors, which we believe that he was the first ;0 introduce, and 
which have been found so effectual in guarding the lungs of 
those engaged in such mechanical operations as are attended 
with the productioil of dust. He read a letter from a seed 
merchant in the north of Engl and, testifying the benefit de· 
rived by the person s in his employ from their use. One dis· 
advantage had attelldfld these respirators in the form in 
which they were at first oonstructed.  The exhaled carbonic 
acid, which, as well as the i nhaled air pass through the cot 
ton wool, rendered this soon damp and unfit for use. By 
adapting two valves to the apparatus, however, the exhaled 
gas passed, not through the cotton wool as before, but direct
ly from the mouth into the open air, thus entirely remedying 

he defect referred to. 
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other places where foul air is  apt to be engendered.  Accor. 
dingly he had constructed a respirator through which the 
inhaled air passed, first through a layer of dry cotton wool, 
then through cotton wool moistened with glycerin, and finally 
through charcoal. This coutrivance was a perfect success. 
He had filled a cellar in the institution with the densest and 
most irritating smoke which he could devise-viz.,  that of 
resinous pine wood, and he found that he could remain in 
this atmosphere for an indefinite time without any inconve
nience. 

During the progress of these experiments, he had commu· 
nicated with the superintendent of the London fire brigade. 
This gentleman-Captain Shaw-while acknowledging the 
great value which an effectual respirator of this kind would 
be to firemen, had been at first a little skeptical as to the 
possibility of producing a really serviceable apparatus. On 
seeing, however, the action of this combination of cotton 
wool, glycerin, and charcoal, he had at once recoO'nized its 
utility, and thrown himself heartily into adaptin; the best 
form of the contrivance to the wants of the firemen. Pro
fessor Tyndall then exhibited various forms of masks and 
respirator�, in all of which this principle had been intro
duced. The firemen themselves were perfectly satisfied 
with the apparatus. Several of them had tried it in the 
smoke filled cellar of the Institution, and stated that they 
could " remain all day" in that atmosphere. 

It will, we think, be obvious to our readers that this inven
tion of Professor Tyndall is really a most valuable and im
portant one. These respirators will doubtless be the means 
of saving many lives and much valuable property. But we 
venture to think that they ought also to be in the possession 
of others than firemen. 

The inmates of a dwelling and the o wners or people em· 
ployed in a place of business of course know what rooms (if 
any) are inh abited, who the occupants are, what valuable 
portable property they have, aud where it is deposited, much 
better than the firemen can possibly learn it on being sud
denly called in to extinguish a conflagration. Provided with 
these respirators, then, the inh<thitants of a dwelling might 
do much to save life and property, either by their own per· 
sonal exertiolls or by guiding the firemen. As a preliminary 
step towards a somewhat more general adoption of this valu
able contrivance, we may suggest that it should be supplied 
to all watchmen and night porters, in places of business and 
public offices .  It ought also to be carried on board of all 
seagoing ships. 

- - - - -
In consequence of observing the efficacy of this respirator S l e e p  Walkers. 

in preventing the passage of dust into the lungs, Professor The sleep walkers who go from room to room , and are very 
Tyndall had been led to inquire if it might not also be suc· busy in a sort of world of their own, without actually 
cessfully employed in excluding smoke. A contrivance composing new music or writing new compositions, are nu· 
which would answer this purpose was much needed by fire· merous.  The MorninJ Ohronicle, in 1822, gave an account 
men , who were constantly requi red to enter an atmosphere of a seaman who slept for a night at an inn in York. Wish· 
highly charged with smoke. Various kinds of apparatus ing to be called early next morning, and knowing himself to 
had, indeed, been suggested with the obj ect of supplying be a heavy sleeper, he directed the chambermaid to come 
firemen, under such circumstances,  with fresh air. One of into his room and call him if he did not hear her knock at 
these-the smoke jacket-was in actual use by t h e  London the door. Waking when the sun was high in the heavens 
fire brigade.  Through the kindness of Captain Shaw, the he felt certain that he had slept far beyond the proper time : 
superintend ent of the force, he could introduce to the audi.. but looking for his watch to know the hour, he found that it 
ence a London fireman equipped in this contrivance. was not in its place under the pillow where he had placed it. 

Two or three men of the fire brigad e then entered the the· He jump:d out o f  bed to dress, but his clothes were gone ; 
atre,  and one of them proceeded to don the " smoke j acket." and looklllg round, he found himself in a strange room. He 
This is simply a loose leathern blouse, with a head piece, fit· rang the bell ; the chambermaid appeared, and then he found 
ted with glazed holes to look th�ough. The · sleeves are that he had, at some early hour in the morning, left his bed, 
tightly fastened at the wrists, and the garment is also se· and wandered in a somnambulistic sleep into another room, 
cured at the skirts in a manner which, of course, is far from for when the maid came to call him he was no t in his proper 
being absolutely airtight, but which nevertheless suffices to room. 
retain a considerable amount of air between the j acket and . Wienholt relates the case of a student who, when in a 
the body of the wearer. A hose is attached to the jack et, somnambulistic state, was wont to leave his bed, go to the 
and a constant supply of fresh air is forced into it by a pump parlor or to his study, take out pen, ink, and paper, place 
on the fire engine. Equipped in this manner, the fireman music in its proper position on the pianoforte, and play a 
can pen etrate into a burning house, and work with compara· whole piece through, with his eyes shut. His friends once 
tive ease in a smoky atmosphere. Professor Tyndall, how.. turned the music upside down while he was playing. He 
ever, pointed out the obvious defect of the contrivance, viz. ,  somehow d etected the change, and replaced the paper in the 
that it requires the presence of at least a second man with a propcr position. On another occasion his ear detected a note 
pump to keep up th e  supply of air. The fire escape men . he out of tune ; he tuned the string, and went on again. On a 
remarked, had frequently to work single handed, and, ac· third occasion he wrote a letter to his brother, rational and 
cordingly, could not avail themselvas of this apparatus, legible to a certain point ; but it was singular to observe that 
which , in consequence, had really not been found of much he continued to write after the pen had lost its ink, making 
service in saving life. A Mr. Sinclair had introduced a con .. all the proper movements without being conscious that he 
trivance which to a certain extent remedied this defect. made no more marks on the paper. 
This gentleman also appeared before the audience wearing A case is on record of a young lady who, when under the 
his invention , which may be briefly described as a knapsack influence of a particular n ervous complaint, would walk 
" full of air co;:r: municating with the mouth through an air· about the house in a state of sleep or coma, steering her way 
tight head piece," where, in virtue of its great specific gravi- safely between the articles of furniture, and even avoiding 
ty, it remained and accumulated, thus materially assisting in obj ects purposely placed to obstruct her path. Her eyes 
the outflow of the atmospheric air from the upper por : ion of were open, but she evidently did not see through them in the 
the chamber. ordinary sense ; for she entirely disregarded strong lights 
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churchyard in the neighborhood and measure the work which 
had been done to a wall, in order that an account might be 
sent in to the churchwardens. The man went to bed at the 
usual time ; but when he awoke he found himself fully 
dressed, in the open air, and in the dark.  Presently a clock 
struck two, and he knew that he was in the churchyard. As 
he found that he had a measuring rod and a book in his hand, 
he resolved to walk about till daybreak (it being summer 
weather) and ascertain what it was that he had really done. 
He then found that he had measured the wall correctly, and 
had entered the particulars in his book. Sometimes, instead 
of starting up from sleep to go to work, person s will fall 
asleep while working or walking. When Sir John Moore 
made his famous retreat to Corunna, whole battalions of ex
hausted troops slumbered as they marched. Muleteers have 
been known to sleep while guiding their mules, coachmen 
while driving on the box, postboys while trotting on their 
horses, and factory children while at work. There was a 
rope maker in Germany, who often fell asleep when at work , 
and either continued his work in a proper way, or uselessly 
remade cordage already finished. Sometimes when walking 
long distances he was similarly overtaken with sleep ; he 
went on safely, avoi ding horses and carriages, and timber 
lying.in the road . On one occasion he fell asleep j ust as he 
got on horseback ; yet he went on, rode through a shallow 
river, allowed his horse to drink, drew up his legs to prevent 
his feet from being wetted, passed through a crowded mar
ket place, and arrived safely at the house of an acquaintance ; 
his eyes were closed the whole time, and he awoke j ust after 
reaching the house. 

Gassendi describes a case of a man who used to rise in the 
night, dress himself while asleep, go down to the cellar, 
draw wine from a cask, and walk back to his bed without 
stumbling over anything. If he chanced to wake while in 
the cellar, which once or twice occurred, he groped his way 
back in the dark with more difficulty thltn when the sleep 
was upon him. Another Italian, also mentioned by Gassen
di, passed on stilts over a swollpn torrent in the night while 
asleep, then awoke, and was too much afraid to cross until 
daylight came. 

_ .... -
The Hia-hest Type oC HUluanUy. 

Prof. Huxley, in responding to the customary compliments 
to science at the Royal Academy dinner (London), said, in 
c0.ncluding his speech : " I will be generous, and acquaint you 
WIth a fact not generally known, to wit, that the recent pro
gress of biological speculation leads to the conclusion that 
the scale of being must be thus stated : minerals, plants, ani
mals, men who cannot draw-artists. [A man who knows no
thing but to draw is a draftsman, not an artist. An artist is 
one who can draw, or give shape to, ideas.-Ed. Good Health.] 
Thence I conclude, Sir, that you, as President of the Acade
my, are the crown and summit of creation. My statement, 
however complimentary, may be a little startling, and you 
will therefore, I hope, permit me to state the grounds on 
whi�h it takes rank as scientific truth. We have been long 
seekmg, as you may be aware, for a distinction between men 
and animals. Th!>. old barriers have long broken away. 
O

.
ther things walk on two legs and have no feathers, cater 

pIllars make themselves clothes, kangaroos have pockets. 
If I am not to believe that my dog reasons, loves, and hates,  
how am I to be sure that my neighbor does ? Parrots, again , 
talk what deserves the name of sense as much as a great 
deal which it would be rude to call nonEense. Again , bea
vers and ants engineer as well as the members of the nobll'st 
of professions. But, as a friend of mine discovered a few 
years ago, man alone can draw, or make unto himself a 
like�ess. This, then, is the great distinction of humanity ; 
and It follows that the most pre-eminently human of crea
tures are those who possess this distinction in the highest 
degree." 

- '-' -
On the Transmission oC the S o u nd oC the Human 

Voice by Rods o C  English Deal . 

An interesting modification of Wheatstone's celebrated ex
periment of the Telephonic Concert was recently tried at the 
Central High School of Philadelphia. A rod of English 
deal, about twenty feet in length and three quarters of an 
inch thick, was let down through a platform i nto the room 
below. Insulation from the platform and the ceiling of the 
lower room was obtained by enclosing the rod with small 
sections of thick rubber hose. Against the lower end of the 
sounding box, a small tuning fork was placed. On speak
ing or singing into the open end of this, the sounds were 
transmitted by the rod to the room above, the volume of the 
sound being increased by placing a guitar on the upper end 
of the rod. 

. 

After explaining these hitherto employed expedients, Pro- held close to her eyes, and even a finger that wall actually 
fessor Tyndall retuned to the subject of cotton wool respira. placed against the eyeball. Physicians are acquainted with 
lors. Experimenting with these in a smoky atmosphere, he many evidences of persons who do not see with the eyes, but 
had found them useful to a certain extent ; but, nevertheless, have some unexplained kind of vision in certain morbid 
insufficient to exclude the irritating fumes from the lungs. statell of the nervout Ilystem. 

The experiment is exceedingly interesting and striking
Although the interval between the notes is perfectly pre
s erved, their intensity and quality are changed very d e
cidedly, the effect being similar to that produced by ventrilo
q uism. As the position of the rod is immaterial, striking 
effects can be produced as though by ventriloquism. A small 
figure, placed on the end of the rod or on the Rounding box, 
a dds greatly to the effect. A song is transmitted in a very 
am using manner. As it  is preferable to have th e sounding 
box held so that the pulses should impinge in the direction 
of the length of the rod, the experimenter in the room be
neath · rested, for convenience, on a settee. This mode of 
transmission of sound does not, of course, give as good results 
as by means of hollow tubes, as the transmitted sound can
not be heard at as great a distance. It ill, interesting, how
ever, from its novelty.-By Prof. Edwin J. Hou8ton, in t7�e 
Journal of the Franklin Institute. 

By moistening the cotton wool with glycerin its action had Those somnambulists who wander about in streets and 
been much improved ; the sticky character of this substance roads, and (like Amina in Bellini's opera) walk along narrow 
causing the arrest and retention of a larger quantity of the planks in perilous situation s, have the muscular sense, what
particles held in mechanical suspension in the smoky atmos- ever it may be, effectively awake.  Dr. Carpenter notices, at 
phere. Still even with this improvement the apparatus was some length, " tb e sleep walk ers who make their way over 
far from completely answering the desired purpose. On reo the roofs of houses,  steadily traverse narrow planks, and 
flection it had occurred to him that, as smoke contained, in even clamber precipices ; and this they do with far less hesi
addition to particles of matter, various irritating gases- tation than they would do in the waking state." The s ense 
chiefly hydrocarbon compound s-the introduction of charcoal of fear is asleep, whatever else may be awake. Some som
into the respirator might increase its efficiency. The action nambulists start off while asleep to attend to their regular 
of thi s substance in filtering water and purifying air was, work, though under very irregular circumstances. Not very 
he said,  well known to the audience. Charcoal respirators many years ago, '1 working stone mason in Kent was 00 a 
had been succeSllfully used for some time in hospitals an d evening requested by his master to go next morning tne 

- .�. -
CLEAN stoves, when cold, with black lead ; mix with strong 

alum water. 
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'.I'he Val ue ot" thc Calculus as a Study .  Quantity Determined by tile Spcctroscope. NO LIST OF PATENTEES. 

It is admitted by all metaphysicians and educators . says the 
Technologi8t, that the calculus brings into play more facul
ties of the mind than any other branch of learning. Recog
nizing this fact, the professors of a scientific �chool should 
consider their institution not only as a place for obtaining 
technical information, but a mental gymnasium ; and when 
this idea is fully comprehended by one commencing the study 
of the calculus, he will be able to decide, at the first recita
tion, for what purpose it was put in the course of study. A 
young engineer desires to have enough mathematical knowl
edge, not only to understand all demonstrated facts in na
tural philosophy, all discussions on the division of land and 
the strength of materials, but also to have a mind which will 
work smoothly and logically, able to stand the worry and 
wear of business life , and grasp a knotty subject in all its 
bearings. Snch intellectual power depends, to a great extent 
on the amount of talent originally implanted by the Creator ; 
and it is also the result of education, which brings out the 
latent forces, gives the mind systematic exercise, and enables 
it to perform its highest destiny_ ·We advance to our con
ception of the abstract through the concrete ; and when once 
the former is easy of comprehension, the latter requiring a less 
amount of mental effort, is included. Herein, then i� the 
value of the calculus, and indeed of all other branches of 
pure mathematics, that by dealing in abstract ideas, they pre
pare the mind which thoroughly understands them, to apply 
itself vigorously to profound or complicated su bjects more in
timately connected with the realities of life. By solving 
problems in the calculus, the novice is compelled to exercise 
every faculty of the mind, especially when a new one is giv· 
en him in the recitation room. All rules previously learned 
come up before him, memory is often taxed to the utmost, 
and, when finally the right method is hit upon,what foresight 
and care are necessary that the long distant final equation 
may give the wished for result ! Such practice is very bene
ficial ; and, if the student will compare his mental powers 
then with what they were before the study of the calcu
lus was commenced, he will , perceive his improvement. 
Let those young engineers, therefore, who have an opportu
nity to study the calculus under good instructors, take it up 
with the determination of making it as valuable to them
se Ives as possible ; believing that every powerful mind will 
in time find full scope to exercise itself, and command a pro
per remuneration for its efforts. 

The use of the spectroscope to detect traces of substances 
has been the most glorious achievement of the chemistry of 
the last decade ; perhaps its employment to determine minute 
quantities may be the great exploit of the next. As an essay 
in this direction, may be noticed the interesting contrivance 
of K. Vierordt, who divides the movable plate of the slit of 
the spectroscope into an upper and lower half. Each half is 
provided with a micrometer screw, by which the width of 
the corresponding slit can be accurately measured. If the 
upper and lower slit are of the same width, the spectra are 
of equal strength. If, however, a colored medium be brought 
before the upper slit, for example, a tinted glass or a solution 
of a colored substance in a tank with parallel sides, we have 
two spectra of different intensities. The other slit is now 
diminished by the motion of the screw until the spectra are 
made equal in strength, and by comparison the amount of 
this motion is made to give the amount of coloring matter 
present.-Journal oj tlte Franklin Institute. 

At the time of going to press, the official list of patents for 
the week ending July 11th had not been received at this 
office. 

It is the first time for many months that the Patent Office 
has failed to furnish copies, and Wd hope it will be the last 
for as many months to come. 

That class of our readers who watch for the patentees' col
umn with so much interest will be disappointed this week , 
but the deficiency will be made up next week, and we shall 
try to provide against a like disappointment in the future. 
A description of some of the more useful inventions recently 
patented will be found in the columns usually devoted to such 
matters. 

-----------__ .. �·4 .. �·� .. __ -----------
O u t  ot" Print. 

New subscribers haye poured in upon US since the com
mencemcnt of our new volume so much faster than was an
ticipated that, before we were aware of the fe.ct, N"umber 1 ,  
July 1st, was out o f  print. -----... _ .. 

ScreW" Threads, Bolt Heads, a n d  Nuts. 

The following standard for screw threads, bolt heads, and 
nuts, was a:iopted by the United American Railway Master 
Car Builders' Association, at their recent meeting in Rich· 
mond : 

Subscribers who do not preserve their numbers for bind
ing will oblige the publishers by sending to this office any 
copies of July 1st they can spare, to enable us to supply the 
missing copy to those who keep their numbers for oinding. 

Diameter 
of Bolt. 

1-4 
5-16 

2-8 
7-16 

1-2 
9-16 

5-6 
3 4 
7-8 

1 
It 
It 
It 
it 
li 
li 
l! 

Number of Threads 
per inch. 

20 
18 
16 
14 
13 
12 
11 
10 

9 
8 
7 
7 
6 
6 

5t 
5 
5 

Diameter 
of Bolt. 

2 
2t 
2t 
2i 

3 3t 
3t 
3i 

4 
4t 4t 
4i 

5 
5t 
5t 
5i 

6 

Number of Threads 
per inch. 4t 

4t 
4 
4 

3t 
3t 
3t 

3 
3 

2! 
2i 
2i 
2t 
2t 2t 2t 2t 

EDITORIAL SUMMARY. 

The distance between the parallel sides, of a bolt head and 
a nut for a rough bolt, shall be equal to one and a half diame· 
ters of the bolt, plus one eighth of an inch. 

R. D. MUNSON is a persistent Yankee, a native of \Villiston 
Vermont, who has devoted ten of his four score years to the 
achievement of making a clock that is more complicatedly 
ingenious than the Strasbourg time-piece, and vastly more 
serviceable. It runs eight days, and the dial marks the sec
and, minute, hour, and day, the week, month and year ; a 
thermometer rests against its pendulum, giving the st.ate of 
temperature ; the ball of the pendulum contains a miniature 
timepiece, which derives its motive power solely from its vi
brating position, and keeps accurate time ; with this there is a 
delightful musical apparatus, which plays an air at the end 
of each hour, and it is piously precontrived so as to play only 
sacred tunes on Sunday, beginning and ending with the " Dox 
ology." On national holidays, the airs are diversified patriot 
ically with " Yankee Doodle," etc. This wonderful timepiece 
presents a black walnut front ten feet high, twenty inches 
wide, and ten deep, and is embellished with profuse scroll 
work and national designs. The thickness of the heads for rough bolts shall be eq ual 

to one half the distance between their parallel sides. 
_ .... -

The Traveller's Tree. 

This is the name given to a tree which grows in Madagas
car, so called 1:;ecause the lower parts of its stems contain 
pockets or receptacles, which in the driest seasons are filled 
with pure water. The weary trave ller is sure to find refresh
ment by puncturing these pockets with a spear. The botan· 
cal name of the tree is Urania specio8a. From a solid trunk 
varying in hight from t en feet upward, and similar in appear· 
ance, though not in nature, to that of the southern palmetto, 
springs up a bunch of stems, eacll about six or eight feet long, 
and each supporting a leaf of the same length and some ten 
or twenty inches wide. The leaves, when dried, form the 
the thatch of all the houses on the eastern side of the island, 
making a perfectly waterproof covering, while the stems are 
used for partitions and sides. The bark of the tree is very 
hard, and, unlike that of the palmetto, is easily stripped off 
from the interior soft parts. For large houses this bark is 
cut in pieces of twenty or thirty feet long and twelve to 
eighteen inches wide, and the entire floor covered with the 
same, as well joined as ordinary timber. The green leaves 
are used by traders in place of waterproof wrapping paper 
for packages ; by the women, for table cloths, and the heavy 
pieces cut out of them for plates at meals, while certain por
tions are {'ven formed into drinking vessels and spoons. But 
the chief peculiarity of this remalkable tree is that, while 
standing in the forest, the stems alwltys contain a large quan
tity of pure fresh water, of which travellers and natives 
make use in the arid seasons, when the wells and streams 
are dry. To obtain it , a spear is driven a few inches deep in 
the thick end of the stalk, at its junction with the trunk, 
and then withdrawn, when the water fiows out abundantly, 
As every one of the twenty, thirty, forty, or more stalks can 
give from a pint to a quart of water, a large amount is con
tained in each tree. 

- - -
Ameri c a n  Beet Sugar. 

The experiment of making beet sugar in this country has 
been thoroughly tried by the Germania Company, at Chats
worth, Ill., and the result is not very encouraging. The com
pany owns 2,400 acres of land, and is provided with all the ap
pliances for the manufacture of the commodity, the mechan
ism having been for the most part imported from Germany. 

It is believed that in proper localities this important indus
try may be made to thrive, and yield handsome returns upon 
the capital invested. But it appears to be tolerably evident 
that some other soil than that of Illinois will have to be se
lected. 

Underlying the State of Illinois is an immense deposit of 
saltpeter, which shows itself in any of the crops, but especial
ly in the sugar beet. In some of the fourth products sent to 
St. Louis, boiled from molasses, which had been kept from 
the end of one season to the beginning of the next, no less 
than ten per cent of niter was found by their chemist. In 
fact, the fine needle crystals of nitm: were mixed with those 
of the sugar, so that they could be scraped off the surface of 
the mold. This peculiarity of the soils of the prairies ren
ders them unfit for raising beets for sugar making. The lack 
of good water is another serious diffi.·.ulty. 

The thickness of the nut shall be equal to the diameter of 
the bolt. The thickness of the head for a finished bolt shall 
be equal to the thickness of the nut. 

The distance between the parallel sides of a bolt head and 
nut, and the thickness of the nut, shall be one sixteenth of 
an inch less for finished work than for rough. 

------- -----.... -. ...... ... ----_ . ------
T o o  SaCe a SaCe .  

From across the ocean, in the London Bnilder, we hear, 
for the first time, the following : A mechanic in New OrleanF 
constructed a safe which he declared to be burglar-proof. 
To convince the incredulous of the fact, he placed a one 
thousand dollar bill in his pocket, had himself locked in thp 
safe , and declared that he would give the money to the man 
that unfastened the door. All the blacksmiths and burglars 
in the State have been boring and beating at that safe for a 
week, and the man is iu there yet ! He has whispered 
through the key·hole that he will make the reward ten 
thousand dollars if somebody will only let him out. Fears 
are entertained that the whole concern will have to be melt
ed down in a blast furnace before he is released, and efforts 
are to be made to pass in through the keyhole a fire proof 
jacket, to protect the inventor while the iron is melting. 
The inventor swears if he once gets out, that he will in future 
always try the experiment with a rival patentee inside . He 
says he never thought he should wish, as he does now, that 
some one would find a weak place in his armour. 

- - . -
B enefits ot" L a u ghter. 

Probably there is not t�e remotest corner or little inlet of 
the minute bl<'od vessels of the body that does not feel some 
wavelet from the great convulsion produced by hearty laugh
ter shaking the central man. The blood moves more lively 
-probably its chemical, electric or vital condition is distinct
ly modified-it conveys a different impression to all the or
gans of the body, as it visits them on that particular mystic 
journey, when the man is laughing, from what it does at 
other times. And thus it is that a good laugh lengthens a 
man's life by conveying a distinct and additional stimulus to 
the vital forces. The time may come when physicians, at
tending more closely than they do now to the innumerable 
subtle influences which the soul exerts upon its tenement of 
clay, shall prescribe to a torpid patient, " so many peals of 
laught"r, to be undergone at such and such a time," just as 
theydo that far more objectionable prescription-a pill or an 
electric or galvanic shock . 

- .�. -
THE Kansas correspondent of the Cincinnati Time8 says : 

In California, the juice of the beet yields from one to four 
per cent more of saccharine matter than in Illinois. 

" Pictures in the old geographies used to represent the Indian 
solitary and in a melancholy attitude on a rock, gazing in a 
sad reflective way upon a train of cars speeding along in the 
valley below. He seemed weeping to see the steam horse in
vading his hunting grounds, and overcome with gloomy 
forebodings as to his future. I saw the lonely Indian at the 
railroad depot this morning. He was grumbling because 
the train was a few minutes behind time, and cursed the 
depot agent in good missionary English because he did not 
hurry up and check his carpet bag. He looked delighted 
when he saw the train coming, shook hands with the con
conductor when it arrived, borrowed a ' chaw terbacker ' of a 
brakesman ; anJ, as the train moved away, I saw him com· 
fortably stretched out on two seats, eating peanuts." 

NEAR Springfield, Ill ., some days ago, a cyclone, beside 
doing serious mischief, presented a series of wonderfu 
changes. To the eyes of the speetator it first appeared as a 
mighty whirlwind, the lower stratum of the air seeming to 
stand perfectly still. Then there succeeded a circular mo 
tion, which every instltnt increased in velocity, whirling up 
everything it swooped upon like bits of paper. A cylindrical 
column of dust took shape, reaching like a gigantic pillar to 
the sky, and through this immense iunnel a stream of smoky 
cloud appeared to descend. Fence rails were picked up like 
straws and sent flying through the air. At times a river of 
fire seemed to empty itself from the moving column, to the 
unspeakable dismay of those who witnessed it. Several good 
people very nearlJ' suffered translation after the fashion of 
Elijah, and saved themselves only by falling prostrate and 
clinging strongly to permanent support. Curiously enough 
the actual damage was quite small, as the pillar of destruc· 
tion traversed only a short distance. 

CARPETS, DU8T, AND DISEASE.-Home and Health EaYs : An 
atmoFphere impregnated with the dust which has beer 
gathered in carpets and remained there for a considerable 
length of time is positively unhealthy. The dust after being 
stagnant for some time, especially in warm weather, presents 
myriads of animalculre. To prevent the evil the canets 
should be cleaned often. The dust should be thoroughly re
moved every month. The trouble of taking up , shaking and 
replacing will be amply repaid, first, in the matter of health . 
and, secondly, in preserving the carpet. We advise the good 
housewives-there are many-to make a note of this. 

IT is reported that the Cuban rebels are using leather 
guns, a species of artillery used by Gustavus Adolphus and 
other European commanders in days gone by. 'fhe leather 
while wet is tightly stretched round a wooden core or mold, 
in successive jackets, the under one beIng allowed to dry be
fore the next is put on. A close and tight coil of good rope 
or cord completes the tube, the breech being made of hard 
wood lined with tin. Such guns will fire some twenty rounds 
before giving way, and they are so light that a man can carry 
a couple of four inch bore of the principle. They are usually 
fired from the ground, or from a cart. 

'I'HE newest wonder at the \Vest is a soda lake near Haw
lings, on the Union Pacific Railroad, several miles in circum
feronce, and capable of supplying 6li,OOJ tuns of soda a year. 
This genial body of water is fed from countless springs bub· 
bling from a species of granite rock. which includes in its 
composition a soda feldspar. 

A MAN who is lost to honor, anJ has a corrupt and fester
ing heart, never finds anything worthy in the conduct of his 
associates ; he looks upon every olle with a constant peering 
suspicion. 

A BED of green mottled granite, the first ever found in 
this country, has been discovered on the line of the Adiron
dack Railroad, New York. 

FOR FRUIT STAINS ON NAPKINS, TABLE CLO'fHS, E'fC. 

Pour hot water on the spots ; rub in hartshorn, or oxalic acid 
dissolved in water. 

© 1871 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.
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What a Fence should be. POUNDING O F  PISTON.-I was troubled with the noise referred Electrical Instruments, Models, etc., made to order, and Gear 

In the excellent work on " Suburban Horne Grounds," late
ly issued. and written by J. F. Scott, appear the following 
valuable suggestions regarding fence construction, some
thing, the importance of which, in adding to the complete
ness and general good effect of horne surroundings, is gener· 
ally under-estimated : 

'Vo are at a loss how to convey the just ideas of the choice 
that should be made among the infinite variety of fences in 
our countl'Y without writing an illustrated essay. For coun
try or large suburban grounds it is safe to say, except where 
hedges are maintained, that that kind of fence is best which 
is least seen, and best seen through. But in towns our fences 
must harmonize with the architecture and more elegant 
finish of the street, and therefore be sufficiently well de
signed and constructed to be in themselves pleasing ob
jects to the passer by. The gr3at desideratum is to an
swer this requirement, and at the same time to adopt some 
design that will least conceal the lawn and other beauties be
yond or behind it. Our fences should be, to speak figurative
ly, transparent. Now what will make a transparent fence is 
a matter much more difficult to decide than the reader will 
suppose. Where iron fences can be afforded, it is easy to 
effect the desired result ; but they are so expensive that 
wood will long coutinue to be the main fence material even 
in towns. Where something really elegant can be afforded, 
an architect's services should be called into reqUIsition as 
much as for the residence design. A fence may be as fine a 
work of art as any other construction, but the architect ought 
to bear in mind that it should not unnecessarily conceal the 
beauty it incloses. Among the less expensive kind of fencing, 
we will mention a few of the forms generally used. First, and 
most common of all fences claiming to be ornamental, is the 
plain picket fence, made of strips set vertically the whole 
hight of the fence, and from one and a half inches to one 
inch by three. All picket fences shut out a view of the 
ground behmd them, until one is nea r.[y opposite the pickets, 
as completely as a tight board fence of the same hight. An 
old and ornamental form of picket fence is that composed 
of three horizontal rails, with two equal spaces between ; 
one set of pickets being short, and terminated in points 
above the middle rail, while every other one rises through 
the top rail in the same way. This gives double the space 
between the pickets on the upper half of the fence, where a 
transparent fence is indispensable. It is the best, and also 
one of the most expensive of the old forms of wooden fences, 
and the only kind of fencing that should be tolerated for en
closing ornamental grounds. 

Fences formed of horizontal rather than vertical pieces are 
preferable ; and the openings between the bars should be as 
wide as insurance against animals will l'ermit. A substitute 
for the old style of picket fences, now much used, is compos
ed of boards sawn so that their openings form ornamental 
desiglls. These are adopted from German designs for cheap 
balconies and veranda guards, for which purpose they are 
well adapted and beautiful ; but for front fences they are even 
more objectionable than pickets, because they bar more com
pletely the view of what is behind. To unite strength, beau
ty and " transparency," is the object to be gained. What 
wooden fences will best do this we must leave to the reader's 
ingenuity and good sense to decide. Those who build moat 
expensively do not necessarily secure the most tasteful 
places, and in fencing there is much opportunity to let 
thought balance money. Some very pretty rod iron fences 
are made, both vertical and horizontal, which are much 
cheaper than woven wire or cast iron ; but both of the latter, 
being always at hand or ready made for those who have the 
means to use them, will probably continue to increase in use. 
The tasteful forms in which iron fences are generally made, 
together with their indestructible character, will continue to 
make them more and more desirable. Were it not for the 
shameful freedom given to the animals in many town and 
village streets, such fences might be made so much lower 
and more open than now, as materially to lessen their cost. 

to 
SPECIAL NO Tb. - TI<i8 column i8 des'(Jned lor the (Jenera I intere8t and 'in-
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bU8iness or personal nature. We will publi8h Buck inquirte8, however, 

when paid lor as advertIsements at l 'OO a  line, under tke head Of " Busine88 
and Pef.'wnal " 

ALL re ference to back numbers must be by volume and paQe. 

tOj and took the piston out, whe n  I found I had keyed the crank wrist box 
ahead, so that the follower head j ust touched the cylinder head at one 
end. I suspect that is the trouble with your querist . - C .  E.  G. , of Conn. 

T. J. L., of Mass.-We have given all the information yet 
received by us, in regard to the saccharate of mercury process for extract
ing gold. Should anything else of i1l1lportance b e  published or communi
cated, we shall notice it in due order. 

J. B., Jr., of Ohio, wants an arrangement of lenses, mirrors, 
etc. I whereby he can see cU8tom�rs coming into the front room, without 
rising from his seat in the back room. There is a window looking from 
the back room into the tront room, but to teacll this, he has to rise and 
walk across the room. Judging fro m  his desctiption. two small mirrors, 
set at the proper angles, will effect his purpose. A little experiment will 
enable him to adj ust them . 

C. E. G., of Mich.-For what purpose do you wish to put 
kerosene in your boiler ? We are at 101:18 to conceive any reasonable pur
pose for so doing. As to the question of danger,  we b elieve there is 
always danger in the use of highly inllammable materials about Ilre. Be 
advise d-don't do it .  

E. W., of L. C,-All things else being equal , two wheels of 
different weights wllI roll down the same inclined plane in equal time •. 
No matter how the weight is dislributed, provided the wheels are bal

anced, and not taking into account the resistance of the air. 

Y. A. S. C., of Mass.�Bathing in fresh cold water may not 
only be done evel'Y day by persons in good health without injury, but with 
benefit, provided it is done very quickly ann care is taken not to produce 
a chiU. To go In daily for the purpoSe of swimming, and to remain iudefi· 
nitely in cold water, regardless of the state of the system, and t o  incur 
fatigue in 80 doing is, in our opinion, a dangerous practice. 

C. D., of Ohio.-The shining particles in the minerals you 
send, appear to be mica, not gold. 

Exalllples Cor the Ladies. 
Miss Kate Flynn, New York, earned, with a Wheeler & Wilson Machine, 

$1,541. 77 In 876Ji days, of 9 honrs. 

Messrs. Geo ,  P . Howell &; C o . ,  
AdvertiSing Agents, N o .  40 Park Row. New York, are authorized to receive 
advertisements for this paper at our 10weBt prices. 

Rose Cold, Hay Fever, are conquered by Whitcomb's Asthma Rem · 
edy .  

T h e  Universal Wl'loller has been i n  use in our family for years, giv · 
ing entire satisfaction .  We speak whereof we know when we say it is one 
of the best labor· saving machines ever invented, having several points o f  
superiority over any Wringe:- we have examined. -New York Liberal Chris· 

tian, April 2, 1870. 

The Char(Je for 1nsertion under thi8 head i8 One Dollar a Line. 1J the Nottce; 
exceed Jibur Line8. One DoUar and a Balf per Line will be charqed. 

The paper that meets the eye df manufacturers throughout 
the United States-Baston Bulletin. $4 00 a vear. Advertloements l7e. a line. 

For best Lubricating Oil, Chard & HoW'e,134 Maiden Lane,N.Y . 
Copper and Brass Seamless Tubes (from 3-8 to 5 in. outside 

diameter. Merchaut & Co" 001 l\Iarket st. , Philadelphia. 

The Baxter Steam Engine Co., 18 Park Place, New York, have 
tbe most economical engine in the world.  Sizes 2 to 1U H.  P. Send lor 
Circular. 

For the best Galvanized Iron Cornice Machine in the United 
States, address Calvin Carr & C o . ,  Cleveland, O. Superiority guaranteed. 

Parties contemplating the adoption of a new Motive Power 
for Sewing Machines, would do well to address the Case Swinging Treadle 
Co. , Cleveland, 0 .  

The American Standard of BoIts and Nuts. Full-sized draw-
ing. Price $1. 00. Address Edward Lyman, C . E . , New Haven, Conn . 

'Vanted to know where "Mechanical Fly Drivers," moved by 
clock work, intended to be placed on a table, formerly sold in New York 
for one dollar each ,  are to be had. J. H. McHenry. Pikesville, Md. 

Wanted to purchase, an ebtablished business, or an interest 
in a business. Chemical or manufacturing preferre d .  Address, by letter. 
F. C. Beach, 260 Broadway. cor. Warren st . , New York city. 

For Sale .-Mill Stones, Machinery, Gearings, Conveyors, 4 
Page's Mills. 542 West Thirty· third st . ,  New York. 

The Greenleaf Grate Bar saves fuel,and lasts much longer than 
the ordinary b ar. Address Greenleaf Machine WorkJ, IndianapoliS, Ind. 

The " Patent Steam Gongs," in use for Fire Alarms, Fog Sig
nals on steamboats, factories, etc., have a musical tone,and have been heard 
thirty miles. Manufactured by the Union Water Co., Worcester, Mass . 

Steel Castings, as perfect as iron or brass, made to pattern, by 
Umon Steel and Iron Works, Rhinebeck, N. Y. Van Zandt Bros . ,  Agents, 
4 Dey st. , New Y o rk. 

The Eccentric El liptic Geared Power Presses are the best in 
the world . For Circulars, address Ivens & Brooke, Trenton, N. J. 

V ALUE OF COAL AS FL'Eu.-An experiment lately tried in Mat Trimming Machines wanted by M. Curley, 432 W. 36th st ., 
New York. 

this vicinity on bituminous and anthracite coal gave a result 5}:; p er cent 
in favor of the former j that is, a pound of bituminous coal evaporated 5X" 
per cent more water than a Dound o f  anthracite 000.1. I cannot say for a 
a certainty which l.;:ind would be most inj urious to a boiler, but lf the weld
ing of iron by each kind be a criterion toj udge by, then I should conclude 
that anthracite would b e  the most injnriouq. -P. Q. 

COPYING INK.-If querist No. 9, in issue of July 1st, will take 
any good bodied ink, (not writing Iluid) , and add to it one fourth of its 
bulk ot glycerin, he will have the article he calls for. The glycerin pre· 
vents �he drying of the ink, and when he has written a page he can take a 
copy in the way described. After taking copy, take up any remaining ink 
with a common blotter, turn over the leaf and go on writing, copying 
each p age as he proceeds. The writer has copied in this way for years 
with perfect satisfaction. If the ink dries too quick, add more glycerin ; 
if too slowly, use less. It is desirable to write an even hand with no very 
fine or very heavy s c rokes, as the fine ones may dry too quick, and the 
heavy ones may blot in copying. -G. P. A. 

BALJ,OON VARNISH.-Answer to H. W., query 2, July lst.
:Melt india- rubber in small pieces, with its weight of boiled linseed Oil, and 
tbin it with oil o f  turpentine. -G. S.  R. , of lnd. 

To KEEP FLIES FROl\I HORSEs.-Take of green leaves of the 
shagbark hickory ( Carya Alba) quantum 8uff. ; bruise in hot water, let 
cool, and strain, and sponge the mast exposed parts before the horse 
leaves the stable. I have found this perfectly effectual in preventing 
horse flies, common flies, greenh eadS, and mosqUitoes from troubling 
horses, for three or four hours after apphcatlOn.-J . M. H. 

$50,000 can be made from Abbe's Patent Bolt Forging Machine 
in a short time. Best designed in United States. Inve.tigate.  Patent fo r 
sale. Address J ohn R. Abbe, 110 John st. , PrOVidence, R. I .  

Wanted.-A first class Mechanical Draftsman ; one experi
enced in wood- working maohinery preferred. Address E. Lyon, 470 Grand 
st. , New York. 

Two 80 H. Engines, with Boilers, Esler & Co.'s make ; good 
order ; % cost new. Andrews & Bro . •  414 Wat er st. , New York. 

The Baxter Steam Engine will not explode. 
Wanted.-A Fox Lathe and Hand Lathe, with V set-over and 

b ack motion. Apply at, 01' address, Room 9,  91 Liberty st. , New York. 

Peck's Patent Drop Press. Milo Peck & Co., New Haven, Ct. 
Diamond Carbon,of all sizes and shapes furnished for drilling 

rock, sawing and turning stone, conglomerates, or other hard substances 
also Glazier's Diamonds, by John Dickinson, 64 Nassau st. , New York. 

For Centrifugal PumP1l, address Morris, Alvord & Co., 70 Canal 
street, Syracuse, N. Y. 

Magic Lanterns and Stereopticons, of every description. 
Send for Catalol:ue. W. Mitchell McAlister, 728 Chestnut st. , Philadelphia. 

Mining, Wrecking, Pumping, Drainage, or Irrigating Machin
ery, for sale or rent . See advertisement, Andrew'S Patent, lllslde p age. 

'Vheels and Pinions cut, by W.Hochhauseu, 113 Na9sau st . •  Room 1 0, N. Y .  
Bliss & Williams, successors to Mays & Bliss, 118 to 12.2 Ply

mouth st., Brooklyn, m anufacture Presses and Dies . Send for Catalogue. 

The Bucket-Plunger Steam Pump discharges at both strokes 
with only two water valves. Valley MaChine Co. , Easthampton, Mass. 

Lord's Boilor Powder is only 15 cts. per pound by the bbl., and 
guaranteed to remove any scale that forms in steam boilers. Our Circular 
with terms and references, will satisfy all. Geo. W. Lord, 101 W. Girard 
ave. , Philadelphia, Pa. 

Improved mode of Graining Wood, pat. July 5,' 70, by J. J. Cal
low,Cleveland,O. See illustrated S . A . ,  Dec. 17,'70. Senel stamu for circular. 

Ford's Portabl e Tobacco Press for Planters. 'Vill sell Virginia 
Maryland, Mis�ouri. Address Ford's Tobacco Warehouse, Evausville, Ind. 

The Patent for the best Hydrant, or Fire Plug ever invented 
for sale. For descriptions, terms,etc., address Lock Box 356,Lockport,N. Y 

The Baxter Steam Engine pays no extra insurance. 
Best Scales.-Fair Prices. Jones, Binghamton, N. Y. 
:Iteam Watch Case Manufactory, J. C. Dueber, Cincillllatf 

Ohio. Every style of case on hand, and made to special order. 

L. & J. W. Feuchtwanger, Chemists, 55 Cedar st., New York 
manufacturers of Silicates of Soda and Potash, and SOluble Glass. 

For Hydraulic Jacks, Punches, or Presses, write for circular 
to E. Lyon, 470 Grand st. , New York. 

Belting that is Belting.-Always send for the Best Philadel 
phia Oak- Tannetl, to C. W. Arny, Manufacturer. 301 Cherry st. , Phil's. 

Copper and Brass Seamless Tubes (from 3-8 to' 5 in. O'U:tside 
diameter) . Merchant & Co . , 507 l\Iarket st . ,  Philadelphia. 

�end your address to Howard & Co., No . 865 Broadway, New' 
York, and by return m J.il you' will receive their D ascriptive PIice List 0 
Waltham Watches. All prices reduceu since Fehruary 1st. 

Ashcroft's Low 'Vater Detector, $1.5 ; thonsands in use ; can be 
appliea tor le33 than $1. Nam33 of co!'p )ration� having thirty in use c an 
be given. Send or circular. E. H. Ashcroft, Boston, Mass. 

The Baxter Steam Engine is made like the 'Valtham Watch 
ea" h part duplicated. 

To Cotton Pressers, Storage Men, and Freighters.-35-horse 
Engine and Boiler, with two Hydraulic Cotton Presses, each capable at 
pressmg '35 bales a!l hour. 1\1ilnhinnry first CL1.33. Price extremely low. 
Will. D. Andrews & Bro. , 414 water st. New York. 

Brown's Coalyard Quarry & Contractors' Apparatus for hoisting 
and conveying material by iron cable. W.D.Andrews & Bro,414 'Vater st.,N. Y. 
[mproved Foot Lathes, Hand Planers, etc. Many a reader of 

this paper has one ot  them. Selling in all parts 01 the country, Canada 
Europe, etc. Catalogue free. N. H. Baldwin. Laconia, N. H. 

Presses, Dies, and Tinners' Tools. Conor & Mays, late Mays & 
Bliss. 4 to 8 Water st.,  opPOSite Fulton Ferry, Brooklyn, N. Y.  

Cold Rolled-Shafting,piston rods,pump rods,Collins pat.double 
compression couplmgs, manutactured by J ones & Laughlins,Pittsburgh,Pa. , 

Wor Solid Wrought-iron Beams, etc., see advertisement. 
dress Umon Iron M::'lls, Pittfilburgh, Po.. , for lithograph. etc. 

Ad--

dlynn's Anti-Incrustator for Steam Boilers-The only reliable� 
preventive. No foaming, and does not attack metals of bollers. Price 2f,; 
cents per lb. C. D. Fre<lricks, 587 Broadway, New York. 

rhe Baxter Steam Engine is lll�nufactured by Colt's ArmS' 
Co. , Hartford, Ct. , and sold by the B. S. E. Co. ,  18 Park Place, N ew York . 

ro Ascertain where there will be a demand for new machinery 
or manutacturers' supplies read Boston Commercial Bulletin'S Manl1t'actur .. 
mil News ot' th e Hnited States. Terms $1 00 a veal . 

APPLICATIONS FOR EXTENSION OF PATENTS. 

POWER LOOM FOR WEAVING WIRE CLOTH. -Erastus B. Bigelow, o f B ostOll, 
.\fass. , has p etitioned for an extension of the above patent. Day o f  hearing, 
September 20, 1871. 

METALLIC SQU ARE s. -Samuel Darling, of Providence, R. I. , has petitioned 
for an extension of the above patent. Day of hearing, September 20, 1871. 

CORN SHELLER. -Arlow M. Cook, of  Chicago. III . •  has p etitioned for an 
extension of the above patent. Day of hearing, September 20, 1871. 

STEAM PRES;;URE GAGE.-E. G. Allen, of Boston, Mass. , has petitioned 
for an extension of the above patent. Day of hearing, October 11, 1871. 

MACHINE FOR TURNING WOODEN BoxE s . -Alexander S. Newton, of Bran. 
don,Vt. , has petitioned for an eJrtension Qf the above patent. Day of hear· 
ing, November 1 ,  1871. 

Val ue 01' Extended Patents. 

Did p atentees realize the tact that their inventions are likely t o  be more 
productive of profit during the seven yea s of extension than the first 
full term for which their p atents were granted, we think more would avail 
themselves of  the extension privilege. Patents granted prior to 1861 may be 
extended fOI seven years, for the benefit of the inventor,or of his heirs in case 
of the decease of the former, by due application to the Patent Office, ninety 
days before the termination of the p atent. The extended time inures to 
the benefit of the nventor, the aSSignees under the first term having no 
rights under the extension, except by special agreement. The Government 
fee for an extension is $100, and it is necessary that good professio nal service 
be obtained to conduct the business before the Patent O ffice. Full informa 
tion as to extensions may be had by addreSSing 

llUNN & CO. 37 Park Row 

� 
Inve n t i o n s  Patented in En2'land by Allleriea us 

.J une 22 to 26, 1871. 
[Compiled from the CommISSioners 01 Patents' Journal. 

FURNITURE CASTOR. -J. B. Sargent, New Haven, Conn. 
GLASS BLOWER'S MOLD .-S . R. Bowie, New Bedford, Mass. 
MAOHINE FOR TEARING LEATHER.-E .  S. Hidden, Millburn, N. J. 

M AOHIN E ]'lOR TURNING CROPS, E'rc. -W . W. Wallace, Pittsburgh, Pa. , A 
Giles, Rugeley, Eng. 

ORGAN .-R. Burdett, Chicago, Ill . 
PLOW, ETC. -W . S. Pratt, Pittsburgh, Pa. , A. Giles, Rugeler, Eng. 
PRINTING ON CLOTH, ETO .-J. Peacock, New York city. 
SEED SOWER .-W . G. Comstock, East Hartford, Conn . 
SEWING MACHINE TREADLE. -L. W. Sapp, Cleveland. Ohio . 
SPARK ARRESTER. -J. Smith, T. W . Worsdell, Altoona, PR. 
STEAM ENGINE. -H. W. Adams, Philadelphia, Pa. 

F oreign Patents. 
The population of Great Britain is 31,000,OOO j of France, 37,000,000 Be l .  

gium, 5,()OC),()(X) ; Austria. 36,(X)(l,OOO ; Prussia, 40,000,000 ; and Russia, 70,000,000. 
Patents may be secured by American citizens in all of these countries. 
Now is the time, while business is dull at home, to take advantage ot these 
immense foreign fields. Mechanical improvements of all kinds are always 
in demand In Europe. There will never b e  a better time than the presen t 
to take p atents abroad. We have reliable business connections with the 
prinCIpal capitals of Europe.  A large share of all the p atents secured 
in foreign countries by Americans are obtained throu�h our Agency. Ad· 
dress M,'NN & Co . , 3i Park Row, New York. Circulars, with full iniorma. 
twu on 10lClgn patents, furnished free . 

© 1871 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.



60 Jdtutifit 

[ We present herewith a 8eries Of inqui'rle8 embracing a variety 0 topics Of 
greater or les8 general intere8t. The question:'] are simple, it is true, but we 

prefm' to elicit practical an8Wers frorlt o ur reade'i'8. 1 

of the mortise, and to provide an arrangement which will p revent the sag · 
ging of the doors when the stiles shrink in width ; also, to keep the j oint s 
tight at the shoulders of the tenons ; and the obj ect of the second p art is t o  
provide an arrallgement whereby t h e  adhesion of t h e  p arts, when locked t o ·  
gether, will b e  greater, a n d  a greater surface a n d  better condition for the 
adhesion of the glue will be provided in the parts to be glued. 

Practical Hints to InVBntors. 
1 .-RELATIYE POWER I N  BORING AND TURNING .-My 

query, which you were kind enough to publish, concerning the b oring of the 
sixteen inch cylinder, elicits two answers in your last issue, both of which 
lose sight of the main question. I want to know. why it requires more power 
to bore a sixteen inch cylinder than it  does t o  turn oft' a twenty · four inch 
pulley, the cuts being equal. D P. G. , of :Mass. , gives m e  directions for 
maklOg a tool. I think the tool used equally as good, although not having 
tried his, I would not assert this positively. I used a boring head 15>;& inche!:! 
diameter, with a cntter placed length wise, and sharpened t o  a p oint o n  the 
combined prinCiple o f  a side tool and a diamond point. R. H., of Mass. , is 
mistaken in the gear. It was not the feed gear that gavo way but the back 
gear and [he fixed gear o n  the lathe mandrel. I am convince'�.�h at there is 
a principle involved, and that it  governs the speed as well as tile power. I 

have found by exp erience that the speed I run my lathe at, for the turning 
ofa 24 inch pulley is right for the boring of a 10 inch cylinder, and when I get 
a cylinder over 12 inches in diameter, I have to use a smaller driving pulley 
o n  the main shaft. I would like t o  have thcse two questions ans\vered : 1st . 
Why does it rcquire more power to bore a 16 inch cylinder than to turn off a 
24 inch pulley, or why will a lathe not bore as large as it will : turn-say 21 
inches ? 2d. "Thy do we run a lathe as slow to bore a sixteen inch cylinder 
as to turn oft· a 24 inch pulley, o r  why can I not run my lathe as fast on a 24 

inch cylinder aB a 24 inch pulley ?-G. S. R. 

M1JSIO LEAF HOLDER. -Aehille Extein and JeRse C . M ill8, invcntors . - Th i s  
consists of a w i r e  b e n t  to form a blunt l o o p  for insertion bt,,tween t h e  
leaves of t h e  book, a n d  also a spring by which a large numb er of leaves are 
bound together, s o  that the leaves cannot turn and p e r plex the player . 
The instrumcnt i8 provided with a neat h andle . 'Ye need not say it is also 
applicable to other than music books. 

CORX PLANTER . -This is a new and very p ractical combination of well 
known devices, whereby a very compact and, wc j udge, efficient machine 
has been secured. It is the invention of Samuel J . . 1!ye, of Bluff Point, Ind. , 
assignor to himself and ,"Yilliam C. Rye, of the same place. 

MUNN & CO., Publishers of the SCIENTIFIC A�lEmuAK ,  
.1 have devoted the past twcnty-five years to the pro curing of Letters 
Patent in this and foreign countries. More than 50,0'J0 iuventors have ,-wail. 
ed themselves o f  their services in procuring pa.tent�, and many millions 01 
dollars have accrued to the p atentees, whose sp ecificatiollB and claims they 
have prepared. No discrimination against foreigners j subj ects of all COUll
tries ohtain patents on the same terms as citizens. 

Ilo w  C a n  I Obtain a Patent ? 

HASP LOCK FOR TRuNKS, ETC . -A revolving concentrically slotted locking 
disk in combination with a cap attached to the hasp plate anel a he aded pin 
attached to the stationary plate, arc the claims for improvements in the 
patent o f  Jacob Fisler aud George Crompton, of Jersey City, N. J . , by 
which the inventors secure a very Simp l e ,  strong, and elegant lock for 
trunkS, etc. 

S"GPPORT FOR MIRRORS AND PICTURE FRA)IEs . -Dominikus H artma nn, of 
ManSfield, OhiO, has invented an improved support for mirrors and pictures ,  
which consists of a bracket provided with two or more movable arms, from 
which arise yokes, between the arms of wllich are pivoted the articles to b e  
supported. In this way he is a b l e  t o  support more t h a n  one obj ect by a sin· 
gl e bracket, and at the sa.me time to attain considerab l e  bC <luty of deRign in 
the support itself. 

Is the closing inqm ry in nearly eyery letter, describing some inventioll 
which comes to this office. A po8ltive answer can only be had by presenting 
a complete application for a p atent to the Commissioner of Patents. An 
application consists of a Model, Drawing�, Petition, O ath, and full SpecIfica· 
tion. Various ofttcial rules aud formalties must also be obt;crved. The 
efforts of the inventor to do all thh� business himself arc generally without 
success . After great perplexity and delay, he is usually gl ad to seek the aid 
of persons experienced in patellt bUSiness, and have all the work done o r c r  
again. T h e  b e s t  plan i:3 to solicit prvper advice at t h e  b eginning. If tIle 
parties consulted are honorable men, the inventor may safely confi de his 
ideas to them : they will advise whether the improvement is probably p a t 
entable, and will give him all the directions needful to protect his ri,",hts. 

2.-CA8T STEEL.-�What is the best method of decarboniz
ing cast steel, leaving it soft and tough ?-C . B. M .  

3.-POLISHING MEERSCHAU�r.-Will some one inform me 
how meerschaum is poiished, and w h a t  is used to polish it ?-A. R. 

4.-SEALING FRUrr CANS.-I would like a recipe for a 
composition or wax for sealing tin fruit cans. The one now in usc-b e eswax 
and rrsin-taints most of the fruits so b a dly that they have a ftavor o f  soap
suds. The resin utterly spoils blackberries. Our frult season is now u p o n  
us, and anything more suitable t h a n  the wax now in use w i l l  b e  thankfully 
received by all your re aders in California. -J. B. H. 

FEATHER REXOYATOR. -This is an app aratus for first steaming and cleans. 
ing feathers, and then drying them by the introduction of hot air, th e fe a· 
thers being all the while beaten and stirred by revolving arms in a closed 
chambcr. By the usc of this machine the fcathers arc taken from the sack 
or bed tick, cleansed, dried, and delivered back into the Back o r  tICk w ith
out being handled by hand o r  exposed to the atmosphere, the operation b e ·  
ing, i t  is claimed, p erformed in t h e  most exp editious a n d  p erfect manner.  
The inventors are Charles E. Barber and 'Villi am Dean, of C e ntral Villag e, 
Conn. , assignees to themselves and George Loring, of the same place. 

5.-To PREVENT OIL BARRELS FRO::lI LEAKING.-What 
must w e  do to prepare barrels in Buch a manner as t o  prevent the leaking of 
011 ?-L. & B. 

6.-BELTS.-\Vhich is the best side, next to the pulley, to 
run a leather belt ? the flesh side or the h air Bide ?-J. F. ::II. 

7.-ANILINE DYES.-How are aniline dyes prepared ? 
What mordants are used to secure a permanent yellow. blue,  brown, pink, 
or purple ? What quantity o f  albumen is used, and how applied ?-W .  B .  

S.-FINISHING W ALNU'l' ,\VooD.-Is there any means of 
filling the pores of walnut wood so as to retain the natural life and luster of 
that beautlful timber,  after b eing v arnished ?  I find nothing in any work i n  
my posseBsion on the Bubj ect whieh w i l l  accomplish it, though I suppose 
there is oomething used which will effect the purpose . -H. W. }f. 

9.-FIWST PROOF STORE ROO�f.-How can I build a frost 
proof store room above ground, that will answer aU the purposes of a cellar 
below ground ?-W. S. H. 

10.-BELTS.-If a belt be placed upon drums, the shaft of 
one of which is inclined relatively to the other, or as the m achinists term it, 
" out of line," which way will the belt run on the inclined drum, to the 
higher or lower end ?-J. E .  G. 

l1 .-MAmNE GLTlE.-F. L. J., of Ark. (June 24th), tells 
how to make marine glue, namely, by dissolving shellac and india rubber in 
ether. I have failed utterly to make mari n e  glue according to his formula. 
I :first tried sulphuric ether, pure, which had been prepared for a:u£sthetic 
uses. It acted slightly upon the shellac, but not at all on the rubber. I 
next tried nitric ether . This dissolved a portion of the shell ac, but made 
no impression upon the rubb er. I followed the directions strictly, with thc 
exception of heating the ether, which my druggist said would not do, as the 
b O!liIlg point of ether is only 93°. Will F L. J .  please tell m e  how to make 
marine glue ?-J. H. P .  

12.-H. W. L. wants to know how to deposit copper by the 
electrotype process upon wood. 

lB.-STAINING HATS.-How are the best straw hats stained 
that deep dark color that the manufacturers put 011 them ? How is th t; 

stain made ? 

Under this heading we 8hall pUbli8h weekly note8 of 80me of the m01�e promi · 
nent home and .foreIgn patents. 

INSEOT TRAP . -Lyman 1.  Way, of Annawan, Ill. -A recessed funnel, made 
of tin or other smooth metal, o r  material , i s  provided with a handle, and 
with a flange or collar, near its bottom or small end. A b ag, made of cloth 
or other suitable flexible m aterial, has its mouth secured t o  the funnel above 
the collar, by tying or otherwise ,  so that it can re adily b e  removed. A re
cess in the rim of the funnel receives the stalk of the plant when the trap is 
applied. In this manner the funnel is made t o  p artly surround a plant in· 
fested with insects. Upon Slightly j arring the plant, the bugs or insects 
upon its leaves will fall into the funnel and slide clown into the bag. When 
once in the b ag, they cannot get out, as, if they crawl up the side o f  the bag, 
they cannot reach the proj ecting end o f thc fnnnei. In this.manner the trap 
may b e  carried from- plant to plant, and applied until the bag becomes full, 
or n early full. Bailing ,vater is then p oured into the funnel, which destroys 
the insects . The bag is now removed from the funnel. and its contents dis· 
charged, when it is replaced, and is re ady for a repetition o f  the operation. 
I n  this manner a potato field may, i n  a short time, b e  rid of destroying pests. 
The trap may b e  applied to cucumber and other yines, as well as to other 
plants, when infested with similar vermin. The remedy is cheap and sim
ple, and is claimed to b e  effective . 

1\IACHI�E FOR LAYI�G OUT SASR . -This invention consists in a p air of 
rods, carrying adj ustable cutters, arranged above a table, on which the bars 
to be laid off are placed to work reciprocally toward and from each other 
and the table, by the action of a foot lever and a spring, for cutting or mark· 
ing both sides at once, by pinching the bar between them. The sash bars to 
l) c  l aid out are placed on a t able, with one end against a gage, by which they 
are held in the right position relatively to the cutters in the lengthwise di
rection, and the cntters, being also adjusted properly from the end of the 
b ar and from e ach other, are brought up against the sides Simultaneously, 
marking both at once. The treadle is raised, and the bars moved b ack by a 
c oiled spring. .Tohn F. Kikenc1all, Jr. , of Virginia, Ill. , is the inventor. 

FRA]'llNG JOI�Ts. -Jonah Newton ,  of New York city. -This invention re· 
l ates to a new and improved arrangement of mortises and tenons for framing 
door sash and other like frames and cabinet work together ; and it consists 
i n  a semi· circular, or nearly semi· circular mortIse and corresponding tenon, 
the latter made on a greater circle, so as not to fit the curved wall of th e 
mortise in the bottom closely, th'3 mortise being made by a circular tool , 
against which the piece to be mortised is moved In a right line, or the tool 
moved to the piece ; o r  the said mortise, being first made in this form by a 
circular tool, may be modified by cutting the ends down for about half, more 
o r  leRs, of the depth o f  the mortis e,  o n  a straight, oblique line, and fitting 
the tenon thereto . The invention also consists iu providing the mortise o n  
t h e  curved wall , or the p artly curved and p artly oblique walls, with a tongue, 
and the tenons with a corresponding groove to receive the tongue s .  The 
ohject o f  the first part of the i nvention I. to simplify an<1 cheapen the making 

HAY ELEVATOR . -William T. Neil, of Greensborongh, Pa. -This is an ar
rangement of rope pulley s and self locking and unlocking car and car pul
ley running upon a horizontal rod whereby part of t h e  load is sustained b y  
t h e  rope which effects the propulsion of the car, t h u s  relieving o t h e r  parts 
of strain usually sustained by them. 

GRIPE RS FOR CYLINDER PRINTING PRESSES. -Victor E. Mauger, o f  New 
York city. -The cylinders of p rinting presses arc provided with gripers for 
holding the p aper during the process of p rinting. Where one cylinder r e 
ceives t h e  sheets of paper alternately from opposite sides to carry them in 
opposite directions over the printing bcd, it must b e  provided with two sets 
of gripers. The obj ect of the present invention is to provide the cylinders 
of &uch two feeder presses with adj ustable gripers, so that sheets of suitable 
lengths can b e  held therein. The invention consists i n  the use o f  radial 
spring gripers guided in movable tubes, which can be set in the perforated 
cylinder, so that one set will b e  a "oSuitable distance from the other set of 
gripers. A set o f  cams on the stationary contral shaft serves t o  move the 
radial gripers for opening and clOSing the same. By this invention two 
feeder cylinder presses can be adapted for usc o n  sheets of suitable sizes, 
,'{hereby the scope of their usefulness and their c o nsequent value w ill b e  
greatly increased. 

CANAL LocKR. -John 'Yo Gentry and George 'V. Barcns, of Peytona,  '"VeRt 
Virginia . -This invention consists in an arrangement o f  snubbing- posts 01' 
rods in recesses of the walls of the locks, whereby the snubbing ropes may 
rise and fall o n  them with the b o at in a m anner by which the boat may be 
controlled much better, and the wear of the ropes will b e  less, than in the 
use of the snubbing posts arranged o n  the top of the wall, as in tho common 
way. Long rods or posts are used for the snubbing ropes, so that they may 
rise and fall on the said posts o r  rods with the boat, and thereby avohl th e 
tilting and swinging necessarily due to the irregul ar action of the snubbing 
rope when working over the upper e dge of the wall upon posts at the top, 
which has a tendency t ,)  tilt the boat when lowering, and prevents,  by the 
friction of the rope on the wall, the tighte ning up of the ropes suftiriently 
when rising, and in either case wears the ropes away yery fast. The rods 
a1"e supported at the ends i n  metal plates, o r  in any other suitable support::;, 
and extend either to the b ottom o f  the lock o r  to low water mark, or there
about, as m ay be preferred. 

DOOR FASTENER. -J. A. MorriS, of Greenbush, N. Y. -The object o f  this 
invention is to provide Simple and efficient means for fastening doors o n  the 
inside, and which shall he a safeguard to travelers and others in rooms 
where locks are lacking or out of order. It consists in a j ointed plate with 
spurs for entering the door caSing, and with a head and thumb screw for 
sccuring the door, which may b e  carried in the p o cket, and which is claimed 
to b e  especially valuable for travellers in all circumstances, as ordinary 
locks are, at best but a poor protection t o  the lodger. 

METHOD OF DRAWING PATTERNS FOR FLA.RING VESSELs. -Orlando B. 
Vandenburg, of Findlay, OhiO,  has invented a new method o f  drawing pat· 
terns for cutting sheet metal, the obj ect of which is to provide a conv enient 
and reliable system of laying out o n  sheet metal the n ecessary lines, so that 
the metal may b e  cut t o  b e  bent i nto truncated cones. A diagram only can 
give a proper conceptiun of the method employed, which is Simple and 
easily applied. 

DEYICE FOR -fASTF.NI �n H A.NDLE3 'fO SATCHELS, ETC. -Morris Schwerin , 
Newark, N. J. -This invention relates to a n e w  and useful device for fasten
ing the handles of satchels anci travelling b ags, 'Valises, trunks, etc. It can · 
sists in a :flanged cup and d anged tube riveted together, and in a spring 
clasp around the cup, which clasp is fastened to the bag, trnnk, or other 
article. The fastening thus co nsists of three pieces, e ach of which is struck 
up from a Single piece of sheet metal. This fastening is strong and durable, 
and, it is claimed, costs much less than those now in use. The common fas· 
tening for :this purpose is made from solid cast metal, and the fianges 
are made by turning i n  a lathe and by a screw at the end o f  the cup. The 
handle is fastened in the C :1p by a rivet, the same as in the present device. 
This fastening is very obj ectionable, a8 the screw is very liable to work out, 
thus rendering it useless. 

BREECH LOADI�G FIREARMS. �Thi8 invention consists in a novel and simple 
arrangement of a locking bar and connecting l ink with the breech pin and 
actuating lever for locking the breech pin and working it ; also in a novel 
ej e cting' apparatus for throwing out the cartridge shell when the b reech 
pin is moved back, said apparatus being set ill motion by the breech pin in 
its backward movement. It also consists in the arrangement o f  a covel' and 
spring, in connection with an aperture in the side of the stock, whereby the 
cover is caused to close after the first cartridge has been put i n  b y  the said 
cartridge being forced against it by the maga7.illr sp ring. George H. Stetson, 
o f  New Haven, Conn . , is the inventor. 

BOOT AND SHOl� TAPS. -John C .  H ancock, o r  Charlestown. and Josiah C. 

Richardson and Ed,vard P. Richardtwn, of Somervill e,  M ass. -The inventors 
employ a thin plate of metal between two plates of india l'nhb er, �ecur. 
lng it by making the rubbet p ieces broader than the metal and uniting the 
over lapping m a.rgins. The bottom plate of rubber will b e  thicker than the 
upper one, as it is subj ected to the greatest wear. The metal plate will 
preferably have numerous large p e rforations in the central part, so that 
the two plates of rubber may be connected through them, for uniting them 
more permanently amI p reventing any laos 'ness of the rUbber on the metal 
between the mar,!..,"ins. These metal plates are provided with a r o w  of screw 
holes, near the edges, for fastening the taps to the Sales, and they are in. 
tended mainly for holding the screw heads better than the rubbCl', which is 
liable to tear and stretch and become loose. Both sole and heel taus are 
made in this. way. These taps possess the principal advantages of india 
rubber shoes, 'vithout being so heavy or clum sy, or interfering with the cir. 
culation by cramping and binding the feet. They keep the feet warm an:l 
dry, pl"event Slipping o n  the icc, are nOiseless, easy, li::;ht, clastic, and do not 
detract from the dressy appearance of the boot or sboe. 

H o ,v Can I Best Secure Illy Invention � 

This is an inquiry which one inventor n aturally asks another, who hus h a rt 
some experience in obtaining p atents. Hit) a:1swer generally is as follow� 
and correct : 

C onstruct a neat model. not over a foot in any di1l1cn�ion-smaller, iI p u s  
slble-and send b y  expr�ss, prepaid, addressed to MUXN & C o . ,  37 Park Row, 
New York, toge ther with a descriptlOll of its ope ration and merits. On re
ceipt thereof, they will examine the invention carcfully, and advise you as to 
its patentability, free of charge. Or, if you have n o t  time, or Ure means a t  
han d ,  to constrnct a m o del, m ake as good a p e n  a n d  i n k  sketch of the i m  
provemellt as pOSSible, a n d  seud by mail. An answer as to the p r o � p e c t  of a 
patent will be received, usually, by return of mail. It i� sometimes best to 
have a search made at the Patent Office j sncll a measure often �ave8 the cost 
of an applieation for a p atent. 

PreliIntnary Exalllinati o n . 

In order to have such Bearch, m ake out a written deflcription of the inven· 
tion,  in your own words, and a p enCil, or p e n  and ink, sketch. Send these 
with the fee of $5, by mail,  addressed to MUNN & Co.,  31 Park How, and !ll 
due time you will receive an acknowledgment thereof, followed by a writ
ten report in regard to the patentability o f  yonI' improvement. This spocial 
search is made witlt great eare. a'nong the mo dols and patents at WaHhing
ton, to ascertain wllcthel' the improvement presented is p a t entaule. 

C a v e a t s .  

Persons desiring t o  fi l e  a caveat c a n  have the p apers prepared in t h e  short
est time,  11y sending a sketch and deseription at' the in vention. The Govern
ment fee for it caveat is $10. A pamphlet o f  advice regarding applications 
for p atents and c,weats j� furni�hecl gratis, on application by mail. A(ldreHG 
MUSN & CO., 37 Park Row, New York. 

To llIake a n  A I'plication tor a Patent. 

T h e  applicant f o r  a p atent should furnish a m o d e l  o f  h i s  invention, if SUf:} 
ceptiole of one, although 80metimes it may be dispensed with ; or, if the i n 
vcntion he a chemiGal production, he must furnish samples of t h e  ingredient.s 
of ,vhich his composition consists. These should be securely packed, th� 
inventor's name marked o n  them, and Rent by express, prepaid. Small m o d 
e l s ,  from a dist ance, can often be s e n t  cheaper by mail. The safest way to 
remit money is by a draft, or p ostal order,  o n  N e w  Y o r k ,  p ayable tu the o r 
d e r  of MUN� & Co. Persons who l i v e  ill remote p art8 of t h e  country ean 
usually purchase drafts from their m e rchants on their NC"\v York corres
pondents. 

He-issues. 

A re· iHsue is granted to t h e  original patentce, h i s  heirs, o r  t h e  assignees 0 
the entire intercst, when, by reason of an insufficient or defeetiye sp ecifi c a ·  
tion, t h e  original p atent is invalid, provided the e r r o r  h a s  arisen from iuad
yertence, accident, or mil:'take, without any fraudulent o r  deceptive inten· 
tlon. 

A p atentee may, at his option, have in his reissuc a separate patent for 
each distinct p art o f  the invention comprehended III his original application 
by paying the required fee in each case, and complying with the other re· 
q uirements of the law, as i n  original application::;. Address MUSN & Cu. 
37 Park Row, for fnll p articulars. 

Trademarks .  

A n y  person or firm domiciled in t h e  United States, o r  a n y  fi r m  or corpora· 
tion residing in any foreign country where similar privileg�s are extended 
to citizens of the United States, may register th�ir deSigns and obtain pro·  
tection. This is very important to manufacturers in this country, and equal· 
ly so to foreigners. For full p articulars address �IUNX & Co., 37 Park How 
New York. 

Design Patents. 

Foreign designers a n d  manufacturers, w h o  s e n d  goods to this country, may 
secnre patents h e r e  u p o n  their new p atterns, and t h u s  p r e v � n t  others frum 
fabricating or selling the samc goods in this market. 

A patcnt for a design may b e  granted t o  any person, whether citizen or 
alien, for any new and original design fl) r  a manufacture, bust, statue, alto· 
relievo, or bas relief; any new and original design for the printing of wool· 
en, s111:, cotton, or other fabrics ; any new and original impreSSIOn, orna
ment. pattern, prmt, or picture, to be printed, p ainted, cast, or otllerwise 
placed on or worked into any article o f  manufact u l'c. 

DeSign p atents are equally as important to citizens as to foreigners. 1·'0 1'  
full p articulars send for pamphlet to Mu>!>! & Co., 37 P a r k  RoW, Kcw York. 

Rej ected C a s e s .  

Rej ected cases, or defective papers, remodeled for p arties w h o  h a v e  m a d e  
applications for themselves, or through other agents. Terms moderate. 
Address �fUNN & Co., stating p articul ars. 

Enropean P at € nts. 

MUNN & C o .  h a v e  solicited a l arger number 01 Euro p e an Patcnts than 
any other agency. They h a.ve agent s located at London, Paris, Brns�el� 
llOl'lin, ana other chief cities. A p amphlet pertaining t o  foreign patentR 
and the cost of procurin� p atent::i in all countries, sent. free. 

MUNN & Co. will be happy to see inventors in person, at their omce, 01' to 
advise them by letter. In all ctlsefl., they may expect an hone8t opinion_ F o r  
SUGh consultations, opinion, and advice, no charge i8 maAe. "Trite plain , 
do not use pencil, nor pale ink j be brief. 

All business committed to our care, and all consultations, are kept Recret 
and strictly conjldential. 

In all matters pertaining to pateuts, such as condncting interfe1"�nces 
procurIng extenSions, drawing assignments, examinations into the validity 
of patents, etc.,  special care and attention is given. For information, and fo!' 
pamphlets of instruction and advice, 

AddresB 
M U N N  & C O . ,  

PUBLISHERS SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, 

3 7  P a rk Row, Ne,v York. 

OFFlcE IN WASHINGTON-Corner F und 7th streets, o p posite 
Faiient Offi c e ,  

© 1871 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.
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The l;alue of the SCIENTIFIC AME�ICAN as an advertising 

medium cannot be over-e..'!tim.ated. Its circulation is ten 

time8 greater than that Qt any similar journal now pub

W.;n eri. It aoe.s mta all the States and Territories, and is 

"'carl in all the pl'inc pal librarie8 and reading-rooms Qf 

1/1/3 ll'otZd. We inv ite the attention of those who wish to 

make their b U8ines8 knmcn to the annexed rates . A busi
neS8 m((n wants 80mething more t.han to see hits adver

ti8enwnt in a printed n C I£8paper. He wants circulatIon. 

1/ it [8 worth 25 cell,ts per line to adverti8c in. a paper of 
tll i 'ee tholf8and circulation, it is worth $2. 50 vel' line to 

(lr..ll;erti?Jc in 01le of thirty thou·'?and. 

RATES OF AlJVERTISING. 
Back l'alre - -Inside Page - - • 

for each insertion. 

1 ·00 a line, 
7<> cents a line 

Engravings 11luy head adverti.'5ements at the same rate per 
line, by mea81.lrement, 08 Ule letter-pres8. 

THE CELEBRATED COLLINS GOLD 
)-fETAL WATCHES.-CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC. 

'\, orthlus:, Brass 1Yatches arc being sold all over the 
country, bJ parties representing themselves as our ltR'ents . 
Thef\e v,artles arc all imposters, as 1VE HAVE NO 
AG�N'l i:?, and our genuine goods can only be obtained 
by orcirnng from us direct, and having goods sent C .O .  D. 
l>y express. Prices of Watches, $15, $20, and $25. Equal-
�i�£

,
c�Ot;I�����t���l. agg;��:.

n
$2
e, 

t�O��o��tg��l��li��:tfg�t\�l� 
and wright. Also, Jewelry of every kind. 

C . E. COLLI:'<S & Co. , 335 Broadway, Ncw York. 

:We ma�e only ono style. a n rt havo lmt onc price our 
PIanos, wInch aro Il11 Ulfi(le fnHll thoroughly scnBoned aud kiln_ 
dried mate rial s, and h,l\'O seven octaves-rosewood casccan-oju legs and lYl'e-large sqllRl'O �r�Uld overstrnn g Bcalc
front roull(l corners -serpentine bottom-iron plate-French 
action-and are all warranted :fh"e years. 'Vo have no ag:eutg, find allow nQ commissiollS or discounts to any :me. This ex-1)1aln" how w e  can sell a goo(1 Piano for $2DO, Wl1ich is  about the 
}lriee 1'Iano dealers pay to manllfadurersfor i mtruments si l il i lar to 
(Jllr3. Piano dealers are allowed by aU manufact\ln·t�. exc .. pt Otlr
Iwh-es, to add 100 per cent., and npward, "profit to all sales. This the Jluh l ic  can pr�ve t.y investigation tv be strictly tr1H�. Phno dt'aler�, t,'acilers, ;. rofessors, and e .... erybody else, are excluded. frOTH any and e,'ery possibi l it.y o f a  single cent of cOlnlIlissil)n on aliI' rianos. I f  you  w i s h  a Pi�l.llo sent for trbl, y o u  must make tl1e matter of refrr_ ence and pa�'lIlent unquestionable ; Rnd i f  the tnstrnmen t iO! in any 
J't!spect i n fl'rior to !\nv Piano made in the known world at any prke, you may send i t  back to 113 at the end of ten da�'s' trial, imt.:'3d o f  Faying f o r  i t. I f  y o u  order a Piano sent, we h:lye one request to 
)mk.e ;  and th:,-t i s .  that �h(l trial shall  be made by parties who are nClt !1J tf'fe�ted In  other Pianos. Plt«se send for our Cir('ular� eOJl_ 

::�):::n;I�\ll! �hi�������: S��te,:���
n

T:r:i�o������o m:;�h��:ls.! �:� 
Pianos. Addr{'ss or apply to the 0 

GUNITED STATES PIANO CO., 645 Broadway, N. Y. 

P URCHASE Machinery of every description 
of A .S. & J. GEAR & Co. , 56, 58, 6 l ana 62 Sudbury st., 

Hoston, Mass. , where Machinery can be seen running. 

.1\ S. & J.  GEAR & CO., 56, 58, 60 and 62 Sud-
-.,- . bury st. , Boston, Mass. , have the largest �.fachin

err Depot In the United States, where they show ma
chIncry running. 
. � ---�-------------

S HINGLE AND BARREL MACHINERY.-
Improved Law's Patent Shingle ann Heading Ma

chi ne, simplest and best in use. Also, Shingle Heading 
T��·n
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CINCINN ATI INDUSTRIAL 

Exposition ! 
1871. 

'l'he Second Grand Exhibition of 

Manufactures, Products, and Arts, 
Under the au;.;pices of the 

BOA RD OF Tn,l.DE, 
O H I O  MECH A N I C S '  I NSTITUTE, 

A N D  C HAMBER O F  C O M iliERCE, 
Will be held in 

CIN CINN ATI, 
From i5eptember 6th uutil October 7th, 1811, 

IN extensive buildings specially erected for 
the purpose, on a scale FAR ::;URPASSING the Great 

Exposition of last year. 
Space can now be secured. 
Circulars, Rules, Blank ApplJcations, etc. , can IJe had 

on application, or by post. 
:Many were disa.ppointed last year by delaying their 

applications until a lat0 date. 
Huildmgs open to receive articles, August 16th, 1871. 
A(ldres� 

H. McCOLLUM, Secretary. 

BENT, G OODNOW & CO., 
Boston, �Iass . •  Publishers of " _PATENT STAR," ��;:l Patent RightS:G��i,�d��.tUi,�iB:1S. Orders solicit� 

9''''Sen? stamp for copy. 

FO OT LA THES� 
And fI..11 1 d n d f  of r.:nl all Too],.:_ lill! st.rnted eatalog'p:e free 
(tOOI)",!)W f;, WWHTM.AN. 2J Cornhil l ,  Booton, Mas •• 

$titntifit 
THE NEW YORK 

( VIAD UCT) 

RAILWAY C OMPANY. 
DIRECTORS : 

Alexander T. Stewart, A. Oakey Hall, 
'Will iam M. Tweed , John Jacob Astor, 
August Belmont,  Peter B. Sweeny, 
Charles A. Lamont., Levi P. Morton ,  
James F.  D. Lanier, Hugh Smith, 
Franklin OsgooJ.,  'William T.  Blodgett, 
'Vm. Butler Duncan, Richard O'Gorman, 
John J .  Bradley, Jose F. Navarro, 
Charles L.  Tiffany, Henry Smith, 
'Villiam It Travers, Edwarrl B.  Wesley, 
Joseph Seligman, Manton Marble, 
Richard B .  Connolly, John Taylor Johnston, 

Henry Hilton. 

HENRY HILTON, 
President. 

HUGH SMITH, 
Vice-President. 

W. BUTLER DUNCAN, 
Treasurer. 

EDWARD P. BARKER, 
Secretary. 

By the authority of the Board of Directors of THE 
NEW YORK RAILWAY COMPANY, and i� conformity 
with the tcrms of the Act of Incorporation in that reo 
spect, the underSigned, Commissioners on Stock. Sub
scriptions, give public notice for and on behalf of the 
DIrectors, and of such Company, that Books of Subscrip
tion for the Capital Stock thereof, will be opened on 
WEDNESDAY, THE TWENTY·ElGHTH DAY OF JUNE 
instant, at the following places in this City, viz :-

At the Banking House ot 
D UNCAN, SHERMAN & CO., 

No. 11 Na�san �treet. 
At the Banking House of the 

BANK OF THE METROPOLIS, 

No. 31 Uuion sqnare. 

The Company Is authorized to construct two Viaduct 
Railways, or branches, through the City of New York, on 
the east and west sides thereof, froL".. a common starting 
point at or ncar Chambers street, between Broadway 
and Chatham street ; also, across the Harlem Hiver 
anfl through 'Vestehcstcr County ; with power to build 
additional lineR of railway, or branehf')s, trom time to 
time, in any part of the City or Westchester County. 
The property acqu irer! by the Company i.s e.-rempterl from 

taxe8 an a a�'8e8i<ment8 during the period allo wed for the 

.final completion of the j'wTlcay in the city. The Mayor, 
Aldermen, and Commona.lty of New York are authorized 
and directed. with the approval of the Commissioners of 
the Sinking Fund. to 8ubscribe for :five millions of 
dollars of the stock of the Company, whenever one 
million of dollars thereof has been subscribed "for by 
private parties. This conditional amount Qf stock has 

been wholly 8ubscr ibed for and taken by the Directors of 
the Company. On the completion of either of the lines 
of railway to the line of Westchester County, the Super
visors of that County are authorized to issue the  bonds 
of the Connty to such amount as the Supervisors shall 
deem expedient, to aid in the construction and extension 
of .th·') railway in and through that County. For the 
proper equalization of the interest of shareholders who 
may subscribe and pay in moneys at different times, the 
Directors arc authorized to issue scrip for interest on 
such payment.s, payable out of the earnings. 

THE TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION will be as follows :� 
TEN PETI CENT of the amount of Stocli: subscribed for 

to be paid in cash at the time of subscription. The resi
due to he pahl as called for by the Board of Directors, on 
a notice of thirty da.ys, but no call at any one time to ex
ceed ten per cent . 

Scrip for interest, at the rate of seven per cent per an
num, will be issuell by the Company, p ayable out of the 
first earnings of the Railway, on all instaUments paid on 
Stock subscribed for within thirty days after the Sub· 
scription Books shall be opened. 

The Company reserves the right to close the Subscrip
tion Books at any time after the twenty· ninth day of 
July, 1871 . 

By order of the Board of Directors . 
A lex't· T. �tew.ar�, ( Commissioners on behall t��ll � ����rt;i:,Ol ' ) of the Company. 

NEW YORK, June 16, 1871. 

Reynolds' 
TURBINE WATER WHEELS. 
The Oldest and Newest. All otbers. 

only im1tations of each other in 
theu strife after complications to 
confuse the public. We do not boast 
but quietly excel them all in staunch 
reliable, economical power. Bean 
tiful pam�hl"t free. GEO TALLCOT 

96 LIberty st. , New York. 
Gearing, Shafting, 

W U ODBU RY'8 PAT E N T  
Planing and Matching 
and Molding Machines,Grav & Woodts Planers,Self. oning 
Saw Arljorf;, rtnrt o t-her wood wflrkin� maC'h1nerv. 

S��lfor\�Y,��i:i·l. { �� ���d��;;t�['I(�Crll';;·.ton 

�lutdtau. 
Andrew 'S Patents. 

Noiseless, FrictIon Urooved, }'ortable, and 
Warcllouse iJ oisters. 

�:;:�f,I::.:'fi':,rr�N;J':t��;iftin1rJ\�r�.ullrry Hol"tt)rs. 

Osci l la tinl{ Endues. Wouble and !>Inltle, 1-Z 
l illi-Horse power. 

Centrifu!!"al Pumps, 100 to 1110,000 Gallon. 

Nf�J��n��3: :z.��v�l: mlo8ai� J::iJ:e��!���'C� out InLur�1 �����r 'edc'!!r!���Urable, and Economical. 
WM. D .  ANDHEWS & BHO. , 

414 Water street, New York. 

1 832. SCHENCK'S PATENT. 1871 
'WOODWORTH PLANERS 

And Re·Sawing Machines, Wood and iron Workfn,g: Ma
chinery , Engines, Boilers, etc. JOHN B. SCHE�CK'S 
SONS, �iattea',,-�,--N:-.!:�":n<l�i1J()!"ty st . •  New York. 

PATENT BANDSA W MACHINES 
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& PR YIBIL, 452 to 456 
Tenth ave., New York. Price �250, $275, $350, and $!OO. At 
present (Oet. 16) , there are in 
�f.gi

a
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circula.r. Manufacture, also, 
��r�r!sI;OV;�c:�W$��

ill\:�� 
'�� also on hand a large stock 

of best FRENCH BANDSAW 
BLADES. 

NOR WALK IRON WORKS, 

S OLE PROPRIETORS and Makers of the 
Norwalk E ilglll e and Earle Steam Pump, Stationa· 

rv ann Portlb - t Engines, Direct Acting and Balance 
1Vheel Stca-:). P .Imps, Air and Vacuum Pumps. 
_____ -=S..:.':.:lesro�m, 133 Center street!.. New Yor� .. _ 

The New Wilson Under-Feed . 
T H E  BEST & C H EAPEST 

FIRST CLASS S HUTTLE 
SEWING MACHINE 

E.�=;I�if'" IN T H E  WORLD. .. . Warranted for ftve yeaTS, 
til and the warranty ind('m!:jnified by " capital of half 
H a million of dollars. ElACENTS WANTED 
R i n  unoccupied territory. 
.., For particulars address ... Wilson Sewing Machine co .  � Cleveland, 0. ;  St. LouiS, 

"'''''...."fik�Ld��I� Mo. ; Providence, R, 1 , ; 
... Philadelphi�.  Pa.; Bos; 

ton , Mass. ; Plttshurg.Pa . 
Louisvil.le, K y . ;  Cinc!nnati ,O . ;  lnd.ianapolis. ln.d . ;  
Memphls ,Ten n . ;  C h icago , 111 . ;  Mllwa!'kee, �IS. ;  
Toledo , O . ;  Albany. N .Y.;  St .  Paul, Mllln.;  Rich. 
mond ,Va,;  Montgomery, Al a.j New Orleans , I.a . ;  
Galveston & H ouston,Tex,;  S a n  Fran cisco. Cal . ;  0 "  

No. 707 B R O A D W A Y, N E W  Y O R K 

P. BLAISDELL & Co . ,  
� ,;J" ANUFACTURERS OF FIRST CLASS 
.itl. llIACHINISTi5' T O O LS. Send for Circulars. 

Jackson st. , ""'orcester, Mass. 

THE AMES IRON 
WOHKS.- Portable En
gines, 3 to 40 H ,P' 1 Circu
i Hr Saw Milll'l,VertlCal and 
Horizontal Stationary En
�ine8 and Boilers, Hoist-
\\�o�
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Tools. Send for valuable 
inform fltion t.o 

EDW'T! P. HAMPSON, 
38 Cortlandt Rt . ,  

New York. 

Illnstr��c�oQI!!NJo�.I§' of small 
Tools and Materials sent free to any address. GOODNO'V & W I GHTMAN, 23 Cornhi ll.Boston, Mass. 
THE Oi'l"LY Machine that will morti se and 
stoek���� ����
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round holes per minute, leaving the mortises free of 
c�p�. MARTIN I:r�!.9K, Agent. Leb_��l?.E_'.��,,_ 

DAVIS' P A TENT 

R E O O I{ D I N G 
PRESSURE GAUGES. THE ONLY instruments that record the TIME 

ot' variations in pressure. Send for Circulars to 
D. }',_l.lA:c,7IS,j" CortIan�, N!,w "y_"':� 

CIRCULAR SAW MILLS, 
TI M BER MILLS, HAYS & NEWMAN'S 

PATENT DOUBLE PARALLEL EDGEHS, FOS· 
TEH'S PATENT LOG AND TIMBER CANTING MA. 
CHINES, and Saw Mill Machinery generally, mallufac-
t
t�i��r��s 

the 
��RB�11�,v�Y':'��e�����

i
�dY �ih,

pany. 

Send for illustrated Circular. and �;;��lt1sft , N. Y. 

Niagara Steam PUl'np. 
ClIAS, B. HARDICK, 

Adams st. , Brooklyn, N. Y. 

EDSON'S 
" RECORDING 

STEAllI GAUGES." 
Manufactured and sold by the 
RECORDING STEAM GAUGE CO., 91 LIberty st., N. Y. 

THE CELEBRATED 
Co ld-rolled Shafting. rr HIS Shafting is  in every particular superior 

Ec-oi/o�rlc��[n%�l�·¥lWa i6e�n�1,
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leys and hangers. It is pcrfeetly round, and male to 
Whitworth Gage. All who s-ive it a trial continue to use 
it:exelusively. We have it In large quantities. Call and 
examine It, or send for priee list. 

Address 
126 a;d

E
Brg�a�����t �N���;'york. 

N. Y. Mach/tnery Depot. 
G EORGE PLACE & CO., Manufacturer� and 

T Dealers in Wood and Iron 'Yorking Machinery, ot 
every description , Stationary ann Portable Engines and 
Boilers, Leuther and Ruhher Belting; and all articles 
needful in Machine or Haill'oad R-cpalr Shops. 126 and 
128 Cham her st . .  New York. 

Sturtevant Blo�vers. 
THESE are in every particular the best and 

most perfect Blower ever made. A full assortment 
of every size on hand, ready to oeliver. 

Addre'. GEORGE PLACE & CO. , 
126 and 128 Chamber st . • New York. 

-I) ICHARDSON, MERlAM & CO., 
� Manufacturers of the latest improved Patent Dan

iels' and \Voodworth Planinfi Ma.chines, Matdllng, Sash, 
:l��11����

i
(lii·�;ta�n���8:��i�gS�r1'e�����a��Wl�' �:�; 

Arhors, Beron Saws. Railway, Cut· off, and RilJ�Rnw Ma-
g�l\��

s
ki�l�l�k�f ��0'd�.��gr����

ni
1_fac\�����'. 

a
'b�t;rc:-!��: 

uno prir'p  liRt.R, fH',nt. on applir'atfon. Mamlfrt('tnrv, Wor� 
c\lstcr, �lu'!l, W arbhoUSc, lI.Yl Libcrty st. New York. 17 1 

6 1  

OTIS' SAFETY HOISTING 

Machinery. 
OTIS, BRO S ,  & co. 

No. 348 BROADWAY. NEW YORK. 

PU�/'-P S -For Description, Price 
llL • Lists etc. , of the Best Centrjfn� 

gal Pump ever invented, with Overwhelming TeliltimollY 
in its favor..t send for new illufltl'ated pamphlet (40 pp. ) to 
���,�l�J\�p�§_I.��.9���iE:�� 

IIIU!IIIIM. rl�H.E: G nion Iron Mills, Pittsburgh, Pa. 'l'he 
attention of Engineers and Architects is called to our �mproved Wrought-iron Beams and Girders (patented) , In whi�h the compound welds between the stem and ftaJ;lges, which have proved so obi ectionable in the old mode of manufacturing, are entirely avoided, we are prepare�l to fUrnish all sizes at terms as favorable as ean be obtallle.d elsewhere. For Gescriptive lithograph address 

��E��_g��'_!���._�.��',!f_�_�.�Iron MJ.�IB. PittsbuTgh. Pa 
l\ 'I ACHINISTS' TOOLS, at greatly reduced 11". prices. Also, some Woodworth Planers and Sec ond· hand Tools. 97 to 113 R. R. ave. , Newark. N. J. E. & R. J. GOULD. successors to Gould Maenine C o  
rl INCINNATI BRASS WORKS. - Engi-\ )  neers and Steam ,Fitters' Brass Work, Best QuaUtv at verl'.I.(),!!,���. __ F. L�N!J;;.NHE}J\1El{, l'rop�� 
Cod $7� TO $250 PER MONTH, every-
E � whereT.--.male and female, to introduce the = GENU NE IMP"OVED COMMON-SENSE FAMI· 
e::.n LY SEWING MACHINE. This MachIne will stItch ---' hem,fell, tuck, quilt,cor<i,hind,braid and embroider ---.... in a most s�erior manner. Price, onl�15. Fully i �il��8et%;I�n;'��6�i�� ffha�V!rll

a
�'�w a �i;��G:l, � more beautiful, or more elastic seam thdJl ours. It 

a=> ����
s 
c��� b'� �!i��l�d �tijl�h�

t
�i��h'�a�;;[r;eS;l�g�� 

.....- apart without tearing it. We pay Agents from $75 � to $250 �er month and expenses, or a. commission 
ca from w ich that a�Ec8�i:&b�o.�

de. Address 
!3:= Jlo

�gfc:ig�
s
ili. 

Pittsburgh, Pa. ; St. Louis, Mo. 

BURDON IRON WORKS.-Manufacturers 
press���'k":.�l��B�'1��i':bl�

r
�:r��s":.'i[l�0�W��,&;,r'i.1'i kmds, S�ar �hlls, Screw, Lever

D 
Dro� & HvdrauUo 

k'i�,
e
fo F���r;e 1'i-gg�f;�:' H BBA & WHITTA-

MACHINERY NEW a nd 2d.HA ND • ••• 

III Send for Circular. CHAS.PLACE 
, & CO. , 60 Vesey st. , New York. 

Agents ! Read This ! WE WILL PAY AGENTS A SALARY OF 
$30 per ",veek and expenses, or allow a lnr�e, 

commiSSion, to sell our new and wonderful inventiOllR. 
Address M. WAGNER & CO . •  Marshall, MIch. 

WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY GEN. 
ardson s

e
�
a
li�;lt

S
ft�����,

i
:J'T,!�gg';?:��ll!�:.

ne
�o

a
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26 Central, cOrJWiTT{r�1�W'i{lfGli�'::WicN.:i�bsON. 

Tanite El'ner11 Wheels 
" ND G RINDING MACHINES . 

..t:\. s. A. WOOD!>, General AlI"eut. 
Machinery Depot, U1 Liberty st. , New York. 

$250 A MONTH easily made with Stencil 
Samp{is. FRE:.

nd
s�Y:��W�P��; B�:tti��o

C;���i�,r and 

A LLCOTT'S LATHES, for Broom, Hoe, and 
Rake Hanll�.'�b�ii'. i Liberty st. New York .  

THOMSON ' S  PATENT 

R OA I) STEA1J1ER. 
THE only locomotive that will haul heavily 

loaded trains on ordinary Americau roads. Saves 50 
per cent over horses, and does not injure the roads. Also 
adapted for plo'l1'ing by direct tracti on. 

Can be seen in op(�ration near New York. Open for 
cOFl��et�n�n

a����l���, ��ld;��sOt�� 
E
s
n
o��

n
);Ianufacturer n AmerIca, D. D. WiLLIAMSON, 

P. O. Box 1809. or 32 Broadway, New York clty-, 
13UERK'S WATCHMAN'S TIME DE-

TECTOR.-Important for all large Corporations 
.md Manufacturing concerns-capable of cont.rolling 
with the utmost accuracy the motIOn of a watchman or 
E:��:IS:�dalo;h: �fr��l:;.

aches dif[eJ�]I 
Y��?�K,

Of his 

N. B.�This detector IS �ov�j.e�tbi��
B
l}�

t
g�';;f:�is. 

Parties using or selling these instruments without autho
rIty from me will be dealt with according to law. �NANTED-AGENTS' $20 PER DA Y, 'TO 

sell the celebrated HOME SHUTTLE SEWING 
MACHINE. Haa the under-feed, makes the "lock 
"
.
_titCh" alike on both sides, and is fully licensed. 
The best and cheapest Family Sewing Machine 
III the market. Address 

JOHNSON, CLARK & CO. , 
Boston, Mass. ; Pittsburgh, Pa. ; Chicago, Ill. or St. Louis. Mo . 

$1 5 0 A MON'l'H ! EMPLOYMENT 
. , EXTRA INDUCEMENTS ! 

A premium HORSE and WAGON for Agents. We desire 
to employ agents for a term of seven years, to sell tho 
Buckeye $20.00 Shuttle Sewing Machine. It makes a 
stitch alike on both sides, and is t.he best low· priced 
licensed machine in the world. W. A. HENDERSON & 
CO . •  Cleveland. Ohio. or St. Louis. Mo. 

L & J.W.FEUCHTW AN GER, 55 Cedar st. ,  
• New York, Chemists Importing afid Manufa.ctur

ing. Sillicates of Soda and Potash, Soluble Glass in aU 
forms, Steel and Glass Makers' , Potters' and Enamelers' 
Materials, Pure Metallic Oxides and Metals, Hydrofluoric 
�r

ci
�ite!�le�

r
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i
.
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���¥i�l�::: ��.
a
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Glass," •• Gems," and ,. Fermented Liquors. " 

P ORT ABLE STEAM ENGINES, COMB IN , 
infithe maximum of efficiency, durability and eeon-

��ie'I;�gd
t
1f'����bi;��Jw��

i
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n
�h��l

c
900 1�

h
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use. All warranted satlRfactory or no sal�. Descriptive 
circulars sentrC�PIiWAiiflh �(i?6e�tawreuee, Mass. 46. Cortlandt st. New York. 

THE SELF-SELLING SURFACE AND 
CLAPBOARD PLANING MACHI:'<E.-In addition 

to improvements on Wood,Yorth Surface Planer (Ree cut 
in SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, No. 16, p. 246, Oct. 15, 1870) , we 
now offer to the public the greatest improvement of the 
�K�ngJ�rn ie�

c
�rn

e
uI�s��:a.:to �l���gdl(!,��g;.r�s ri��:�lt 

as any mflchine especially made for that purpose. The 
advantage is a.pparent ; it RaveR the room and expense of 
one machiup . All who think four or five hundred dol
lars is worth saving. call and examine our machine .  
'Vh�n kno,vn , it will sell itsplr. 

NEW ENGLAND MACHIKE CO . , Fitdlhnrgn . Ma's. 
_�_� ____ �_�����by ,J •. .!-.: PERKH;.'l,_ 

$1 0 A DAY, with Stencil Tools. Samples 
free. Address A. E. GRAHAM, Springfield. Vt. 

"1\.'1 UDELS, PATTERNS, EXPERIMENTAL, 
1l . and other machiner� Modcls for the Patent Office, 
bum to order by HOLSKE MACHINE CO. , Nos. 528, 5He, 
awl 532 'Vater st. , near Jefferson. H.efer to SCIENTIFIO 
AMRRICAN oflir.e. U tf 

IIAND SAW MILL.-Do work of 3 men. - Rip 3-inch lumber with ease. Thotl8finds in use. 
Ag(,�uts wanted everywhere. W1\-L H. HOil.G, 

S� COJ.'tl:J.lHit bt. I .N ew York. 

© 1871 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.



Aclv.rtisement8 will be admUtea on tM"page at the rate Qf 

81'00 per line for each insertion. Engravings may 

head adverti8ement8 at the 8ame rate per line, by 'lJUlU
urement. as the letter-vre88. 

Burglars at Work . 
HERRING'S SAFE STOPS THEM. 

45 SOUTH ST . •  NEW YORK. July 5, 187l. 
MKIiI8RS. HKB::&ING, FARREL & SHERMAN, 

No. 251 Broadway : 
w�:
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er ��sC:aVi�:���� 
chased of you a few years Since and within it one of 
your burglar proof chests, which latter, from its aIfF.ear-

iii�l
e
�!�:���n����

i
b�u1!:� ���{ft���!ri�S :�e�� bro'i

e
:� 

olf iu the Joint of the door-it would seem much dexter· 
ous effort had been made to break it open. But, we are 
gratified to say, the effort was not successful ; the door 
was not forced, nor was the machinery of the lock in· 
jured. Very respectfully. J. H. BROWER & CO. 

Herring's New Patent Champion 
Bankers' Safes. 

Patent high and low Steel· welded, combined with Patent 
�'rankl1nlte. 

Proof against the blowpipe as well as the drill. 
WITH PATENT HINGED TONGUE AND GROOVED DOOR, 

AND PATENT R"IJBBER-PACKED FLANGE. 
Proof against wedges, nitro· glycerin. and gunpowder. 

Herring, Farrel & Slternlan, 
�/il Broadway, cor. Murray st. , New York. 

����f:J'G �E
��

I
��i�a 

C�. ,  Philadelphia. 

HERRING. FARREL & %HERMAN. New Orleans. 

V Brtical & Horizontal 
CORN l1ILLS. 

30- inr:h grinds 30 bus
J

er hour, 
and �Jw �Rb

r
�l�RI��1f.l40

. 
New Haven, Conn. 

BEST PORTLAND CEMENT, for manu 
facturing artificial stone. 

L. JAFFE, 1 193 Broadway. 

A. S. CA}IERON & CO. ,  
ENGINEERS, 

Works. foot of East 23. 
street, New York city. SteanfJ rPUIDDS, 
�1�

aJ'��ff. 
to every possi · 

Send for a Price List. 

IRON STEAlllSHIP BUI LDER�. 

NEAFIE & LEVY, 
PENN WORKS, 

MARINE ENGINEIol, BO I LERS, ETC., 
PHILADELPHIA, P A. 

------� 
CURES 

Costiveness, 
RELIEVES 

Headaclle, 
AIDS 

Diges�ion. 
Sold by all Druggists. 

GEO. W. READ & CO., 
llANUF ACTURERS UD I1IPORTERS, 

V BN E:E:RS, 
FANCY WOODS & BOARDS, 
Have in store the finest assortment ever seen, particularly 

FRENCH Vlf .... EERS, HUNGARIAN ASH, ETC. , 
to which they It , .te the.rartlcular attention of the trade. 

Send for catalogue an price Ust. 

TfNG �1'�Hf�1<:gf
l!�1��':!'u��rgest VENEER CUT· 

1"0 and 1"2 Centre st., New York. 
�ory. 1&i to :1)0 Lewis st., __________ _ 

1R�OE MAB!t Union Stone Co.,  aD. Pat,entee8 an d  Manufacturers of 
AB .... PI(JJ:AL STONE &; 
IIDd�:"!"����beel 
Macb1nm and Tools. S, nd Cor circu-lar. :n Pe_=,.t'Nlies.s. 

TODD & RAFFERTY, Manufacturers of 
Steam Engines, Boilers, Flax, Hemp, Tow Bagging 

Rope and Oakum Ma.chinery. Steam Pumps and Govern
ors always on hand. AlsoAgen'tsfor 'tbeNewBaven Man
ufacturlnf Co.'s Machinists' Tools. � We Invite es.l!e, 
:t:�:.tW a:�o�����o�:rc�;���

e
�or��"�'!te�;�ri� N . j: 

Patent Vertical Portable Engine. 
Our guarantee is-more 

steam, less toel, stronger in run· 
��?'n::::r d��a�:' l:: ��\jrd 
Style Portable, with Engine on 
Boiler, of same dlmeneioDs. Our 
�
a
a";ie��!�e�

r
iIe

S
;JOB�O�:8� ��� 

Patent Roller set ; quick setting, 
and correct W U l� J.j  �awil1g. Stationary Engines and Boil
ers. Address GRIFFITH & WEDGE. ZaneSVIlle, Ohio. 

STEEL CA.STINGS 
To PATTERN ; tensile strength equal to 

wrought iron j will rivet over, bend, or case harden. 
Heavy WO�V�r\'h�t'?t���sPhll��II2I

�li� !t�We�� ork. 
VOR SALE.-One new Boring Mill, with 
��q���e

n
��

r sha
t
t a.r��.

a�1��ri:�JfitR�n!�.�8 
inches . 

Prov o Brass Foandery, Providence , R. I. 

L
ATHE CHUCKS-HORTON'S PATENT 

from 4 to 36 inches. Also for car wheels. Address 
E. HORTON & SON. Windsor Locks Conn. 

Canadian Inventors, 
Under the new Patent Law, can obtain patents on the 
! arne terms as citizens. 

For tull particulars address 
MUNN &; CO., 

a" Park Row, New York. 

�titutifit 
JI�g;;:tJmk��: I 
1870. for SAFEST and BEST 
ILLUMINATING OIL. Oil House 
of CHAS. PRATT, N. Y. 

Established 1"'"0. 

SAFESIMARYl�� CO , 'S 
B E 8 T. 

�6il' BROADWA Y. 

CE�IENTS .  
E

NG LISH, Portland, and Homan Cement ,for 
sale by LAWRENCE & EDMANDS. 214 Pearl st. ,N.Y. 

From 4 to fiOD horse power 
including Corliss Engines, Slide 
���

v
��

t
i���l,l�i�. 

E
A,��

e
�i�g�: lar Saw 1:iills, Shafting, PUlleys, etc. 'Vheat and Corn Mills, Clr· 

cular Saws, etc. 
Send or Price List. 

WOOD & lllANN 

Steam Enll'ine Company 
WORKS-UTICA, N. Y. 

PRINCIPAL UFFICE-4� C ortlandt st., New York. 

UNION 

Spoke Works. 
S

POKES, RIMS, AND PLOW HANDLES. 
All goods warranted seasoned, and of the best 

q
u
s
a
��lhwest cor. of L��:i:.d 

G
an�<5��� sts.���\adelphla. 

JAMES W, QUEEN & CO" 
9�4 Chestnut st., P hil adelphia I 

/i3/i Broadway, New York. 

Opticians, Mathematical and Philosophical 
Instrument Makers, and Importers. 

si'r��:;���!�s.rr���[t��(elV
e
:l's,<iPa�: -3�::�:es�fti:r����: 

tel'S, Barometers, Magic Lanterns, etc . •  etc. 
Manuals as follows. sent for 10 cents each : 

Part 1st. t!sthematical Instruments . . . . . . . . . . . .  155 pSj:es. 
u 2d, Optical Instruments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  100 ' 

.. 4��: �W��o\trt��i
n
fn�r�t:�t������.��: : :  rs .. 

R UlJIPFF & L UTZ, 
IMPORTERS and :Manufacturers of Aniline 

Colors and Dyestuffs, Colors Cor Paperhtmgers and 
Stainers. Reliable reCipes for Dyeing and Printing on 
Silk, Wool, and Cotton ' All new Improvements in the 
��� ¥Afn��

i
rfk���;:,���Jg�

s 
a:��elf:��r:!��

ed 
t
o 

U
s 

pY 
._� . . ______ �_��_4�_ ���,!��treet . . New YOl·k. 

• •• 
B

EST DA:MPER REGULaTOR 
for Ste�m Boller. Send for Clrcnlars. 

" "'""&o "'  .... d:> " i.l..LlLed. MURRILL & KEIZER, Baltimore, Md; 

WIRE R OP .l!-:. 
J O HN A .  R O E B L I N G ' S S O N S ,  

lU..Y"IJFACTURER8, TRENTON, N. J. 

F
OR Inclined Planes, Standing Ship Rigging, 
Bridges, Ferries, Stays, or Guys on Derricks & Cranes, 

Tiller Ropes, Sash Cords of Coppel" and Iron, Lightning 
�<;���:�7 ii{ �rJ>!8�ior ���.�

a
!�J
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i�:�Oa�!r
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�
en 
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circular, giving price and other information. 8cnd for 
r:r���f���

n 
c����:�\��: h��l����:� 6i.U\v ����us:' 

No. 117 Liberty street. 

WATER-PROOF 
B UILDING PAP.ER 

0'0 TAR) for ROOfing, Sheathing, Ceilings, Oil· cloths, 
Shoe StitTenings, Tags, Trunks, Cartrid�es, Blastmg, 
Pass-book Covers, Grain !.n<k1}�¥EW,

n�:. ,
c. , for sale by 

Paper Warehouse. 59 Duane st. New York. 

Duplais on Alcoholic Liquors. 
A Treatise on the Manufacture and Distillation of AI· 

coholic Liquors. From the French of M. M. Duplais. 
Illustrated by H folding 

i
lates and several wood engrav-

in
��iS Jf;e��fs�

s
is ���. mo��.('2xten8ive and the best ever 

published in the English language. 
The above, or any of m¥ books, sent by mail, free o f  

P����;:'\fn����:J��J��;1�ed CATALOGUE OF PRACTI. 
CAL and SCIENTIFIO BOOKS, 94 pages, 8vo., sent free of 
postage to any address . 

HENRY CAREY BAIRD, 
Industrial Publisher, 406 Walnut st. , 

PHILADELPHIA. 

$10 from 50 cts. 
12 SAMPLES sent (postage paid) for Fifty . Cents, that retail easily for Ten Dollars. 

R. L. WOLCOTT, No. 181 Cbatham Square, N. Y. 

T
HE STILES AND PARKER PRESS CO . •  

having pnrchased the Patents on  Presses and Drops 
formerly owned by N. C. Stiles, also those of Charles 
Parker, of Meriden, are now the owners of SEVENTEEN 
Patents on those machines, and are the sole manufactur
ers of both the Stiles and Fowler PresseR, and of the Stiles 
and Hotchkiss Drop.. Middletown, Conn. 

�tutdtau+ [JULY 2 2 ,  1 87 1 .  

Harrison Safety Boner. 
Has been in practical use for more than ten years . 

25,000 HORSE POWER IN USE. 
INTERNATIONAL MEDAL, LONDON. 1862. 

AMERICAN INSTIT" TE MEDAL, 1869. 
SEND FOR CIROULARS TO 

HARRISON B OILER WORKS, Philadelphia, Pa 

WESTON'S PATENT DIFFERENTIAL 
P UL L E Y  B L O C K S ,  

7 5 , 000 I N  U S E .  
Address 

Harrison Boiler Works, 
PHILADELPHIA, 

Or, JOHN A. COLEMAN, Agent, 
110 BROADWAY, New York, or 139 FEDERAL ST. , Boston , Mass. 

------------------------�. 
L L SMITH eft. .raO ar T. V. Carpenter, Advertising Agent. Addre's 

• • '" ., hereafter, Box 773, New York city. 

Nickel Platers, Swain Turbine. 6 HOWARD ST., New York, 
Between Elm and Centre. 

B U I L D E R S and all who contemplate 
building, supplied with descrip· 

t.l. \ ;';  .: . .l..i. t..:tU<.\>.l" V i  • •  V 1Iiage Builder" free . .  Address A. J.  
B!g��l'�L & CC>:, Pu��ishers,_� Warren .t., N ew Y ��k .  

American Saw Co . ,  Manufacturers of 

And Perlorated Circular and ....,ong Saws. Also Solid 
"Saws 01 all kinds. No. 1 Ferry st. , cor. Gold street. 
New York. Branch Office for Pacific Coast, No. 606 
Front street. San Francisco,Cal. 

THE 
Allen :anone Works. 

_101;" _ i:I!:tijl!l1 
J!·ourth avenue and 13Uth and Hast sts. .N ew York city 
Manufacturers 0 

Porter' s Governor, 
The Allen Boiler, and 
Standard Straildit Edges, Surface Plates, and 

AnlCle Pl ates. 
Four first premmms were awardeu to us at the Fa�r of 

the American Institute, 1870. 
Send for our illustrated circular. 

UILDING PAPER 
OF THREE GRADES. 

TARRED SHEATHING, 

.i
O
�0��J�tgJugto�����\if.'h���,e�n�13f!����:: 

PREPARED PLASTERING BOA RD, 
a cheap and perfect substitute for lat and 
plaster ; makes a smooth, warm, and substauM 
tial W 1. 1 , at less than half the usual cost. 

DOU BLE THICK ROOFING 

��:. ���i�·o�����
t
ie:���n
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Sample and Clrcnlars sent free, by 
ROCK RIVER PAPER CO. , 

B. E. HALE, 
Chicago ; or 

2'l & 24 Frankfort street, N. Y. 

HOW, WHEN, and WHERE 
TO 

ADVERTISE. 
SEE THE ADVERTISER'S GAZETTE, 

BOOK OF ONE HUNDRED PAGES, 

��
s
�i� �;�i�� ��;:s:�����, bU�1ry �*�ck1°��!�i�r���� 

Agricultural, Local, and Political ; also, hfAGAZINES, 
and all Periodicals devoted to class interests ; also, estiM 
mates showlDg-

C O S T  OF ADVERTISING, 
and hints, incidents, and instructions gathered from the 

Experience of Successful Advertisers. 
Mailed to any address FOR �/i CENTS. 

Address 

GEO. P.  ROWELL & CO. ,  
Advertising Agents, Pnblishers, and Dealers 

in All Kinds of PriBters' M aterials. 

NO. 41 PARK ROW, N E W  YORK. 

I
RON PLANERS, ENGJNE LATHES, 

Drills, and other Machinists' Tools, of s�erior qual-
U�h °a�a

a
p�;,:

n
�d���s�

i
'Winf'lLt�M?�ANUf Ji8'Tf1R: 

ING CO New Haven Conn. 

"Our Low -Water Wheel from this onn 
WILL DO TEN PER CENT MORE WORK 

on small streams, m a dry season, than any whee I 
ever invented. Gave the beat results, in every respect, at 
the Lowell Tests. 

For Report of tests at Lowell. With Diagrams and Ta ·  
DIes of Power, addre88 

THE SWAIN TURBINE CO., 
N orth Chehnst"ord, Mass. 

L. W. Pond---New Too ls. 
ExtRA HEAVY AND IMPROVED PATTERNS. 

LATHES, PLANERS, DRILLS, of all sizes 
MlUii;

e
{1��t\n���l}:a�f!��'��lt �ri�t:;;
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n
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and t,hears for Iron. 
Oft ce and Warerooms, 98 Liberty st. , New York ; Works 

at W orcester, Mass. 
A. C. STEBBINS New York Agent. 

PAT. SOLID EMERY WHEELS AND OIL 
STONES,' tor Brass and Iron Work Saw Mills, "nd 

Edge ToolS. N ortbsll,loton Emery Whoel 00. Leeds.Mass. 

RUSS PATE�T MONITOR MOLDING MACHINE, 
MADE BY 

R. BALL & CO., Worcester, Mass. 
���������

er
for

O
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atufll!�8��Vggo�?�
·
;r��f��� 

Implements, Furniture, %ash, Blind, and ¥ioor �actorie8 
et�iC

e!';i.R�e\\�L.
l1lustrated Catalol.

ui>.
a�li�t'il£�t. 

dLeCOUNT 'S PATEN Tj 
Lathe D o[s &ClamDs, . . 
Of both Iron and Steel. 

LeConnt' s Patent ' \�;!����cr
a
�*-NDREL, i 

• • .  Send for latest Circular. . . 
. " C. W. LeCOUNT, 
- > ..... � South Norwalk, Conn. 

THE WOODWARD STEAM-PUMP MAN-
UFACTURING COMPANY, Manufacturers of the 

Woodward Pat. Improved Safetx Steam Pump and Fire 
Engine, Steam, Water, and Gas } ittings of all kinds. Also 
Dealers in Wrought· iron Pipe Boiler Tubes, etc. Hotels 
Churches, Factories, & PublIc BUildin�s heated by Steam, 
�g:; m����g· st.,,;rgr��i� �N�

d
j��k.:;:g�t:� �r{�
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Portable &. Stationary 

Steam Engines 
AND HOISTING ENGINES. A good al' 

ticle at low prices. Every machine warranted 
Send for descriptive Price List. 

H. B. BIGELOW & C O. ,  

New Haven. Conn. 

THE 
Tanite Emery Wheel. 

Does not GlaiIi#u¥'AlNi' 'gO�mell. Address 
Stroudsburg, Monroe Co. , ra. 

A S. & J.  GEAR & CO., Boston, furnisl' 
• every descl'lption of Wood and Iron Working 

Machinery and Sunplws. The best in use, regardless ot 
naker at lowest possible rates. 

THE " Scientific American " is printed with 
CHAS. ENEU JOHNSON & CO.'S INK. Tenth and 

Lombard sts. Philadelphia sud Gold st. New York. 

© 1871 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.




